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Invited Special Editorial
TSUNAMI AND ITS IMPLICATIONS ON COASTAL HABITAT

PN SRIDHAR',A SURENDRAN*,B VEERANARYAN' IVIV RAMANAMIJRTHI*'

ABSTRACT

Coastal  zone is  source of  low-cost  l ivel ihood and prone to f requent d isasters.  There are several  smal l  and targe
marine ecosystems found the Indian coast .  Among rhem 1) coral  reefs of  Andaman and Nicobar Is lands;  2)
mangrov€s of  Pichavaram and 3) Pul icat  Lagoon are more c losely inter l inked to socio,  economic,  cul tural  and
heal th aspects human set t lement in th is region and around. These coastal  mar ine habi tats are al ready in the
threshold of  col lapse under constant  threat  f rom anthropogenic stresses.  On 26th December 2004, the earth of
8.9 Richter  scale fo l lowed by great  tsunami in Indian Ocean had af fected several  coastal  and mar ine habi tat  of
India.  In the fo l lowing sect ions a quick review of  post  tsunami impl icat ions on di f ferent  coasla l  habi tat  are
r t tempted.

KEV WORDS :  26 Dec 2004 Tsunami ;  Coastal  habi tat ;  post  tsunami impl icat ions
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INTRODUCTION

/^toastal zone is source of low-cost livelihood and
It-,attracts large number of population. Coast is a
dynamic region and prone to frequent disasters. Tsu-
nami is one of such catastrophe generated in the
ocean due to submarine disturbance like earth quake,
volcanic eruption and subterranean plate displace-
ment. The tsunami waves are also termed as seismic
sea waves as they are generated by earth quake and
submarine disturbances in the deep sea. These
waves can travel at the surface unnoticed at speed
of 500 to 1,000 km/hr with.long wave length up to
several hundred kilometers. Tsunami waves range
from few centimeters to a meter in height with a wave
period of few minutes to an hour [].

In a closed coast fast approaching short tsunami
waves are controlled by near shore submarine to-
pography and lift up the waves several meters above
the datum and pile water several meters over beaches
causing heavy run off. These surging tsunami waves
are capable of modifying the coastal topography
due to beaches and sand dunes wash off transport-
ing large volume of sediments into and away from
the shoreline. These swelling waves inundate and
flood coastal habitats causing loss of life and prop-
erties. On the other hand in the open coast, tsunami
waves surge through channels inlets (rivers, creeks,

and lagoons) causing heavy breaching of the chan-
nel mouth and barrier sands. This causes channel
widening and flooding more sea water in to the es-
tuarine aquatic system or stop the free exchange
water to and fro due to choking of the channel by
sand deposition. As the result coastal habitats are
stressed to long and short term impacts. In the fol-
lowing sections a quick review of post tsunami
implications on different coastal habitat are at-
tempted.

COASTAL ECOSYSTEM AND HABITATS
An ecosystem is a self-contained unit, where in

biological communities coexist largely with in its
boundaries. An ecosystem is the sum ofall the spe-
cies, their actions and interactions with each otner
and with nonliving matters in a particular environ-
ment. [2] Ecosystem services include such vital
functions as regulating the concentration of oxy-
gen,  carbon d iox ide and water  vapour in  the
atmosphere, filtering pollutants in the water, regu-
lating global temperature and precipitation [3][ ][5].
A coastal habitat is a narrow inter tidal region char-
acterized by unique physical entities like topography,
substrata, waves, winds, tides, water quality and
biotic compositions. As a whole this system pro-
vides livelihood, health and well being of large human
population through fishery,.aquaculture, transport,
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Editorial
CHRONICLING THE TSUNAMI OF 26DEC2OO4 :
AN UNPRECEDENTED MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER

Surg Cdr IK INDRAIIT*, Surg LtCdr K MISHRA**

fJere is something exclusive ! You are browsing a
I lspecial issue of our Journal, that throws the
spotlight on the recent Tsunarni, which was a natu-
ral disaster of apocalyptic proportions, impacting
us in an unprecedented manner.

To begin with, let us reflect for a moment on a
fundamental question. What was the compelling
need for publishing a special issue on the tsunami ?

Firstly, a tsunami is an uncommon, but serious
maritime calamity, that is particularly relevant to us
in the Indian Navy, engaged in protecting the In-
dian coast and littoral waters. This further assumes
significance, by virtue of our professional duties as
Medical Officers, earnestly providing health care
and participating in relief operations in times of na-
tional disasters l ike the recent tsunami.

The 26'h Dec 2004 tsunami, comprised of a seabed
earthquake and a tsunami, both ofextraordinary se-
verity and magnitude, making it a "double whammy"
disaster. Impulsively triggered by a powerful shal-
low megathrust earthquake, centred off the west
coast of Sumatra, a series of sea waves endowed
with a rare but frightening combination of soaring
height, perilous length and treacherous breadth,
mercilessly approached the coasts of south east Asia
countries, including India, traversing atjet speeds
ranging 800 to 1000 km per hour. Consequentially,
within fifteen minutes, the waves had hit the Nicobar
group islands, and by two hours. the waves were
shearing the shores of Chennai and the South In-
dian coast, nearly 2,000 km from the epicentre. I I ]

Secondly,this global geophysical event, inflicted
such a serious humanitarian, economic and envi-
ronmental damage, that it prompted the biggest

peace time aid operation in history of mankind. Re-
acting swiftly to the sheer scale and severity of
destruction, the Indian Navy prepared a deployment
and logistic plan for its ships, aircrafts and shore
establishments to provide disaster relief to coastal
areas of India includingAndaman & Nicobar Islands,
as also to the neighbouring countries of Sri Lanka,
Maldives and Indonesia.[2] Maritime passages of
ancient Indian seafarers during the medeival ages
were re-explored, albeit now for a humanitarian mis-
s ion of  prov id ing succour and re l ie f ,  to  the
devastated.

Thirdly, this special issue focuses on the experi-
ences  o f  med ica l  pe rsonne l  f r om se rv i ce
headquarters during deployment of disaster relief,
in the aftermath of tsunami. Medical perspectives
from all Naval Commands, as well as first hand ac-
counts from medical officers of varied ranks,
appointments and specialities, working across In-
dian coast and neighbouring waters at south east
Asia. are compiled here.

Numerous disaster drills and SOPs were swiftly
put in practice, aboard ships and aircrafts, at hospi-
tals of the Naval Commands, commencing on 26 Dec
2004. Every moment was an experience. And every
experience was ultimately an insight. An insight into
the destructive potential of nature. Few lessons were
learnt. Important suggestions and critical inputs to
improve our SOP's have come forth. Indeed, we
must now pay attention to these recommendations,
objectively.

Fourthly, this issue dwells on the role of hospi-
tals at t imes of disaster. During disaster relief
operations, intense activity is often located at two

*Edi tor ,  Journal  of  Mar ine Medical  Society,  Classi f ied Special is t  (Radiodiagnosis.  CT & MRI) :  **Asst .  Edi tor .  Journal  of
Marine Medical Society; INHS Asvini. Colaba, Mumbai 40O 005.
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ends ofthe theatre ofdisaster, "ground-zero" at one
end and the hospitals at the other. Hospitals are the
final destination in the chain of evacuation of the
injured casualites as well as the dead. An article
highlighting the important role of hospitals in disas-
ter management, is also featured in this issue.

Finally and importtntly,we are singularly privi-
Ieged to have a team of experts writing on a range of
exclusive articles on the tsunami. Foremost amongst
them is ProfessorTad Murty from Canada, interna-
tionally hailed as a renowned tsunami expert. Along
with Professor A.D. Rao. from Indian Institute of
Technology, New Delhi, and ProfessorN. Nirupama,
from Applied Disaster & Emergency Studies,
Brandon University, Canada, they investigate the
"Inconsistencies in travel times and amplitudes of
the 26 December 2004 tsunami". In addition, articles
written by PN Sridhar et al from National Remote
Sensing Agency, Hyderabad, Lt Cdr HarvinderAvtar
from Chief Hydrographer Office at Dehra Dun, all
highlighting different aspects of the tsunami is avail-
able.

The editoriat team expresses their sincere thanks
to all contributors, who have made possible the pub-

Jour Marine Medical Society, 2005, Vol. 7, No. I

lishing of this special issue of the journal: perhaps
the only healthjournal in India devoting an entire
issue to the "Tsunami of Dec 2004".

We end with an inspirational quote from late Leo
F Buscaglia [3] , an education expert. who aptly has
stated

"There are two hig forces at work,
external and internal. We have very
Iittle control over externalforces such
as tornadoes, earthquakes, floods,
disasters, illness and pain. Whal really
matters is the internalforce. How do I
respond to those disasters? Over that
I have complete control,"
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Special Communication
MEDICAL AID, DISASTER RELIEF AND MARITIME
EI{VIORNMENTAL DISASTERS :
TSUNAMI OF 26DEC2OO4

I

Surg VAdm VK SINGH pvsnAvsM vsM pHs

fiver the past years, there has been an increase
Ufin the number of natural disasters and with it.
increasing losses on account of urbanization and
population growth. As a result of this, the impact of
natural disasters is now felt to a larger extent.

The continent of Asia is particularly vulnerable
to disaster and between the years 199 I to 2000, Asia
accounted for 83 percent ofthe population affected
by disasters globally. Devastation in the aftermath
of powerful earthquakes that stmck Gujarat, floods
that ravaged many countries in Asia, droughts that
plagued central Asia including Afghanistan, the
super-cyclone of Orissa are some of the global
events in recent memory.

However, what will remain in the minds of people
the word over and especially in the minds of those
belonging to countries that were affected, is the tsu-
nami that struck southeast Asia on 26 Dec 2004.
While the island of Sumatra in Indonesia suffered
the maximum damage, countries in the path of the
huge tidal wave such as Sri Lanka, Maldives, and
India especially the Andaman & Nicobar Islands
and southeastern part of India were badly affected
with large scale destruction of lives and property.[]
I2l

The swiftness in which the Indian Armed Forces
responded to the Tsunami catastrophe [3] and the
deployment of Medical resources and hospital ships
to the devastated islands of Sri Lanka, Maldives
and Indonesia in addition to theAndaman & Nicobar
Islands, as well as the south eastern part oflndia in

what could be termed as the largest humanitarian
exercise in the post-independence era of India has
established that the Indian Armed Forces is capable
of discharging its tasks commensurate with regional
responsibilities of India

The quality of medical aid rendered by Armed
Forces Medical Services was highly appreciated for
the early reaction and Medical teams reaching the
scenes of devastation in the shortest possible time,
carrying with them adequate medicine and stores
for the immediate rescue and relief operations.The
timely evacuation of critical patients by air and by
sea, the efforts made to care for the elderly, women
and children and also the valuable advice towards
community health came in for much praise. The ca-
pability of the Indian Navy to convert three of its
survey ships at extremely short notice and dispatch
them to Sri Lanka and Indonesia to render help to
these beleaguered nations has been of tremendous
help both from the humanitarian as well as diplo-
matic pointof view.

References
l. South Asia Tsunami situation reports WHO Health

action in crises Situation report 3l of 29 January
2005 :  Avai lable at  ht tp: / /www.who. int /hac/cr ises/
international/asia_tsunami/sitrep/en/ ; Accessed on 3l
May 2005

2. VanRooyen M, Leaning J. After the tsunami-facing
the publ ic  heal th chal lenges.  N Engl  J Med 20O5
;352 (5 ) : 435 -8

3. Indian Naval Tsunami Relief Operations : Available at
http://indiannavy.nic.in/tsunami.htm; Accessed on 3l
Mav 2005
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Invited Special Editorial
INCONSISTENCIES IN TRAVEL TIMES
26TH DECEMBER 2OO4 TSUNAMI

TS MURTY*, AI) IIAO**, N NIRUPAN,IA,*T.*

AND AMPLITUDES OF THE

ABSTRACT

In the aftermath of the highly destructive tsunami of 26th December 2004 in the Indian Ocean, dozens of tcams
worldwide surveyed the affected areas and carr ied out surveys of varied nature, physical damage, loss of l i fe,
economic aspects, social aspects, engineering view point and scienti f ic intcrpretat ion. Most of the survey
results were made avai lsble through the Internet. Here we specif ical ly and cri t ical ly exanrine three scienti f ic
parameters, namely trsvel t imes of the tsunsml to various coastl ines, ampli tudes of the tsunami at dif fe rent
locations and f inal ly the horizontal extent of coastal inundation by the tsunami waves. I t  is shown that there
are very fundamental inconsist€ncies in the data posted on the web. Suggestions are made as to how to achieve
a consistent picture.

KEY WORDS : Tsunami; Travel times, Amplitude

INTRODUCTION

Th. first truly global tsunami in historical time is
I the event on 27th August 1883 following the

eruption of the volcano Krakatoa in the Sunda Strait
between Java and Sumatra in Indonesia, causing a
loss of life of about 36,000. This is referred to as a
global tsunami because the tsunami travelled into
other oceans as well. The second truly global tsu-
nami in historical time, and the first one after modem
instrumentation is put in place, is the tsunami of
26th December2004 in the Indian Ocean.

In terms of loss of life, this is the biggest tsunami
event in historical time and is among the most disas-
trous natural disasters events. More specifically the
loss of life attributed to this tsunami, which by the
official estimate of the United Nations, now pegged
at over 310,000 is higher than the total cumulative
loss of life from all the Pacific Ocean tsunamis com-
bined for the l9th and 20th centuries. In terms of
frequency, there are 6 to 9 tsunamis in the Pacific
Ocean per year, although most of them are small and
local. On the other hand, for the Indian Ocean, a
very destructive major tsunami appeilrs to occur once
every 60 years on average and a minor local one

once every 10 years or so. The two previous major
tsunamis in the Indian Ocean were on2TthAugust
1883 due to the Krakatoa volcanic eruptions and on
27th November 1945 in the Arabian Sea which
caused loss of life and great devastation in India (at
that time Pakistan was part of India) and the coun-
tries surrounding the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea.

It has been generally stated that the reasons for
the great loss of life during the 26th December 2004
tsunami are the lack of an early warning system for
the Indian Ocean and socio-economic factors, such
as high density of population and lack of public
awareness. Since major tsunamis are occurring in
India, on the average, once every 60 years, there is
no tsunami memory among the public, the media
and the politicians. Early waming systems are avail-
able in India for more frequent natural marine hazards
such as cyclones, monsoons, river floods etc.

Murty et al [] studied the far field dispersion
characteristics of this tsunami. For some data on
earlier tsunamis in the Indian Ocean, see [2,3]. For
the basic mechanisms of tsunami generation from
under ocean earthquakes, see [4]. Tsunamis can also
be generated by submarine landslides, either trig-

*Departmen! of  Civ i l  Engineer ing,  Univers i ty  of  Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada. **Centre for  Atmospher ic Sciences.  Indian
Institute of Technology, New Delhi, India. ***Applied Disaster & Emergency Studies, Brandon University, Brandon. Canada.
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gered by an earthquake or completely independent
ofan earthquake [5,6].

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

Besides lack of an early warning system and high
population density, there are several physical ocea-
nographic factors, which acting together made the
tsunami of 26'h December 2004 extremely violent on
the coasts of Sri Lanka and South India. In fact as
far as India is concerned the highest tsunami ampli-
tude of 8 m was dwarfed by the I1.2 m amplitude in
the Gulf of Cambay forthe 1945 tsunami.

We now examine the unique features of the In-
dian Ocean. As can be seen from Fig. l, among the
four oceans, it is only the Indian Ocean that does
not extend into the higher latitudes of the northern
hemisphere. Fig. 2 shows that indeed the northern
part of the Indian Ocean ends with the Bay of Ben-
gal on its eastern side and into the Arabian Sea on
its western side. The Arabian Sea, in turn ends in its
two marginal seas, namely the Persian Gulf and the
Red Sea.

Conrpared to the Pacific andAtlantic Oceans, the

- ' i ,  --  J: '  '  -  "

Fig. I : Geographic location of Indian Ocean among the
four main oceans.

Fig. 2: Indian Ocean and surrounding seas.
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Fig. 3 : A tsunarni travel time chart for a hypothetical
tsunami originating at Mumbai, India.

Indian Ocean is much smaller in physical size. A
tsunami travel time chart for a hypothetical tsunami
originating at Mumbai, India (Fig. 3) shows thar the
tsunami will travel to Middle East and Africa on the
western side and to Bangladesh, Myanmar, Malay-
sia, Thailand and Indonesia on its eastern side in
just a few hours. as compared to some 23 hours for
a tsunami to cross the Pacific Ocean. The repercus-
sions of this are quite serious. What this means is
that, the available warning time is at most a few
hours, which is considerably less than the several
hours warning time that is available for the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans.

Because the Indian Ocean is much smaller in its
geographic dimensions, usually it is the second wave
that has the highest amplitude. as happened during
the 26th December 2004 tsunami. In contrast, for the
Pacific Ocean, it is usually a wave between the 3d
and 5th that has the highest amplitude. Again this
provides more time for warning in the Pacific Ocean.

The average depth of the Indian Ocean is smaller
than for the Pacific Ocean. This means, for the Pa-
cific Ocean, frequency dispersion occurs more than
in the Indian Ocean. and the tsunami waves lose
some energy due to dispersion during their propa-
gation. On the other hand. for the Indian Ocean, rhe
energy dissipation through dispersion is minimal.

Since the Pacific andAtlantic Oceans extend into
the higher latitudes of the northern hemisphere,
some of the tsunami energy is dissipated there. How-

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005, VoL7, No. l



ever. since the Indian Ocean does not extend into
the higher latitudes of the northern hemisphere, the
Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea take the brunt of
the tsunani.

Since the Indian Ocean is much smaller than the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans, unlike these oceans.
reflections play a very important role in the water
levels and coastal inundation. Indeed it is not the
direct waves that did the damage and caused loss of
l ife at the Kollam region of Kerala, it is the waves
that are reflected from the Lakshadweep Islands.
Reflected waves played an important role in the other
regions as well.

Finally the highest wind wave amplitudes occur
in the Indian Ocean. The tsunami waves can extract
energy from the wind waves through Reynold's Eddy
stresses and grow to greater amplitudes.

INCONSISTENCIES IN TRAVEL TIMES

The following information and data is based on
survey results posted on the web by Japanese teams
headed by Dr. Y. Tsuji, Dr. T. Suzuki, Dr. S. Sato and
Dr. K. Hirada [7,8]. Fig.4 shows the arrival t imes of
the first three tsunami waves (in local t ime) at the
southwest and southern coasts of Sri Lanka. Table
I l ists the same data.

The tsunami that originated offshore of Sumatra
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Fig.4 : Arr ival t imes ( local t ime) of the f ist three tsu-
nami waves on the south and southwest coast of
Sri Lanka. (adapted from Survey data posted on
the web by Japanese survey teams. 2005).
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in Indonesia generally approached Sri Lanka from
the east and hit the east coast of Sri Lanka roughly
at the same time the tsunami struck the south coast
of Sri Lanka and then travelled northward along its
west coast. Hence the arrival times should be earlier
near the south eastern corner of Sri Lanka and the
arrival times should increase monotonically as one
proceeds westward along the south coast and then
northward along the west coast.

The website from where we obtained this data is
titled "Testified arrival time of tsunami". From this
title we infer that the times listed on the website are
probably obtained from eyewitness accounts. In
p r i nc ip le ,  t he  t r ave l  t imes  shou ld  i nc rease
monotonically as we proceed from location l4 to
location l. Table I shows that clearly this is not the
case. The arrival t imes jump all over. from 7:30 to
I l:30 AM. Tsunami, which is a long gravity wave.

TABLE I
Arrival (in local time) of the first three tsunami waves
(adap ted  f r om the  su rvey  resu l t s  o f  t he  Japanese
teams)

ldentif ication Location

No.

First
wave

Second Third

wave wavc

I

2
3 . 1
3 . 2
J . - 1

A

5

6

7

l5

9

l 0

G a l l e  F a c e  G r e e n 9 : 1 5  t o

9 : 3 0

D e h i w e l a  9 : 4 5

Moun t  Lav in i a  I  8 : 45

Moun t  Lav in i a  2  9 :45

Moun t  Lav in i a  3  9 :45

Mora tuwa  |  0 : 30

10:00  to  -

l 0 :  l 5
l : . 4 5
9 : 4 5
l 0 : 1 5
I  l : 3 5
I  l : 0 0  I  l : 0 5  t o

l  l : 1 0
9 : 3 0  1 0 : 3 0  t o

I  l : 0 0
1 0 : 3 0  t o  -

I  l : 0 0
1 0 : 3 0  t o  -

I  l : 3 0
l 0 : 3 0
9:50  to
I 0:(X)
9 : 3 0  t o  9 : 5 0
9 : 4 5

9 : 2 5  9 : 4 0
9 : 2 0

9 : 3 5

Panadu ra

B e r u w a l a

Be  n  t o ta

S e e n i g a m a

H i k k a d u w a

Gal le Fort

7 . 3 0

9 : 4 5

9 : 5  5

9 : 4 5
9:30  to
9 : 3  5
9 :00  to
9 : 3 0
9 : 4 5
9 : 1 5
8 : 4 5  t o
9 :  l 5

9 : 2 2

I I Talpe

l 2  M a t a r a

I  3  Tanga l l a

l 4  Hamban to ta



would not take 4 hours to travel such short dis-
tances. Obviously one can put little faith in these
reported travel times.

Table 2 lists the tsunami arrival times at certain
locations on the Indian coast, based upon data from
various websites, including those of the SOI (Sur-
vey of India, Dehra Dun) and the NIO (National
Institute of Oceanography, Goa,India) [9].
TABLE 2
Tsunami (first wave) arrival t ime (local) at certain
locations on the Indian coast (based upon data from
var ious websi tes in India)

S No Locat ion Arrival Time of the lst Wave

I

2
3
i

5
6

This data also shows inconsistencies. It is hard
to believe that the tsunami arrived at Vsakhapatnam
and Chennai at exactly the same time and it took
another 52 minutes extra to travel to Tuticorin. On
the Kerala coast it is hard to imagine why there is so
much time difference in the arrival times of the lst
wave at Kochi andAzhikkal.

INCONSISTENCIES IN TSUNAMI AMPLITUDES
ANbINUNDATION

There are several discrepancies in the reported
tsunami amplitudes also. According to Shibayama
et al. (2005) tsunami amplitudes rose up to 50 m in
the Banda Aceh area. Table 3 lists the maximum tsu-
nami amplitudes and horizontal extent of inundation
for Banda Aceh as reported by the same survey
team.

TABLE 3
Mazimum tsunami amplltude (m) and horizontal
distance of lnundation (m) as reported by the
Japanese survey team of Shibayama et al., 2005)

Lati tude
("N)

Fig. 5 : Maximum tsunami amplitudes (m) in Sabang and
BandaAceh area.

Fig.6 : Maximum tsunami amplitudes (m) in Center of
BandaAceh area
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V isakhapa tnam

C  h e n n a i

Tut icor in

Kochi

A z h i k k a l

Mo rmugoa

09:05
09:05
09:57
1  l : 1 0
l 2 : 3 0
l2:25

Long i tude
("E)

Mrx imum Hor izon ta l
tsunami  d is tances  o f
ampl i tude inundat ion

(m)  (m)

5 ' 3 5 ' 3 5 . 9 "
5"23 ' ,3 ' t .8 "

9 5 ' l 9 ' 4 5 . 3  "
9 5 "  I  5 ' l  0 . 3 '

4 8 . 8 6
21.39

70
940

t0
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Figures 5-8 shows the maximum tsunami ampli-
tudes (m) based upon the survey by the Japanese
team lead by Dr. Y. Tsuji. The highest value reported
by this team is 34.85 q which is considerably smaller
than the 50 m reported by another Japanese team
lead by Dr. Shibayama.

Fig. 9-l I show that distribution of maximum tsu-
nami amplitudes and Fig. 12 illustrates the horizontal
distance of inundation for the area near Phuket,
Thailand, as surveyed by the Japanese team lead by
Dr. Y. Tsuji. Similar plot for Sri lanka is shown in Fig.
l3 (amplitudes) and Fig. l4 (horizontal inundation),
for Indian mainland coast in Fig. l5 (amplitudes)
and Fig. 16 (horizontal inundation) and for the
Maldives in Fig. 17 (amplitudes) and Figure l8 (hori-
zontal inundation).

CONCLUSION

Our main conclusion is that there are several in-
consistencies and serious errors in the data posted
on the web quickly by various international survey
teams, particularly on the tsunami travel times, maxi-
mum amplitudes and horizontal ertsnl sginundation.
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Fig.9: Maximum tsunami amplitude (m) in Khao Lak

(north part) in Thailand
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Fig. l0: I\ ' laximrrrn tsurr:rrni rrmplitude (m) in
beae ir nrr'l irt Thailand.

Phukct

Fig. I I : Maximum tsunami emplitude (m) tul.' Phi Phi
Don area in Thailand.

I2

Fig. 12 : Horizontll distlnce of inundation (m) for the
. alcl nclr l 'huLct. ' l  lrailaud.

Fig. 13 : Motimum tzunurni amplitudcs (rnt in Sri Lunka.

There is no easy way to verify the inundatiqr data.
Honever, the navel tirncs and maxfrnum anrpliurdes
can be verified through a systematic and cdtical
analysis of all the dozens of tide gauge data avail-
able for the tsunami event.
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Invited Special Editorial
TSUNAMI AND ITS IMPLICATIONS ON COASTAL HABITAT

PN SRIDHAR.,A SUREI.{DRAN*, B VEERANARYAN MV RAMANAM{,JRTIIf***

ABSTRACT

Coastal zone is source of low-cost livelihood and prone to frequent disasters, There are several small and large
marine ecosystems found the Indian coast. Among them l) coral reefs of Andaman and Nicobar Islands; 2)
mangroves of Pichavaram and 3) Pul icat Legoon are more closely interl inked to socio, economic, cultural and
health aspects human sett lement in this region and around. These coastal marine habitats are already in the
threshold of collapse under constant threat from anthropogenic stresses. On 26th December 2004, the earth of
E.9 Richter scale followed by great tsunami in Indian Ocean had sffected several coastal and marine habitat of
India. In the fol lowing sections a quick review of post tsunami implications on dif ferent coastal habitat are
attempted.

KEY WORDS : 26 Dec 2004 Tsunsmi ; Coastal habitat; post tsunami implications
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INTRODUCTION

('-toastal zone is source of low-cost livelihood and
\-.attracts large number of population. Coast is a
dynamic region and prone to frequent disasters. Tsu-
nami is one of such catastrophe generated in the
ocean due to submarine disturbance like earth quake,
volcanic eruption and subterranean plate displace-
ment. The tsunami waves are also termed as seismic
sea waves as they are generated by earth quake and
submarine disturbances in the deep sea. These
waves can travel at the surface unnoticed at speed
of 500 to 1,000 km/trr with.long wave length up to
several hundred kilometers. Tsunami waves range
from few centimeters to a meterin height with a wave
period of few minutes to an hour [].

In a closed coast fast approaching short tsunami
waves are controlled by near shore submarine to-
pography and lift up the waves several meters above
the datum and pile water several meters over beaches
causing heavy run off. These surging tsunami waves
are capable of modifying the coastal topography
due to beaches and sand dunes wash offtransport-
ing large volume of sediments into and away from
the shoreline. These swelling waves inundate and
flood coastal habitats causing loss oflife and prop-
erties. On the other hand in the open coast, tsunami
waves surge through channels inlets (rivers, creeks,

and lagoons) causing heavy breaching of the chan-
nel mouth and barrier sands. This causes channel
widening and flooding more sea water in to the es-
tuarine aquatic system or stop the free exchange
water to and fro due to choking of the channel by
sand deposition. As the result coastal habitats are
stressed to long and short term impacts. In the fol-
lowing sections a quick review of post tsunami
implications on different coastal habitat are at-
tempted.

COASTAL ECOSYSTEM AND HABITATS
An ecosystem is a self-contained unit, where in

biological communities coexist largely with in its
boundaries. An ecosystem is the sum of all the spe-
cies, their actions and interactions with each other
and wiih nonliving matters in a particular environ-
ment. [2] Ecosystem services include such vital
functions as regulating the concentration of oxy-
gen, carbon dioxide and water vapour in the
atmosphere, filtering pollutants in the water, regu-
lating global temperature and precipitation [3][a][5].
A coastal habitat is a narrow inter tidal region char-
acterized by unique physical entities like topography,
substrata, waves, winds, tides, water quality and
biotic compositions. As a whole this system pro-
vides livelihood, health and well being of large human
population through fi shery, aquaculture, transport,
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tourism, recreation and human settlement. It is eco-
nomically important, ecologically unique and also
environmental ly sensiti ve.

POST TSUNAMI OBSERVATION OF INDIAN
COASTALZONE

A broad category of the Indian coastal regions
affected by tsunami are I ) Andaman and Nicobar
Islands a coral reef ecosystem highly susceptible
inundation and submergence situated in the prox-
imity of the epicenter, and 2) East coast of Indian
subjected tsunami waves with in few hours of the
earth quake (Fig. l). The preliminary study of the
above regions was carried out with Indian Remote
Sensing Satellite Advance Wide Instantaneous Field
of view) (IRS P6, AWIFS) and P4 OCM and detailed
study of habitat inundation, morphodynamics and
change in the coastal morphology and topography
was studies in fielded and with satell i te data l ike
IRS-Linear Imaging Self Scanner III (23.6m) to high
resolution IRS- Pan (5.6m) Quick bird and Ikonos
(0.75 to I m) data. However, prior knowledge on
coastal topography, morphology, tides and wave
churactcristics were needcd l"or the assessment of
post tsunarni impacts.

From AWiFs data the extent of inundation with

Fig. l: Distribution major coastal marine habitats in the
at ' fected tsunami Indian reeion.

I6

few hours of t tsunami could be monitored in the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and southern coast
of Indian. The inundation extent was found to be
around 500 to 5 Kilometer from the low water l ine
(Fig. 2). The presence suspended sediment concen-
tration in OCM data revealed that the sediment
concentrations in the coastal waters and corals reefs
were higher than previous days (Fig. 3). Tropical
Rainfall Monitoring Mission Microwave Imager
(TMI) data showed a fall in sea surface temperature
by I 'C around the Islands with a insignificant ef-
fect on corals. The presence of high concentration
of sediments in the coastal waters is also an indica-
tion of sediment source from erosion of beaches.
shoals, sand bars and sand dunes. But large quan-
tity of debris and sand deposited over corals, sea
grass and sea weeds have damaging effect on the
coral colonies.

POST TSUNAMI IMPLICATIONS ON COASTAL
ANDMARINEHABITATS

There are several small and large marine ecosys-
tems found the Indian coast. Among them I ) coral
reets of  Andanran and Nicobar ls lands l i  Man-
groves of Pichavaram 3) Pulicat Lagoon are more

Fig.2: AWiFs data showing seawater inundation due to
tsunami waves in (a) Katchal l i ,  (b) Trankati  and
(c) Canrort l  ls l lnds of Nicobar.
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Fig. 3 /.,B,C,D: IRS OCM ard.\WiFs Cata showing pre
and post tsunami suspended sediment concen-
rrarion (A & B) and high turbidity (C & D) in
coastal waters Andaman & Nicobar Islands. Fig-
;re 3 E,F,GH: IRS OCM data showing pre (E &
F) and post (G & H) tsunami sediment flux in
the Andhra Pradesh and Tamihladu coast.

closely interlinked to socio, ecoromic, cultural and.
health aspects human settlement in this region and
around These coastal marine habitats are already in
the threshold ofcollapse under constant threat from
anthropogenic stresses. It is imminent that effect of
tsunami on corals could compounci the issues and
can noi. be ignored.

Corals of Andaman and Nicobar Islands:

Coral reefs are limestone structures built by cal-
cium carbonate secreting animals and the calcifying
algae. The reef building processes are linked to CO2
sink anci global climate changes. Hard coral protect
shorelire and also supply raw maierials for life sav-
ing drugs [6] . Andaman and Nicobar Islands and
Gulf of Mannar are the two important corals reef
systems in the Bay of Bengal. The coral reefs of
Andaman and Nicobar islands cover a large I1,000
sq. kilcmeters and 2,700 sq. kilometers respecti.rely

[7] with a total population abcut 88,741 (censusl98l)
are inhabited in more than 38 islands. Several faunal
assemblages such as dugong, a sea mammal and
several endangered species like hawksbill, Olive
Ridley and great leatherback turtles with numerous
species of fish, algae, anemcnes and mollusks a:e
found ':: this region.

Tsunarr.i related damage to corals
Wcrld corals are unde: coilstant threet fron

iour Marine Medicai Sociem, 2005. ti:L 7 !'lo. l

bleaching, sedimentation, El Nino, global warming
and pollution. In addition to this, an earthquake of
8.9 on the Richter scale shook entire Indian Ocean
region on 26th December 20O4. Several islands and
reef areas with in 500 km from the epicenter have
been devastated by the quake [8]. As the results the
tsunami wave run up to 2-10 meter height caused
loss lives and properties overAndaman and Nicobar
Islands. The Andaman and Nicobar coral reefs were
split and canied away by the tsunami waves. In north
Andaman Islands large tidal and sub-tidal reefs ar-
eas were exposed due to this event [9]. In south
Andaman low lying areas were submerged to I to 4
meter sea water [0]. Corals and coral reef organ-
isms were washed ashore and dislocated. Many stag
horn coral were broken off by the force of tsunami
waves and large boulders of corals irave beerr moved
towards the sea. A sudden spurt turbidity and sus-
pended load was e.uident in the satellite data (Fig.3).

Many coral species withstand periodic sediment
loads high suspended sediments tend to damage
soft corals and the symbiotic algae leading to coral
bleaching. Some of corals that can withstand sus-
tained sedimentation to certain ccncentration I l],
have succumbed to sustained ser!:nent load of 0.2kgl
n2lday [2]. Consequently high nutrient may trig-
gers excessive prcduction and cause eutrophication.
The eutrophication can lower the coral resistance
and make more susceptible to diseases [3]. Though
corals of southern Andaman and Nicobar Island is
reported to have escaped the tsunami impact, large
volume of sand and debris deposited over the ccral
reefs can smother and choke off corals and other
marine species Ii4]. There by the intricate ecologi-
cal balance betrveen the corals and other sea species
may be disrurbed. These beaches in the Nicobar
islands extensive damage to coral reefs have exposed
beaches to high waves erosion, the nesting ground
of large number of sea turtle are now in jeopardy.
Fortunately corais and sea u,eeds in Gulf of Mannar
have protected from the tsunami wave by Srilanka
but impact from high sediment flux in to this region
can not be ignored.

COASTALWETLANDS

Coastal wetlands act as a regulator cf atmos-
pheric carbon dioxide and absorb solar rad:ation by
the process of photosynthes:s. Dense rnangroves

d
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vegetations control the sediment erosion by reduc-
ing flow velocity of estuaries. Mangrove ecosystem
is a habitat fbr several rnarine and brackish water
animals as crabs, shrimp, fish, birds and other inver-
tebrates. Many other l i tt le known species bream,
mullet. milkfish, mojarras, snooks, barramundi, sea
trout, snapper, drum, croaker, grouper and tarpon
are the important mangrove-dependent commercial
species of f ish and animals [5]. Mangroves pro-
vide buffer zone against coastal erosion [6]. During
recent tsunami mangroves are known have protected
the coastline from tsunami waves. Pichavaram is on
of such mangrove forests spread over 900 hectares,
provides 230 tons of prawn fish and crab annually
and livelihood for 3000 fishing folks. Socio economi-
cally the Pichavaram mangrove provides nursery
grounds for 74o/o penaeid prawns caught in adja-
cent  coasta l  waters [7] .  However many are
incognizant of morphological changes that these
ecologically important and protective ecosystems
had undergone during recent tsunami and require
review.

Satellite data and Post tsunami field observations
have shown that Pichavaram mangrove ecosystem
have sutfered moderate to severe damage in terms
of toporraphy especially in the Vellar. Modasalodai.
I ' rc l tavar i r t t t  l rn t l  Kol I i r l l rnr  L 's t r . l l l r i ( 's .  Lr , . rs ion and

Fig. 4: The t idal inlets at l)  Vel lar. 2) Pichavaram and 3)
Koll idam showing inlet ciynarnics ple and post
monsoon period

t8

accretion of inlet channels have occurred at differ-
ent locations (Fig. a). These morphological changes
have direct bearing on water quality of Vellar.
Modasalodai Kollidam estuaries. At several loca-
tions, vegetations like coconut trees have failed to
control the beach and sand dune erosion. which is
very acute in Parangipeetai to MGR Thittu coastal
stretch (Fig. 5 A and B). As the result, huge quantity
of sediment washed away by tsunami in to the Vellar
and Modasalodai channels caused shoaling effect
in the tidal passage stalling the free exchange of
water between sea and the estuary. In long term this
could result in the deterioration of estuarine water
quality, biological productivity and socioeconomic
aspect of the local communities.

Lagoons and creeks

Pul icat  Lake another  breeding and nurs ing
ground for tish and other marine organisrns is a brack-

Fig.5A:Field photographic of MGR Thiuu in Pichavaram
Nllrt t .grt lr  c l ,  )r 'c\t  ShOwing lr( ' ; lch eIt)siOn by tsu-
namr wave run off

Fig. 5 B: Field photographic of MGR Thittu in Pichavaram
Martgrrrvc lorest showing beach erosiorr by tsu-
nami wave run off.
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ish water lagoon situated north of Chennai in the
east coast of India. Several thousands of coastal
populations living in its periphery are engaged in
the brackish water fishing and tourism related ac-
tivities for their livelihood. It is also a nesting ground
for various migrating birds. This brackish water lake
is under the peril of environmental degradation due
to anthropogenic interferences [8]. Pre and post
tsunami satellite data of Pulicat Lake showed a mar-
ginal inundation along the shoreline of with out any
remarkable change inlet morphology (Fig. 6). But
the report [9] on returning of birds to theiroriginal
habitat due lack of water flow at the lake entrance of
Pulicat lake due to tsunami, suggests tsunami wave
forcing was not effective at inlets channels mouth
as in the case of Cooum and Adyar river mouths.
where inlet channel bars were cleared to wide mouth
since the Ennore shoals acted as barrier [20].

IMPACT OFTSUNAMI ON COASTAND HUMAN
DIMENSION

Along stretch 2,260 km of densely populated
human settlement on the beaches and rocky coast
of Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu and Kerala were af-
fected by tsunami waves apart from environmentally
sensitive areas. The magnitude of the damage was
more perceptible in the coast of Tamilnadu during
the field visit. Satellite data and field observations
suggested that the severity of the damage was de-
pended on the orientation of coast, near shore
topography, coastal morphology coastal land cover
and land use.

Where ever mangrove, coral reefs, sandy shoals,
sand dunes and seawalls were present the damage
was greatly controlled. During the $unami wave

Fig. 6: IRS lD -LISS III data showing the pre and post
tsunarni inlet rrrorphology at Pulicat lake.

Jour Marine Medical Sociery, 2(M5, VoI.7, No. I

surge, the open coasts were less prone to damage
than closed coast inlets channels served as con-
duits to tsunami waves. The human settlements on
the beaches and around the wetlands were easily
susceptible tsunami waves depending beach slope
and nature '  coast .  For  example the Chennai-
Mahabalipuram stretch is densely populated coast.
the damage was moderate as tsunami wave were
controlled by steep shoreline. Towards south from
Kalpakkam to Collachal in Kanyakumari district the
loss of lives and damage to properties were moder-
ate to severe, where ever the coastal topography
are gentle, beaches are narrow and with out any
artificial or natural barriers. Dense vegetation like
mangroves have provided more protection but co-
conut trees and other sparse vegetations are
ineffective (Fig. 7). The coastal stretch from Point
Calimer to Gulf of Mannar are least affected since
the Island of Srilanka provided protection against
tsunami waves both in terms magnitude and direc-
tion.

On the national perspective the direct impact of
tsunami could be immensely realized in fisheries and
tourisms as these are two major domestic and for-
eign revenue earning sectors. In addition those small
and marginal fishermen survived tsunami have lost
their boats, gears and their man power took several
months to revive as the fishermen are still in trauma.
They are in need of rehabilitation and counseling.
After tsunami, coastal tourism, an alternative source
of income during the lean fishing season became

Fig. 7: Damage caused by Tsunami wave t() ( A) Human
Settlement in MGR Thinu, (B)Tiruchendur beach
under tsunami wave retreat, (C&D Damage to
coastal structures unprotected by sea wall in
Manakkudi. Kanvakumari District.
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less attractive. Since the ecotourism is gradually
becoming major revenue, the tourist operators and
several coastal populations other than fisherrnen in
Kanyakumari district are of opir:ion that their liveli-
hood jeopardized as the tsunami had brought dowr'
the number of domestic and foreign tourists in the
peak season (December to March).

CONCLUSIONS

Ecologically significant anC socio economically
linked coastal marine habitas like corals, mangroves
and coasial wetlands are under stress from climatic
changes and human interferences. Episodic event
like tsunami has short and long term influences on
these narine coastal habitats causing further dam-
ages to these ecosystems and livelihood of the
coastal communities depending in thern. The expe-
rience gained from recent tsunami revealed that
topographical low profile coasta! regions are more
susceptible to severe damage irrespective of its prox-
imity to epicenter. Protection of ccastal zone as a
whole require rehabilitation and e;forcement of
coastal regulation zone act.and management prac-
tices based on the outcome of a.bcve events.
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Invited Special Edilorial
TSUNAMI ''WAVES OF DEVASTATION''

I-tCdTHARMNDERAVTAR

INTRODUCTION

fsunamis are impulsively generated sea waves
I triggered by a disturbance at or near the ocean.

Earthquakes, submarine volcanic explosions, !and-
slides and detonation of nuclear devices near the
sea can give rise to these destructive sea waves. By
far the rrost destructive tsunamis are generated from
large sh.allow-focus earthquakes with an epicenter
or  faul t  l ine near or  in  ihe ocean.  Ver t ica i
drsplacements of the earth's crust resulting from
such earthquakes can generate destfuctive tsunami
waves which can travel across an ocean spreading
serious destruction across their path. However, these
sources are considered as point sources therefore
although tsunami waves generated can be very de-
structirre locally, their energy rapidly Cissipates as
they travel across the ocean.

HISTORICALBACKGROUND

Tsunarni are among the most tenifying natural
hazards known to man and have been responsible
for tremendous loss of life and property throughout
history. The historical record also document con-
siderable loss of life and alteration in the Western
shores of the North and South Atlantic, the coastal
region; of North Western Europe and in the
seismically active regions around Eastern Caribbean.
Japan has been most vulnerable tc the Tsunami haz-
ard. A total of 66 destructive Tsunami's havd struck
Japan between AD 684 and 1984. In the Hawaiian
Island Tsunami have struck at regular interval caus-
ing immense damage to property and life. Tsunami
are raier in the Indian Ocean as the seismic activity
is less. There have been 07 records ofTsunami set
offby earthquakes near Indonesia, Pakistan and one
in Bay of Bengal in the last century.

- A Hydrographer's Perspective

UNDERSTANDING TSUNAMI SOURCE
MECHANISM

As per the plate tectonics theory Earth's surface
is divided into rigid plates that move together and
apart like pieces ofajig saw puzzle. Scientists have
long recognised i3 major plates. In the 1970's scien-
tists first discovered abroad zone, stretching more
than 600 miles frcm east to west where the equato-
rial Indian floor was compressed and deformed. The
Indo-Australian plate earlier identified as a single
plate cn which both India and Australia iie - appeais
to have broken apartjust scuth ofEquator beneath
the Indian Ocean. In relation to the Indian plate, the
Australian plate ls moving counter clockwise (Fig
r).

The earthquakes happen rvhen these plates that
make up the Earth's surface suddenly move against
each other. On 26 Dec 04 the biggest earthquake for
40 years occurred due to compression between the
Indian and Burmese plates. The initial eruption hap-
pened near location of the meeting point of the
Australian, Indian and Burmese plates. The scien-
tists have shown that this is a region of cornpression
as the Australian plate is rotating counter c.ockwise
into the Indian plate. An earthquake measuring 8.9
on the Ricther scale off coast of Sumatra triggered
Tsuna-mi which l:d to wide spread catastrophe pa:.

Fig. I : Plates tectonic in Indran region

Deputy 9ydrographer (Operations), llational Hydrographic Office, 107 A, Rajpur Road, Dehra Dun 248 001
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ticularly in Sri Lanka, India, Maldives, Indonesia and
Thailand with damages also in Malaysia, Bangla-
desh, Somalia and Seychelles.

PREPAREDNESS AND PLANNING

There is very little that can be done to prevent
the occurrence of natural hazards. But while these
natural disasters cannot be prevented, their results,
such as loss of life and property, can be reduced by
proper planning. Government agencies should for-
mulate land-use regulations for a given coastal area
with the tsunami risk potential in mind, particularly
if such an area is known to have sustained damage
in the past. Tsunami hazard perception by the peo-
ple of a coastal area is necessary in mitigating loss
of life and damage to property. Hazard perception
by the public is based on a technical understanding
ofthe phenomenon, at least at the basic level, and a
behavioral response stemming from that understand-
ing and confidence of the public for the authorities
responsible for warning.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN COASTAL
GEOMETRY

Tsunami waves that struck A&N Islands caused
major changes in the topography and infrastruc-
ture set in Islands. Significant changes that occurred
on 26'h Dec 05 can be summarised as follows: -

(a) Major changes in physical appearance of shore
line/coastal features due to massive uprooting
of  vegetat ion (Coconut  p lantat ion)  and
mangroves.

(b) Submerging of some of the off lying rocks/
je t t ies/wharfs  dur ing the h igh indicat ing
increase in general water level in some areas.

(c) Drying up of some of the creeks due to decrease
in the water levels.

(d) Erosion of some of the beaches.

(e) Extensive damage to Mangroves all alorig the
coast.

(0 Shift in high waterline towards shore. In some
cases the shift in high water line in A & N
Islands is about 500-600 Mtrs.

Significant changes in the coastline with water
ingress of 100 Mtrs in land in high water.

Inconsistent changes i;r sea level,

( )  Pos i t i ona l  sh i f t s  i n  Geode t i c  S ta t i ons
established by Survey of India.

ROLE OF NAVAL HYDROGRAPHIC
DEPARTMENT

Naval Hydrographic Department played a major
role both in relief operations and in ascertaining the
changes that occurred in the topography of the area
The significant tasks undertaken by the department
is as follows: -

(a) Check Surveys: Three Indian Naval Survey
Ships f i t ted wi th s tate of  the ar t  survey
equipmenVsystems undertook 20 check surveys
of various harbours/ports/creeks both in A&N
Islands and East Coast of India (Fig. 2). The
surveys were aimed at immediate clearance of
approaches, harbours and ports for safe
navigation of vessels. During the course of
these surveys various changes all along the
Tsunami affected areas were recorded.

(b) Tidal Observation: Tide poles were established
in Tsunami affected areas to assess major
changes in sea level.

(c) Issue of Navarea Warnings: A number of
Navarea warnings and notices to mariners were
immediately issued by National Hydrographic
Office, Dehradun to ensure the safety of the
mariners.

(d) Joint Survey with SOI: One survey ship carried
out a dedicated Joint survey with Survey of
India (SOI) for GPS observations of the SOI
stations to determine any shift in positions due
to Earthquake/Tsunami in various place in A&N
lslands.

Fig.2: Preparation for survey operation

Jour Marine Medical Society.2U)5, Vol.7, No. l
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The Tsunami has caused serious damages to
Navigational aids and port facil i t ies in coastal India
including the A&N Islands thereby affecting the
normal functioning of ports and harbours. The ma-
jor damages observed are as follows: -

(a) Port Infrastructures: Extensive damages caused
to the Port/Harbours infrastructures such as
jetties, wharfs, moorings, channel buoys etc
severely  af fect ing the shipping act iv i t ies/
berthing.

(b) Navigational Aids: Navigational aids such as
Light Houses. Coastal Navigational marks,
leading/ t ransi t  l ights etc.  susta ined major
damages thus impinging on mariner's safety.

(c) Presence of underwater wrecks/obstructions in
some areas posing serious hazard to navigation.

(d) Changes in the bathymetry particularly near the
coast.

(e) Changes in the Dredged/Anchoring areas.

(0 Creation of new shoals and migration of shoals
of sedimentary origin.

PLAN OFACTION FOR PUBLICATION OF NEW
NAVIGATIONALCHARTS

Andaman & Nicobar Islands being close to the
epicenter of the earthquake have sustained major
damage resulting in significant changes in coastl ine
features and bathymetry. In view of these changes
survey ships are being deployed for  deta i led
Hydrographic surveys of important harbours/ports
in A&N ls lands to enable pr int ing of  new naviga-
tional charts of these harbours.

Fig. 3 : Embarkation of relief material

Joun Murine Medical Societv, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

LESSONS LIlAITN'I '

l .  Ind ia 's  abi l i ty  to  handle d isaster  of  th is
magnitude in A&N Islands

Although relief operations in India were one of
the bet ter  managed operat ions a l l rong the
effected nations (Figs. 3,4. & 5) efficiency of
such operations can be further enhanced by a
territorial council elected by the people can
ef fect  bet ter  l ia ison and l inks between the
people and administration. This wil l ensure that
the administration has greater accountabil ity
to the people.

Efficient communication organisation to alert
population needs be detected

We can consider  ra is ing a modern specia l
pararnil i tary force for the island territory, a
combination of the Border Security Force and
the Coast Guard, exclusively for deployment in
this region during such natural hazards. This
force wil l have better local l iaison and abil ity to
communicate with local population than the
present set up.

Need of hazard ass€ssment & absence of
reliable data to recognise thc risk

Create an in tegrated d isaster  management
council under the executive leadership of the
Fort ress commander to regular ly  carry out
rehearsals and training ofthe key units involved.
i nc lud ing  gove rnmen t  depa r tn ren ts .  and
educate the people on their role in disaster
management.

Need to integrate the Indian region in an carly
warning system forTsunami in Indian Ocean
The government now proposes to set up a

Fig. 4 :  Unloading of lbocl grains

2.

3.

A
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Fig. 5 : Setting up of a meCical car:rp

Tsunami warming system based on very
modern underwater devices like DART (Deep
ocean Assessment and reporting of tsunamis).
They sense small variations in sea level and
send data through sateliite to laboratories which
verify the presence of Tsunami and issue
warning massages.

5. Jetties to be sheltered by natural / artificial
breakwaterc

While constructing Jettiesr harbours we need

to ensure that these constructions are well
protected through natural/ manmade
breakwaters.

6. Non-implementation of Coastal regulation
zones

In order to avoid causing any further imbalance
/ disturbances in nature's regimes and to
minimise the loss caused by such disasters we
need to ensure strict implementation of coasta!
regulation zcnes

CONCLUSION

The Destructive Waves have caused numerous
permanent changes in the topography, bathymetry
and marine infrastructural set up in the effected ar-
eas. The hydrographic aspects of these changes
require detailed and time consuming studies before
any concrete conclusions can be drawn. The naval
hydrographic department on completion of its im-
mediate relief operation and navigational safety
surveys has commenced its data collecti.on proc-
ess. The department has finalised its future strategy
for drawing useful findings to ensure safety of mari-
ners in Indian waters.

.Iour. Mc.nne Medical Society, 2005, Vol:7, No. I24



Review Article
THE TSUNAMI OF 26TH DEC 2.004: CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS
AND FACTS

Surg Cdr IK INDITAJIT*, Surg Cmde I\4J JOHN

ABSTRACT

The Tsunami of 26 Dec 2004, comprised of two dist inct ly connected geophysical events, of severe scale and
magnitude : a megathrust seabed earthquake off Sumatra and a series of large tsunami waves str iking and
damaging South east Asian coasts. The earthquake's epicenter was off the west of the Sunda trench, which is a
seabed surface repr€s€ntation of the India-Burma plate interface. Here, nearly 1000 km of plate boundary
"slipped in" the earthquake zone on 26 Dec 2004, reflecting its sJatus as a megathrust earthquake. In all, there
were 9 countries in South East Asia and 3 countries in Africa, significantly affected by the Tsunami of 26 Dec
2004. The magnitude of the earthquake was so seyere, that i t  had radical iy shif ted the seabed landmass,
modified the length of a day, altereC the rotation of the Earth, added wobble in its axis, as well as permanently
changed the shape of earth. We present, in this article, a brief review of some of the salient numbers, key facts
as well as pertinent issues, which set apart lhe Tsunami of 26 Dec 2004, as an extraordinary marine environmental
disaster.

KEY WORDS : Marine environmental disaste:, Tsunarni,  Earthquakes

INTRODUCTION

fheTsunamiof 26Dec2ffi4 lvas an exffaordinary
I marine environmental disaster. It comprised of

two Cistinctly connectecl geophysical events of a
severe scaie and magnitude : a shallow megathrust
earthquake, that set in motion next, a series of large
and pcwerful tsunami waves that sequentially struck
the coastlines of South East Asian countries. Since
the day of tragedy, a wide range of material has been
written in various media forms, on the humanitarian,
economic, environmental and scientific aspects of
the tsunami []. Significantly, there is a large amount
of varying data on the tsunami, ranging from the
'cvertly hypothetical and theoretical papers, to those
analysed in scientific detail. It is evidently clear, that
the data on the tsunami of 26 Dec 2004. will continue
io be frrrther evaluated and updated, driven by a
global pursuit for accurate answers.

An overview of Seabed earthquakes and Tsunami

The word tsunami, derived form Japanese char-
acters 'tsu' and 'nami', iepresents harbor and wave
respectively t2l (Fig. 1). In general, tsunami are a

F!g. I : The Great.rVave at Kanagawa is one cf the earli -

est depiction of Harbor Waves. This woodblock
is from a series titled "Thirty-six Views of Mount
Fuji",  painted by Katsushika Hokusai (1760-
r849), an Edo period Japanese artist and painrer.
The scene depicts a great wave about to swamp
men and boats, on a day of labor. Note that the
distant Mount Fuji, a central theme of this fa-
mous series, is minirnized by the giant size of the
wave.

series of travelling waves in water proCuced by the
displacement of the sea floor. They are ge;rerated

*ClassifieC Specialist (Radiodiagnosis lC'l anC MRI), INHS Asvini. *+Director, INM, Colaba, Mumbai 400 005
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by ocean based 'point sources' ofdisturbances l ike
earthquakes, submarine volcanic explosions. land-
slides.

Moreover, it has been well established that most
destructive tsunamis are caused by large shallow-
focus earthquakes with an epicenter near or in the
ocean. The world's largest recorded earthquakes
were all megathrust events and occur where one
tectonic plate subducts beneath another [3]. A list
of world's largest recorded earthquakes is given in
Thble l.

Consequentially, megathrust earthquakes gen-
erate large tsunamis that causes damage over a much
wider area, as in the 26 Dec 2004. Once generated,
the tsunami waves can be very destructive locally.
At sea coast. "an endlessly onrushing tide which
forces its way around and through any obstacle"

[5] . The speeds are similar to jet speeds as exempli-
fied by the tsunami of 26 Dec 2004, travelling from
Sumatra coastal earthquake to Tamil Nadu coast in
about two hours [6]. In general, tsunamis have few
characterstic features, that are dispalyed in Table 2.

Tsunamis and India

Tsunamis, though rare, have been recorded along
the coast of India t6l tgl. One of the earliest recorded
tsunami was in I 881 . A l ist of the tsunamis that have
struck Indian coasts in the past include a) 7.9 Rich-
ter earthquake at Car Nicobar on 3 I Dec 188 I , which
affected the entire east coast of India including
Andaman & Nicobar Islands; b) the August 1883
tsunami, triggered by an explosion of Krakatoa Vol-
cano in Indonesia affecting east coast of India; c)
8.1 Richter earthquake in the Andaman archipelago

TABLE I
Worlds largest  recorded earthquakes (adapted f rom

I4 t )

Magn i t ude  Yea r Loca l i on

TABLE 2
Few general characterist ics of Tsunamis [5-8]

Key Parameter Physical  Character is t ics

Propogat ion Propagate outward f rom their  source

Travel  d istance Travel  great  t ransoceanic d istances wi th
l i t t le  overal l  energy loss

Travel speed Speeds range from 500 to 1.0(X) km/h
(100 to 300 metres/s)

Overal l  weight  Possess the weight  and pressure of  the
ocean behind i t

Travel l ing depthMove wi th ent i re depth of  the ocean
Per i od Ex t reme l y  l ong  pe r i ods  i n  hou rs  ( t he

time for wave to wave)

Wavelength Long wavelengths (up to several  hundred
ki lometres)

Sea Levels Manifest as a sudden higher sea level

Layers Shelves of huge mass of water behind an
in i t ia l  wave f ront

Impac t  f o r ce  H i t s  coas t l i ne  w i t h  g rea t  f o r ce  and
& Height  vert ical  height  ( 'p i le-up'  phenomenon)

Impact  May have an asymmetr ical  impact

Symmete ry

Wave geometeryMay be di f f racted depending on shore
geography

Phsse Rarely forms standing waves,  in p l rase
resonance  w i t h  na tu ra l  wa te r s  mo t i on  ( " se i che "

phenomenon ) ,  t ha t  amp l i f i e s  onsho re
destrucion

Coastal  damage A large tsunami can f lood land up to
more than 1.5 km from the coast

on 26 June l94l affecting east coast of India af-
fected and d) a 8.5 Richter earthquake on 27
November 1945, off Karachi, that affected the In-
dian west coast upto Karwar.

Geological factors

The Tsunami of 26 Dec 20M. was a shallow.
megathrust seabed earthquake occurring in the In-
dian Ocean just north of Simeulue island, off the
western coast of northern Sumatra, Indonesia [].
Specifically, it occurred at the oblique, subducting,
convergence interface between the India and Burma
plates under the sea [0]. Subduction is a special
tectonic term describing the slipping interaction
between the plates Il]. The salient facts of this
earthquake and tsunami is given in Table 3.

The tectonic profile at this area is complex. repre-
sented by an i r regular  p late boundary wi th a
continuous shearing force of India plate moving and

Jour Marine Medical Society, 2il)5, Vol.7. No. l

9 . 5
9 . 2
9 . 1
9 .0
9 .0
8 .8
8 . 7
8 . 7

I  960
1964
1 9 5  7
2004
t952
I  906
2005
I  9 6 5

Chi le

Pr ince Wi l l iam Sound, Alaska

Andreanof, Alaska

Sumatra,  Indonesia

Kamcha tka

Ecquador

North Sumatra

A laska
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TABLE 3
Factoids on Sumatra earthquake & South east Asian Tsunami of 26 Dec 2004 [f]

Geophysical event Parameter Deta i l s

A) Seabed Earthquake

B) Tsunami

Trigger

rlpe
Mechan ism
Number
Location
Depth
Intensity
Special features

Trigger
Mechan ism
Number
Location of
Countr ies Hit
Speed

Wave length

Wave height

Special features

l0  to 15 m sideways s l ipping movement and 4 to 5 m (13 to 16 feet)
vert ical ly  a long faul t l ine between the India and Burma plates subduct ion
zone, along a stretch of 1000 km

Shallow, mega thrust undersea earthquake

Compression between the Indian & Burmese plates

Two phases of sideways slipping movement 100 seconds apan

3 . 3 1 6 " N . 9 5 . 8 5 4 ' E

30 km (18.6 mi les)  below

9 on Richter scale

The tectonics of the region is complex

Occurred near the location of convergence of Australian, Indian and Burmese
plateslocated in the Indian Ocean just  north of  Simeulue is land.  of f  the
western coast of northern Sumatra. Indonesia

Caused by above seabed earthquake of magnitude 9

Caused by the sudden displacement of water by earthquake

A series of very long wavelength ocean waves

Indonesia, Thailand, Myanmar, Malaysia, Sri Lanka. India. Bangladesh.

Maldives, Somalia, Seychelles, Tanzania and Kenya

At mid ocean : upto l0O0 km per hour

At shallow waters : 36 km per hour [6]
At  mid ocean :  l00km

At shallow waters : 5 km

At mid ocean : tens of centimeters

At shallow waters : upto 30 metres or 100 feet

The waves did not originate from a point source, but

radiated outwards along the cntire 1200 km length of the rupture

subduct ing beneath the Burma plate in  a
northeastward direction (5 cm per year) [2]. The
earthquake's epicenterjust offthe west ofthe Sunda
trench, which is a seabed surface representation of
the lndia-Burma plate interface. Nearly 1000 km of
plate boundary slipped in the earthquake on 26 Dec
2004, truly reflecting its status as a megathrust
earthquake.

Timeline and its Implications

It emerges now, that the timeline, is one of the
most varying and volatile data of the tsunami of 26
Dec2OM. No consensus on the exact travel times of
the tsunami to various coastlines is available at the
moment, perhaps forced by a combination of fac-
tors like lack of dedicated tsunami buoys in the Indian
Ocean, varying geography of the coasts of different

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

neighbouring countries, inherent asymmetry of im-
pact and the random occurrence of"focusing" effect
of tsunami at coastlines. Notwithstanding, a timeline
of the tsunami of 26 Dec 20(X, concentrating on the
first twenty four hours is given in Table 4.

An analysis of the timeline brings out few impor-
tant points,  part icular ly when scrut inised
retrospectively at this point in time. They include

a) The tsunami waves, traveled radially outward
causing devastation and wreckage at coastlines
on many countries in south east Asia.

b) The unimpeded transoceanic flow across Indian
Ocean. resulted in tsunami waves of lesser
intensity, in African coastlines of Kenya and
Somalia.
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TABLE 4
Timeline of Tsunami on 26 Dec 20C4 [3]

Time ln GMT Unfolding Trave! Destination of Tsunami

00.57

00.58
01.00
01.20
0r.30
02.00
02.  l5
04.00
I  1 .0C

Between 00.57 GViT and 00.59 GMT, a 9 magnitude earthquake occurs off western coast cf norihern
Sumatra,  Indonesia
Many Tsunami Warning Centei acioss the world registers the earthquake on its seismic instruments
Earthquake hits several cities in Indonesia

Tsunami hits Andanan and Nicobar Islands

Tsunami hits Phuket and Thailand Coast

Tsunami hits Colombo Sri Lanka and Eastent Coast of Sri I-anke
Tsunami hits India's Eastern Coastline

Tsunami hits Male, Maldives

Tsunami hits East Coast cf Africa, nearlv ten hours lat3r

c) The speed of the transocea;,ic travel has been
scientifically determined based on the time of
the earthquake, the distance between epicenter
and various coastlines and :he time of coastal
irnpact at coastlines of souih east Asia.

d) Physical effects of diffracticn on the tsunami
wave causes devastation at south west areas
not in direci path cf tsunami like Galle in Sri
La:rka and Kerala in India [5]

e) The presence of tsunami rvarning systems
could have alerted many coastal areas across
the South East Asian region [4].

f) The importance of India's meritime doctrine and
the pivotal role of Indian Navy is highlighted
nct only by the fact that tsunami traveled
ex:ensively in Indian waters with its passage
acicss Bay ofBengal, but also by the rnagnitude
anJ scale of its destruction and devastation at
Andaman and Nicobar islanCs, as well as the
South Indian Coast [5].

Impact of Tsunami and the numbers

In all, there were 9 countries in South Easi Asia
and 3 ceuntries in Africa, significantly affected by
the Tsu;rami of 26 Dec 2004 [6]. The tsunami waves
were detected outside the Indian Ocean region, with
tsunarni related wave fluctuations documented at
American Samoa, Antarctica, Brazil, Chile, Fiji, Rus-
sia, Mexico, l.lew Zealand, Peru and United States.
A table dispiaying the countries directly affected by
the tsu;ami, along with the numb:r of people dead
and mi:sing is displayed at Table 5.
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Resultant Effects of Earthquake/ T5unami of 26
Dec 2004

Numerous scientists, researchers and experts are
analyzing the effects ofthe polverful earthquake [9].
Prelirr,inary analysis indicate the following key geo-
graphic and physical effects of the earthquake on
earth, given in Table 6.

Few exclusive and distinctive facts on Tsunami of
26Dec 2OO4

Here are few exclusive and distinctive iacts that
cccurred in the aftermath of the tsunami:

a) Steepest rise in numerical parameters : The
tsunami of  26 Dec 2004,  has been an
extraordinary disaster of sorts. A wide range of
numeiical parameters has been revised often
and periodically, right since it was unleashed
on 26th December. Critica! numbers that have
sigrrificantly changed and drastically upgraded
until now, includes the total casualty ::umbers.
th; overall economic impact, the quantum of
global aid, fire magnitude ofthe earthquake as
well as the growing list of regional aftershocks.
It is now believed that the world has'vitnessed
the steepest Ceath count rise in histo;y, in this
disaster [24].

b) Underestirnation of the magnitude : In February
2005, nev, analysis suggested the rrragnitude
was underestimated. That study, reported in
most science journals, including Science, New
Scientist and Nature, upgrades and estimates it
at 9.3. It is now proposed that the earthquake
cculd perhaps have been the second largest
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TABLE 5
Countr ies affected by Tsunami on 26 Dec 2004 t l7l  t lSl

C o u n t r y Target Of Tsunarri Deaths  Miss ing
As Estimated As Estimated

In End Jan 2005 In End Jan 2005

Indones ia

Sri Lanka
India
Tha i land

Somal ia
Myanmar
Maldives
Malays ia
Tanzan ia
Bang ladesh
Kenya
S eyche l  les

The norlhern and west-.rn parts cf Indonesian Island

of Sumatra includir.g Aceh

The southern and eastern coastal areas of Sri Lanka.
The southeastern coast of India and Andaman and Nicobar .

The southwestern a;C coasta! areas of Thailand including
Phuket, Phi Phi lslanC and Krabi

Ccastal region

The western coast cn the tsay of Bengal and Andaman Sea.
Ent i re country

The northwest coast rf Malaysia especially, Fenang and Langkaw;

Coastal region

The southern coast rn the Bay of Bengal.

Coastat region

Coastal region

r66,760
3 8 , 1 9 5
1  6 , 3  8 3

\  7 ) )

298
9 C
8 2
6 8
l 0
2
I

,^27  ,7  49
5664
5 5 5  l

3 i 0 0

J

2 6
6

TABLE 6
Resultant effects of Earthquske/ Tsunami ol 26 Dec 2004

Parame te r Deta i l s

Lant imass shi f t

Length of a day

Movement at  Seabed

0sci l la t ion ef fects

Rotation of the Earth

Shape of  earth

Total  energy re leased

Wobble in ar is

The Andaman and Nicobar Is lands have shi f ted c loser to mainland India by 3 metresGreat
Nicobar, Car Nicobar and Port Blair have gone down b7 i.3m, I m and 80 cm respectively The
North Pole has shifted by about 2.5 centimeters (1 inch) in the direction of 145 degrees east
longirude [20]
The massive release of energy with a decrease in the oblateness of the Earth shcrtened the iength
of a day by 2.68 microseccnds (2.68 ps) and earth spinning faster [21]
l0 m (33 feet) mcvement laterally and 4 to 5 m (13 to 16 feet) vertically along the fauit line [l
Caused oscillation of the Earth's surface of about 20-30 cm Il]
The shift of mass and the massive release of energy altered very slightly the Farih's rotation du3
io a decreese in the oblateness cf the Earth [21]
Earth 's oblateness ( f lat tening on the top and bulg ing at  ihe equator)  decreased by a smal l
amount-about one part in l0 billion, making earth more rcund [21]
Est imated as 2.0 exajoules (2.0xl018joules)  This amounts to 475,000 k i iotons (475 negatons)
of TNT. cr the equivalent of 23,000 Nagasaki bombs [22]
Caused the earth to minutely "wobble" cn its axis 5y uo to 2.5 cm in the direction of 145' easr
longi tude [23]

sarthquake, ever recorded ':l a seismograph.
Hcwever a f ina l  g lobal  consensus and
unanimous verdict on this is yet to be reached,
in view of ongoing scientific analysis at many
centres Ii].

c)  Af tershocks :  Af tershocks have been
continuing well into the ":fth month after
tsunami. Though lesser in intensity, the region
is  s t i l l  r idd led repeatedly wi th per iodic
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aftershccks [25]. Many aftershocks were
observed immediateiy after the main evenr,
nostly clustered in Andaman anci Nicobar
Islands

4 Andaman Sea Earthquake Swarrn : A large
number of earthquakes, have occurred east of
the Nicobar islands, beneath the Andaman Sea,
ever since 26 January 2005. In contrast to the 26
December main shcck, which occurred on the



e)

western boundary of the Burma plate, the
Andaman Sea activity is occurring on the
eastern boundary of the Burma plate with the
Sunda plate, a zone of strike-slip and normal
faulting. This current episode of Andaman Sea
earthquakes is classified as an earthquake
"swarm"  deno t i ng  "an  ep i sode  o f  h i gh
earthquake act iv i ty  in  which the largest
earthquake does not occur at the beginning of
the episode and in which the largest earthquake
i s  no t  subs tan t i a l l y  l a rge r  t han  o the r
earthquakes of the episode." 126). The recent
Andaman Sea swarm is occurring in an area
hundred kilometers across, within a 300-km long
plate boundary.

Seabed Imagery : In February 2005, a Royal
Navy Ship, HMS Scott surveyed the sea bed
around the earthquake zone. The equipment
used was a high-resolution multi-beam sonar
system. It revealed the following prelimihary
color imagery data a) a huge impact of the
earthquake on the sea bed topography; b) the
creation of large 1,500 m high thrust ridges: c)
the presence of large landslides of several
kilometers; d) the dragging of individual blocks
of rock, weighing millions of tons, l0 km across
the sea bed by the force ofdisplaced water and
e) formation of a new tranch several kilometres
wide in the earthquak e zone 127 I [28].

Geographical Factors and Tbunami : Coastlines
isolated from tsunami by land are generally
protected from tsunami, as in the case of Goa,
Mangalore, Singapore and Kelang. However,
tsunami waves can by physical principles of
diffraction hit even sheltered coastlines. This
was evident  in  the present  tsunami.  when
western coastlines of Kerala and Sri Lanka were
also hit. Even distance may not imply assured
safety or predict potential for severe damage.
This was evident again in the present tsunami,
with distant Somalia was devastated more than
nearby Bangladesh [5].

Profiling of the dead : A pattern has emerged in
the analysis of the dead. Predominant groups
among the dead are children, fisherwomen, and
foreign tourists. Children Relief agencies now
report that one-third of the dead appear to be

children. The high proportion of children has
been attributed to their small size and lack of
resistance to the surging waters [29].

h) Finalnumberofdead : Theexactfinal toll may
never be known due to the large number of
bodies swept  to sea.  Using conservat ive
methodologies, current studies estimates that
the final figure of dead persons may range
anywhere from 200,000 to 310,000. In particular.
a news agency reported that 500 bodies a day
were still being found in February 2005, at
Indonesia with the count expected to continue
past as late as June 2005 ICNN News February
10.200s1ul.

i) Web logs and Videoblogs : A novel method of
dissemination of news in the immediate period
after the tsunami struck, was "blog". Blog,
derived from "Web Log" are frequently updated,
personal ized onl ine d iar ies,  avai lable as
webpages posted on the internet. Eyewitness
Blogs of the tsunami from locals and tourist in
South east Asia, were available on the Internet,
featuring experiences and survival stories of
tsunami witnesses, with pictures and videos of
the tsunami devastation. Additionally, they
con ta ined  use fu l  l i s t i ng  o f  l oca l  and
governmental aid agencies. Few blogs were a
forum for  searching and locat ing miss ing
personnel across South east Asia, as well.
Typical blog sites were Pundit gtty, Maxittg
Out: David's Jounnl[30], Lik Of AGuy Front
Asia [31]; Plruket Tsunani [32] and Shancly's
BloS [33]. Furthermore. In addition to blogs,
many websites were available on the lnternet.
providing general and scientific information on
the tsunami. Atable displaying few Web portals
offering different types of information on 24
Dec 2004Tsunami is given in Table 7.

Predicting future disasters and Tsunami

While it is difficult to predict the future, particu-
larly when it comes to mapping nature's fury, the
following points give a diminutive glimpse of what
is to be expected.

a) Seabed unrest offIndonesian Coast: Three
months since the tsunami of December. an
earthquake struck approximately at the same

Jour Marhrc Medical Societv. 2005. Vol.7. No. l

c)
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TABLE 7
Few important websites on Tsunami of 26 Dec 2004

N o Por ta l URL Address

ffer-
nges
:l lar.
10ca-
3d to
ch is
astal
.ntity
/ellar
,ffect

le of
r  th is
vater
omic

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
I Government of lndia
2 NDMI
3 Indian Navy
4 Nat iona l  Ins t i tu te  Oceanography
5 Nat iona l  Remote  Sens ing  Agency
FEATURED TSUNAMI PAGES
I  Amateur  Se ismic  Cent re
2 Age
3  B B C
4  C N N
5 Lone ly  P lanet
6  N a t u r e
7  N O A A
8  R e u t e r s
9 Tsunami Help

l 0  W i k i p e d i a

l l  US Geo log ica l  Survey
TSUNAMI VIDEOS
I Asia Deadly Tsunami
2  As ian  Tsunami  V ideos
3 Asian Tsunami Videos
4 Cheese and Crackers
5 Master New Media

6 Tsunami Video It log
SATELLITE PHOTOS
I ASTER
2 CRISP
3 Dar tmouth
4 Disaster Chart
5  D ig i ta l  G lobe
6 DLR

7 ESA
I Formosat
9  Globa l  Secur i ty
I O  M O D I S
1 I  N R S A
1 2  N A S A
I3  ORBTMAGE
14 RADARSAT
I5 SERTIT
16 Space Imag ing
17 Spot  Image
1E UNOSAT
1 9  u s c s
20 Wave of Destruction
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http: / / india image. n ic.  i  n/ tsunami.  htm
http: / /www. ndmindia.  n ic.  in
ht tp: / /ww w. indiannavy.  n ic .  in/ tsu nami.htm
http: / /www. nio.org/ j  sp/ tsunam i . j  sp
ht tp: / /www. nrsa.gov.  in/ tsu nam i / tsu nami_f i les/ f rame. htm

h t t p : //asc - i n d i a . o r g I gql 200 4 l 22 6_bo x i n g. h r m
http: / /www.theage.com.au/ issues/asiatsunami/

ht tp: / /news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi / in_deprh/wor ld/2004/asia_quake_di  saster /
ht tp: / /www.cnn.com/Specials/2004/tsunami.d isaster /

ht tp: / /  www.lonelyplanet .com/tsunami/

ht tp: / /npg.  natu re.com/ne ws/spec iu ls/ tsunami/ i  ndex.  ht  ml
hl tp: / /www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stor ies2004/s2357.htm

http: / /www. alerrnet .org/ the news/emerge ncy/S A_TI D. htm
h t t p : / / t s u n a m i h e l p . b l o g s p o t . c o m / h t t p : / / w w w . t s u n a m i h e l p . i  n f o / w i  k i
i  nde x.  ph p/Grou nd_Zero_l  nformat i  on
h t t p : / / e n . w i k i p e d i a . o r g / w i k i / 2 0 0 4 _ l n d i a n _ O c e a n _ E a r t h q u a k e h t r p : /
en.  wik ipedia.org/wik i /Tsu nami
ht tp: / /earthquake.usgs.gov/eqinthenews/2004/usslav/

ht tp: / /datawhar.b logspot.com/2004t l2 l  w aterwor ld_2 g.html

ht tp: / /ww w. photoduck.com/photos.aspx?gid= I  g 5 6&pxo=0
http: / /www.asiantsunamivideos.com

http: / /homepage.mac.com/j l  golson/candc/
h t t p  : / / w w w .  m a s t e r n e w m e d i  a . o r g /  Z 0 0 S  l 0  I  / 0 2
fu I  l_tsu nami_v ideo_footage_pi  ctu res.  h t  m
http: / /www.waveofdestruct ion.orq/

ht tp: / /asterweb jp l .nasa.govl

ht tp: / /www.cr isp.nus.edu.sg/ tsunami/ tsunami.html

http ://www.dartmouth.edu/-floods/

ht tp: / /www.disasterscharrer .org/di  sasters/CALLID_0?7_e. hrml
ht tp: / /www.dig i ta lg lobe.com/tsunami_gal lery.html

h t t p : / / w w w . z k i . c a f . d l  r . d e / a p p l  i c a t i o n s / 2 0 0 4 / i  n d i  a n _ o c e a n
i  ndian_ocean_2004_en. html
ht tp: / /w ww.esa.  int /esaCP/ l  ndex.  html
ht tp: / /www.nspo.gov. tw/

ht tp: / /www.globalsecur i ty .org/mir i tary/worrd/ india/car-n icobar- imagery.  ht  nr
ht tp: / /modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/

http://www.nrsa.gov. i n/
ht tp: / /www. nasa.gov/v i  s ion/earrh/ look i  ngatearth/ i  ndonesi  u_q uake.  html
ht tp: , / /www.orbimage.com/news/featuredi  mage.html
http://www. space.gc.calasc/en g/defaul t.asp
ht tp: / /ser t i  t .  u-strasbg.  f r ldocuments/asie/asi  a_e n.htm I
ht tp: / /www.spaceimaging.conr/gal lery/rsunami/

http;//ww w.spoti mage. frl
ht tp: / /unosat .web.cern.ch/unosat /asp/defaul t .usp

http://gisdata.usgs.gov/websi telDi saster_Response
http: / /www.waveofdestruct ion.org/satel l i te.php

r s rng
rl-UCK-
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MAPPING THE TSUNAMI
I  Computer -genera ted  an imat ion

of a tsunami
2  Ind ia  Se ismic i ty  Map
3 Most Recent Seismic activi ty
4 Tsunami Disaster Interactive

Mapp ing
5 USGS Map
6 Tsunami  s imu la t ion
MISCELLANEOUS
I  CNN Onl ine  L inks
2 December 26 Tsunami Disaster
3 Tsunami travel t ime map
4 Indian Ocean Tsunami
5 NOAA Tsunami
6  Tsunami  Museum
7 Tsunami Hazard
,  Tsunami .gov
9 Tsunami  Journa!

h t t p : / / w w w . g e o p h y s  w a s h i n g t o n . e d u / t s u n a r n i / g e n e r a i / p h y s i c s
runup.html

ht tp: / /www.imd.ernet . in/sect ion/seisrnolstat ic /seismic i ty-map.htm)

http://earthquake. usgs. gov/recenteqsww/Maps/region/Asia_eqs.html )

ht tp: / /mapsherpa.com/tsunami/

http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/shake/ous/STORE/Xslav_04/ciim_display.html

http://www.nio.org/j sp/tsu_si mu.htnr

ht tp: / / f te.eanes.k !  2. tx.us/CurrentEvents/Tsunami.htm

http: / /www.drs.Cpr i .kvoto-u.ac. jp/sumatra/ index-e.html

ht tp: / /wcatwc.gov/ t t t / t t tsanfr .g i f

http ://iri.col umbia.edu/-lareef/tsunami/

ht tp: / /www.tsunami.noaa,gov/

http://www.tsunami.org/

http://www.pmel. noaa. gov/tsunami-hazard/

ht tp: / / tsunami.gov/

http://www. sthjournal.org/

locaiion. This earthquake of magnitude 8.?,
ranking as the 7th largest earthquake since 1900,
struck at 23:09:37 local Indonesian time on
March 28, 2OO5 anC is referred globally by
experts, as "2005 Sumatran earthquake" [34].
Considered as a very large aftershock of the
original earthquake, it failed to produce killer
tsunamis. It is therefore hypothesised that the
chances of a repeat tsunami is unlikely and,
improbable, but not totally impossible.

b) Forecasting tsunarnis : Ever since the tsunami,
awareness of the importance of tsunami waming
systems,  has grown amcng the countr ies
affected by it. Cunently, there is no functional
system in the af fected region,  making i t

, vulnerable even now. Expectedly these systerns

. are costly. Tsunami Warning System works in a
real time frame of short duration, often with
inadequate data and information making
wainrng a difficult task. It entails ccllection of
data from special buoys and other crit ical
seabed data that assists in the final prediction
of the terminal runup and destructiveness at
distant shores. Amongst many factors that are
important in tsunami prediction few are a)
seismic parameters l ike rr.agnitude of t ire
earthquake, its depth, its orientation, the length
of  the faul t  l ine,  the s ize of  thc crusta l
displacements, and depth of the water; b)

J /

refraction and diffraction processes across the
ocean; c) travel path of the waves; d) coastal
configuration [35].

The Present status of Tsunami Warnings in
India : Tsunamis are rare in India. Despite the
presence of a good seismological network in
india to record earthquakes within the country
and i ts  neighborhood,  there is  a growing
concern for the need of a Tsunami Warning
Centre (TWC) in India.  Current ly  the
Department  of  Ocean Development  in
cooperation with Departments of Space and
Science and Technology is involved with the
introduction of a tsunami warning system in
the Indian Coast. The data is expected to be
derived using "bottom pressure recorder,
acoustic moCern, acoustic release system " [6]
t361.
Impending ecological disaster: A recent report-
t he  "M i l l enn ium Ecosys tem Assessmen t
Synthesis Report" [37], warns that humanity is
heading for ecological disaster. Compiled by
1300 leading scientists from 95 countries, for
the UN. the report predicts the ecological state
ofthe world in 2050, by analyzing 24 essential
ecosysten. services. The gloorny report dwells
on t : re progressive d isappearanie of
b iod i ve rs i t ; '  and  warns  o f  pcss ib le
"acce le ra t i ng ,  ab rup t ,  and  po ten t i a l l y
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irreversible changes", a situation aggravated
by "a world in which international cooperation
is lacking, economic competition is fierce, and
environmental threats are faced only after they
emerge" t37lt38l.

CONCLUSION

The Tsunami of 26 Dec 2004 was a "double
whammy" disaster, comprising of two distinctly con-
nected geophysical events, of severe scale and
magnitude : a megathrust seabed earthquake off
Sumatra, triggering off a series of large tsunami
waves striking and damaging South east Asian
coasts. Analysis of the earthquake and tsunami as
well as the assessment of its humanitarian, eco-
nomic,  envi ronmental  and sc ient i f ic  impact  is
underway even now across the globe. It is evidently
clear that the data on the tsunami of Dec 2004, will
continue to be further analysed and constantly up-
dated, driven by a global pursuit for accuratg
answers. Notwithstanding this, a brief review of some
of its numbers, facts and issues at this present point
in time, have been presented in this article; all of
which indicates that the tsunami of 26 Dec 2004,
was indeed an extraordinary marine efiironmental
disaster, which mankind will not forget for a long
time.
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Review Article
EFFECTIVE DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
NAVAL HOSPITALS

Surg RearAdm VK SINGH VSM*, Surg CdrAI AHMED**

ABSTRACT

Disaster has been defined by World Health Organlzatlon (WHO) as "an occurrence that causes damage,
economic dlsruptlon' loss of human llfe and deterloration In health and health servlces on a scale sufflclent to
warrant an extraordinary effort response from outside the unaffec.ted,communlty or areat'. In todayts world,
there is sn urgent need for pre-dlsaster plannlng wlth hospltal.centr lc contlngency plans whlle keeplng
personnel In contlnuel tralning to be prepared for any type of dlsaster.

Thls artlcle revlews varlous lssues ln a hospltal based Dlsaster Management plan, focuslng on key areas llke
activating the dlsaster plan' recelpt of Informatlon, the components and role of a dlsaster management cell, the
lmportance and slgnlf lcance of causal l ty evacuation & receptlon areas and lssues related to trertment area.
However dlsasters are nolorlous for laylng low the best of such plans, unless personnel keep thelr wlts about
and carry out their well-rehearsed role with appl icat lon and dl l lgence.

KEY WORDS : Disaster; Disaster Management Plan; QRMT; DART

INTRODUCTION

J-\isaster has been defined by World Health Or
l.zfganization (WHO) as "an occurrence that
causes damage, economic disruption, loss of hu-
man life and deterioration in health and health
services on a scale sufficient to warrant an extraor-
dinary effort response from outside the unaffected
community or area".[] Sudden disasters require
health professionals to muster all their technical
abilities and exigencies to solve problems under
critical conditions in which facilities and materials
are riot always available as they are in normal
situations.

It is worth noting that however timely the
healthcare response may be, its effort can be nulli-
fied if it is disorganized and fragmented, hence,
inefficient and ineffective. Thus. there is a need for
pre-disaster planning with hospital-centric contin-
gency plans while keeping personnel in continual
training to be prepared for any type of disaster [Ta-
ble ll.

Classif icat lon l lpe

TABLE I
Tlpes of Disasters

Natural

Machine & related

Man-made

a Earthquake

o Floods
a Landslides
o Tsunami
a lndustrial accidents
a Mechanical accidents
o Fire
a Bombs
o Fire-setting
. NBC

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR DISASTER PLAN
BYAHOSPITAL

Any disaster plan should be easy to understand
and should be disseminated It should be flexible
considering any contingency. Consideration should
be given to the availability of medical staff, nurses
and administrative personnel of the hospital in-
volved. The essential ob.iective should be limited to

*Commanding Officer, INHS Asvini; **Classified Specialist (Psychiatry), INHS Asvini, Colaba, Mumbai 400 005.
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two aspects : a) probable demand and b) resources
available.

In addition, the disaster plan should coordinate
the use of resources and make it more rational so as
to avoid duplication of actlvities and functions. To
this end, details of a current inventory of human,
material and institutional resources in the medical
care area, will be of immense value. A continuing
education and training programme should be main-
tained to ensure that proper action is taken promptly.
However, the complete disaster plan should be put
into effect only when necessary.

Importantly, it should be part of the regional dis-
aster plan and higher formation should be liased
with in the formulation. [2] This will need the launch
ofan early, effective co-ordination and co-operation
between the hospital and local administrative (serv-
ice & civil) authorities. It is also important for any
disaster plan to have a core list ofobjectives, which
has been outlined in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Object ives of  a Disaster  Plan

To be prepared to receive mass casualties at short notice
at all times.

To establ ish TRIAGE faci l i t ies.

To provide resuscitation.

To initiate correct documentation.

To admit to perform life and limb saving surgery. .
To avoid unnecessary mortality / morbidity and prevent
disability.

o To co-ordinate mass casualty management

SALIENT FEATURES OF DISASTER PLAN

The salient features of a typical disaster plan in a
Hospital scenario are given from hereon. The out-
line of this disaster plan is given as Table 3.

l. Activating the Plan

Fundamentally, the disaster plan would be acti-
vated upon receipt of information regarding
occurence of disaster. In general, information re-
garding the disaster and related mass casualties may
be received by any of the following channels: a)
communication from administrative authorities; b)
informatiorr from telephonic message and/or c) by
casualties arriving at hospital.

36

5 Treatment Area

2. Receipt of Information

The important measures adopted upon receipt of
information will initially be at the communication
unit or Hospital switchbord operator. He will either
receive the call and connect to DMO (during off
working hours) or Senior Registrar (during working
hours). The information as a rule to be obtained
comprises of the following key elements : a) who is
calling; b) telephone number of caller; c) nature of
disaster; d) location of disaster; e) number of cases
being sent to hospital ; 0 estimated time of arrival
and g) mode of conveyance ( amb / helo others).

The Signal Communication Officer (SCO), should
be immediately called by operator/DMO / Sr Regis-
trar, to swift ly kickstart a series of important
initiatives, which would comprise :

a) Quick transmission of information on disaster
to CO / EXO & Sr Registrar, to HOD Surgery,
Anaesthesia, Pathology, Radiology, to PM, OT
Matron, to MO i/C ICU & MO i/c Crisis
Expansion Ward, to First Lt, Logistics Officer,

. O i/C Medical Stores, and to all inliving Medical
Officers.

b) Make available & keep in a functional state the
Telephone Exchange and all Mobiles.

c)  Inst ruct  operators not  to  prov ide any
information to press / outside agencies and
direct them to PRO.

d) Instruct operators to direct calls from victim's

Jour Maine Medical Societv, 2A05, Vol.7, No. l

TABLE 3
Outl ine of Disaster Plan

Broad Strategy Key Features

I

2
J

Act ivat ing the plan

Receipt of Information

Disaster Management cell

Causal i ty  Evacuat ion
& Recept ion

a Members

!  Rote
o Zones cf Cas Evac
o Recept ion Center:
o Members
. Role
.  Tr iage
o Responsibilities
o Equipment
o Crisis Expansion Wards
a Operat ion Theater
a Surgery/ Other wards

a

o

a

a

o



families to information center.

e) Arrange over-ride facility to phones of DMO
and Disaster Management Cell (DMC)

3. Disaster Management Cell

The Disaster Management Cell is the command
nucleus. It should be established immediately to
exercise supervisory control over any disaster situ-
ation. It is headed by a Chairman (ExO), assisted by
a Deputy Chairman (Senior Registrar). The members
include Logistics Officer, MTO, Deputy PM, SCO,
RO, Maintenance Officer and l" Lieutenant. It
should be located centrally in the hospital.

The multifaceted and important role of a Disaster
Management Cell includes the following:-

a) To establish a Control Room: to supervise, co-
ordinate. control. alloiate additional resources
and collect & generate info / data

b) To recall personnel, cancel all types of leave
and freeze all transfer moves

c) To establish an information center

d) To establish a crisis expansion ward

e) To establish a two-watch system

f) To establish a cloakroom for safe custody of
patient articles / valuables

g) To establish a damage control team to safeguard
own property and to ensure continuity of
essential services like water, electricity, LPG &
Oxygen etc

h) To ensure proper disposal of death in hospital/
Brought in Dead, with correct, identification,
documentation and liaison with Municipal
Corporation and Civil Police

j) To maintain diary of event, to draw conclusions
and lessons learnt

4. Causality Evacuation and Reception of
Casualties

Hospital may also be assigned specific casual-
ties evacuation role by the administrative authorities.
The responsibility for the zones from which CasEvac
will be carried should be clearly identified and laid
down in consultation with Command/ Higher forma-
tion. As per the mobilization protocol, provision of
the number of the ambulances should be clearly laid
down. The other important aspects of CasEvac in-
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cludes:

a) Activation of a Quick Reaction Medical Team
(QRMT), comprising of one MO, two MA's
(POMA/LMA) and two other sailors. The
ambulance f rom the hospi ta l  should be
accompanied by QRMT

b) Creation of a dedicated Disaster Reception
Center, which is essentially a resuscitation area
adjacent to MI Room / Casualty. This area is
easily accessible from the entry point of the
hospital and its role would comprise of the
following activities:

i. Resuscitation

ii. Triage & further disposal of patients.

iii. Bl,ood grouping of all patients

iv .  Documentat ion & receipt  of  pat ient
valuables

v. Rendering ofcasualty reports [3]
vi. Monitor the movement of patients to various

wards

vii. Arrange for transfer of patients to other
hospitals

viii. Completion of medicoJegal formalities

ix Liaise with BTD and Medical Stores for
requirements

ir Keep the Information center updated of
casualty admissions, condition, deaths etc.

c) Triage : The classic principles of Triage are
priorit izing all patients into Priority-I:
casualties requiring immediate resuscitation and
surgery; Priority-Il: cases requiring early
surgery and possib le resusci tat ion and
Priority-Ill: all other wounded and sick. The
objectives of Triage include a) receiving the
disaster victims; b) make rapid classification of
casualties and direct them to appropriate
t reatment  areas wi th proper Casual ty
Identification tagging (White tags: Dead; Yellow
tags: Stable & likely to remain so for 30
minutes;  Red tags:  Severe f i  needing
immediate further treatment) and c) provide
only such basic treatment as necessary for
saving a persons l ife e.g. Tracheostomies,
Tho racocen tes i s ,  venous  d i ssec t i on ,
homeostasis etc, The responsibilities of a Triage
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TABLE 4
Typlcel exampleo of Trlege

P.l Casec P-2 Cases P-3 Casee

o Immcdiatc rcsuscitation & Surgery
a Acute Cardio rcspiratory insufficicncy
a Scvere hemorrhage
o Inrcrnal blccding
a Rupturc spleen
o Sevcrc chest injurics
o Scvcre facio maxillary injurics
o Shock
a Scvcre burn greator than 20%
o Skull Injuries

Early surgcry & possible resuscitation o All other wounded and sick
Ligature vascular injurics
Intestinal Injuries
Open Joint and bonc lcsions
Multiplc Injuries
Eyc Injuries
Closed fracturc and dislocations
Burns lcss than 20%
Skull injurics without unconsciousness

a
o
a
a
a
o
o
o
o

Officer will include supervision of the entire
triage area, classification the patients into
priority I, tr & [I, serving as head ofall personnel
assigned to that area and allocate their duties I
jobs and ensure that there are sufficient
identifications tags, wheel chairs & stretcheis.

5. Theatment Arees

a. Crtds Expandon Ward : Crisis ExpansionWud
should be established on instruction from Chair-
man, Disaster Management Cell at a pre-designated
area, which should be in vicinity of Reception area.
The manning should be ideally One Medical Officet
Three otherMedical Officen, Fourmembers of MNS
detailed by PM, Tivo POMA / LMA, TWo SPO /
LSA, TWelve medical assistants and Four topass to
be detailed by l't Lt. O i/c Medical Stores will be
responsible for provision of Non-expendable and
expendable stores as per the relevant ME scales.
Logistics Officer will be responsible for provision of
beds mattresses, pillows, patients clothing. Mainte-
nance Officer will aid him. The important role of MO
i/C Crisis Ward includes retriage; early institution
of definitive diagnostics & therapeutics; placing
case on SIIJDIL, maintaining details of cases, medi-
cal documentation, arranging Medical & Naval
stores and keeping the Information cell updated of
casualty details. [4]

b. Operatlon Theatre : On receiving information
from DMO/ MO i/c MI Room/ Chairman, Disasrcr
Managementcell, the following personnel will reach
thc Operation theater immodiatcly: HOD Anesthesia
(Coordinator); HOD Surgery and OT Matron. The

J8

causalities needing surgery reaching from the re-
ception center will be attended to under supervision
of Coordinator. Postoperative care will be provided
in Post-oprecovery room,ICU, Crisis expansion ward
or other wards as may be clinically warranted, in a
"step down" manner.

c. SurgerX and other wards : Hospitalized pa-
t ients in good cl inical  condit ion should be
discharged. No elective Surgeries are performed. In
case the magnitude of disaster so requires, addi-
tional beds will be placed in the ward / corridor/
verandahs. Additional manpower of MO's, MNS,
CPOMA/POMA, LMA/ MA-I / MA-II, Topass may
be augmented and positioned.

ROLE OF HOSPITALAT DISASTER SITE
Disaster could occur at various disBnces from

the hospital. It may be necessary to send a medical
ieam to the site of disaster to carry out triage &
srictly select those cases for hospital evacuation,
who would benefit, keeping in mind the principle of
saving life and limb. The teams so required to be
sent would be: a) QRMT; b) DART and c) MTSP
Mobile Technical Support Platoons/ MSU. [5]

The Quick Reaction Medical Team (QRMT) will
be deployed immediately on receipt of information
about disastcr. The main functions are to provide
immediate first aid and assess the situation and con'
vey rclevant information like the nature of disaster,
the location, the number of expected casualties, the
requircment of DisasterArea Relief Team (DART),
back to Hospital. They will also brief DART on
their anival at site.

Joun Marine Medical Socicty, 2005, VoL 7, No, I



Disaster Area Relief Team (DART) will be dis-
patched from the hospital within 30 minutes to the
disaster site. Unique features of DART will be the
mobilisation of Surgeon, Physician, Anaesthesia and
Gynaecology Trainees on call along with Stretcher
bearers. Their functions upon reaching the disaster
site will be : take briefing from QRMT, onsite Triage
and segregation for resuscitation and evacuation to
hospital and adding Priority identification tags of
evacuees with details of treatment given

ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURES
It must be remembered, that the station strength

of Navy/Army area is normally a large population in
resficted area, at danger, ofbeing exposed to differ-
ent types of disaster whether man-made or natural.
The hospital mainly will be tasked to cater medical
attendance to a variety of victims reaching the hos-
pital. Disaster Management Plan for hospitals lays
down the Standard Operating Procedure for all per-
sonnel to respond to the call and to carry out the
duties assigned to them during the event ofa crisis.
It should be practiced periodically in order to make
the personnel proficient and make improvements as
and when deemed suitable.

Whilst key coordinators and facilitators should
be identified and listed, it is the collective effort of
one and all that will determine the successful out-
come in times of a disaster. Decision-making must
continue even if key planners are not immediately
available.

Few adminisfative measures, that will ensure ef-
fective implementation of disaster plan includes :

a) keeping the disaster plan avai lable at
appropriate locations.

b) making sure the staffis familiar with is contens
and are trained to respond before the disaster.

c) identifying and inspecting all areas and
equipment, which may cause or be subject to a
disaster, throughout the year

d) updating the supply inventory at least twice a
year, noting in particular the supplies on hand
and those which needs to be purchased in
emergency.

e) reviewing the disaster plan regularly and
updating as neceSsary

Joun Marine Medlcal Soclety, 2(n5, W\.7, No, I

0 arranging for a security plan immediately
g) for opt imal publ ic relat ions, only one

designated person should deal with the media.
h) addressing the psychological  aspects of

disaster by keeping staff informed by regular
communication, debriefing and gripe sessions.

i) factoring neglected issues like: custody of
casualty's cash / valuables / weapons; disposal
and burial of bodies; Electricity and water
supply; requirement of generator, Fire fighting
and damage control; Crowd management and
TrafficFlow

j) hospitals should plan for management bf NBC
casualties and train personnal, keeping in view
the local threat perception [6].

CONCLUSION
This article comprehensively reviews the hospi-

tal based Disaster Management Plan and the various
critical issues that govern its successful implemen-
tation. The article specifically focuses on following
key areas ofthe disaster plan: activating the disas:
ter plan, receipt of information, the components and
role of a Disaster Management Cell, the importance
and significance of Causality evacuation & recep-
tion areas and issues related to Treatment area.
Periodic and sustained training ofthis practical and
implementable Disasler Management Plan will suc-
cessfully realize the ultimate aim of timely medical
care to maximum number of disaster victims. The
references listed will aid the administrator in
designing their respective hospital plans.
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A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF POST TSUNAMI MORBIDITY
TRENDS : CAMPBELL BAY EXPERIENCE

SuTg Lt IIARMINDER SINGH

ABSTRACT

Disasters l ike Tsunami can occur at any t ime dnd general ly catch everybody unaware, leading to tremendous
destruction and fatal i t ies, Tabulat ion and analysis of morbidity trends with respect to age and diagnosis can
help in post-disaster management in sn effect ive manner.

KEYWORDS : Tsunami, Post Tsunami Morbidity, Trends

INTRODUCTION

fin 26'h Dec 2004, the most powerful earthquake
\-/in more than 40 yrs stuck deep under the In-
dian Ocean near Banda Aceh, Indonesia triggering
off Tsunami waves of tremendously destructive
power. The killer waves.were several meters high
and they obliterated coastal habitations and planta-
tions across 10 countries, leaving more than 1.5 lakh
people missing or dead. This led to the launching of
one of the most intensive Search and R6scue (SAR)
and Relief operations in the history of the Armed
Forces.

The centre where this study was carried out is a
small Medical Inspection Room with I medical of-
ficer and 2 medical assistants located in Campbell
Bay on Great Nicobar Island, the Southern most In-
dian Tenitory barely 79 nautical miles from the
epicentre of the earthquake. The whole Coast Guard
Base including the medial Inspection Room was
washed away. An adhoc centre was set up at higher
ground within hours of the disaster in the only avail-
able tent with medial stores borrowed from the local
Primary Health Centre, which was damaged in the
earthqirake and grossly understaffed. Most of health
workers of the PHC along with all other inhabitants
of the island, which comprises of tribals and ex-serv-
icemen, were stranded without food, water and
shelter in distant hilly locations, since the lifeline of
the island, a single road had been washed away.

As relief operations intensified, 14 camps were
set up as batch of rescued people were brought to

these camps where medical attention was given by
Defence and Civil authorities in tandem, which in-
cluded doctors from CGHS on special duty. A local
census fixed the camp population at 4635 in all.

MATERIALANDMETHOD

This is a retrospective study and analysis of
morbidity patterns in the immediate post Tsunami
disaster scenario. Data was collected from various
OPD registers and enumeration was done in respect
of Age Group and Diagnosis from 29'h Dec. 2004 to
l0'h Jan. 2005 in the following headings described
below:-

a) Cases in Trauma ranged from superficial
abrasions and thorn pricks to multiple fractures
and internal abdominal injuries

b) Cases in Fever included respiratory tract
infection and unspecified viral infections, heat
stroke and sporadic malaria cases most of which
were diagnosed clinically and treated empirically
while a few tested positive by QBC/slide
mibroscopy.

c) Cases in Dianhoea included symptoms of loose
stools due to indigestion and gastroenteritis

d)  Cases in General  compr ised of  mala ise,
weakness, general body pains and headache.

e)  Cases in Others compr ised of  Diabetes,
' Hypertension, Epilepsy, Asthma and other

ailments of regular attendance in the OPD.

Psychological and emotional trauma was the most

District Medical Officer, Indian Coast Guard District HQ-10, Andaman & Nicobar-744 302
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commonly encountered condition with each and
every person who had experienced the Tsunami suf-
fering from it to some degree.

The sample size was 1897 and the objective was

a) to ascertain the Morbidity Patterns of post
Tsunami patients with respect to Age group
and days after disaster

b) to detect out break of epidemics

c) to create awareness in terms of Disaster
Management

RESULTS

The total number of patients treated in various
OPD's from29Dec2oo4 to l0 Jan 2005 is listed in
Table l.

DISCUSSION

The maximum patients were found to be in the
most active population of society (25+to 40 yrs age
group) at 594 (3l.3l%o) and 363 (19.147o) in 40+to 60
yrs age-group and 305 (16.08Vo) in 15 + in 40 age
group as reflected in Chart I.

The 25+to 40 yrs age group had highest trau-
matic injuries 184 (39.M Vo of total traumatic injuries)
as reflected in Chart II. The geriatric age group (>60
years ) suffered from diseases like Diabetes, hyper-
tension etc rather than trauma, diarrhoea and fever
as per Chart II.

All age groups had high incidence of Fever as
reflected in Chart II mainly due to Respiratory tract
infections being acquired in the cramps. High hu-
midity and temperature compounded by improper
diet and physical and mental stress contributed to

TABLE I
Age group morbidity distribution

% of Patients across Age Groups

a 0 + b 5 y e a E

g 5 + b  1 0 ! € a 6

1 1 0 + b l 5 y e a r s

E 15+ b 25 years

125+ b40 years

i40+ b 80 years

Chart I : Pie Chart showing Percentage of patients across
different age groups.

Age Group Morbidity

Chart 2 : Line Bar 
"n"rln"*,", 

Age group and Com-
mon morbid conditions across different age
groups.

lowering of body resistance leading to increased
susceptibility to infections. Few slide positive Ma-
laria cases contributed to the figure while several
cases were diagnosed as Clinical malaria and were

Age-Group Trauma Fever Diar rhoea Genera l O t h e r s Total 29 Dec to l0 Jan

0 to 05 yrs
05 + 10 yrs
10 + 15 yrs
15 to 25 yrs
25 to 40 yrs
40+ to 60yrs
>60yrs

2 8
2 l
3 0
8'l
1 8 4
9 0
3 l

r28
69
2 4
9 5
t43
7 6
l 8

6 4
3 5
7

2 8
64
1 A

t 7

5
l 6
l 0
4 3
l l l
6 4
a )

l 5
I 4
9
5 2
9 2
1 0 9
6 2

240
1 5 5
80
305
594
363
1 6 0

l 2 .65Vo
8 . 1 7 9 o
4.22Vo
l6.08Vo
3 l . 3 l 7 o
19. l47o
8.437o

Total

7o

4 7  1
24.83Vo

5 5 3
29. r5%

229
12.597o

28r
14.82Vo

3 5 3
l 8 . 6 lVo

t897
r00.00%

IOOVo
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Chart 3 : Line Chart showing Percentage ofpatients across
different age,groups and the three common mor-
bidity conditions.

treated empirically with good results. This area is a
holo-endemic zone for Malaria of all types and Chlo-
roquine resistance is rampant but the incidence of
slide positive cases was not noticed to be higher
than the base line incidence during the time of this
study.

The initial low patient load followed by steep
spike in overall porbidity trend as reflected in Chart
III is attributed to the fact that rescue work was
started in full swing l-2 days after the disaster and
the camps contributing to the OPD attendance were
set up in the course of 2-3 days. Also, this time was
required to consolidate the medical resources in
terms of trained Man power which was stranded on
distant locations of the island or were injured&illed
in the Tsunami and Resources which were retrived
after Tsunami or rushed to the island along with
relief material.

Incidence of Traumatic injuries reduced steadily
with as days since theTbunami increased as reflected
in Chart III. Trauma related atteances in the last days
of the study were mostly review cases coming for
follow up of ongoing treatment.

Incidence of Diarrhoea shows a largely even
spread with no spikes signifying effective Preven-
tion/Containment of Water/Food borne epidemics.

Suggestlono
l) Short term:

a) Super Chloronation of all fresh water sources
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ensure>l ppm free chlorine level at user end.

b) Basic facilities like potable water, trench
latrines and bathing place with adequate
privacy, proper sewage and garbage disposal
etc to be arranged before people are shifted
to camps

c) Chloroquine prophylaxis at 5 mg Base/Kg
body weight per week

d) Medical to be reinforced by more paramedics
and Prevent ive and Social  Medicine
Specialists. PHCs, CHC's and hospitals to
be provided basic facilities like water, food
and electr ic i ty on pr ior i ty.  Logist ic
requirements of medical team themselves in
tertiary centres in the field to be looked after
by Admin authorities.

e) Provision of balanced diet for camp dwellers

f; Mosquito control measures to be initiated
at war footing

g) Co-ordination meeting between various
departments concerned with setting up and
maintenance of camps

h) Health education for camp dwellers towards
better hygiene and sanitation to be aimed
specially on women and children

i) Psychological councillors for helping people
in overcoming emotional trauma

2) Long term

a) Disaster protocol with a holistic view to be
formed well in advance with exceptions made
in the general plan for area specific problem
issues.

b) Distance of the island territories from
mainland to be given special consideration.

CONCLUSION
Tsunami's occur rarely but leave life-long scars

on the people who experience it. Awell planned pro-
tocol with morbidity trends taken into consideration
will go a long way in healing of these scars and also
save several precious lives.
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MEDICAL NEEDS ON DAY 1-3 ATAIR FORCE STATION
CARNICOBAR AFTER THE TSUNAMI DISASTER : 26 DECEMBER
20u

Surg Lt Cdr SUSHIL CHAWLA

ABSTRACT

Background : Natural dlsaster rre a testlng tlme for any medlcal organlzatlon provldlng rellef at any site &
place. They test the preparedness & Innovatlveness ol the medlcal setup of the organlsatlon.

ObJcctlve : Thls artlcle descrlbeg the types of InJurles & illnecsec suffered by the resldents of Alr Force Station,
Car Nlcobar fol lowlng 26 Deccmber tsunaml dleacter.

Result : The dlsacter had led to 25 deathc end 67 people mlsrlng. Leccretlon and cmotlonal sympotms were the
maln presentatlon of the personnel

Concluslon : Early avallablllty ol medlcal help proved llfc eavlng for patlents ol asplratlon pneumonltls and
dehydratlon.

KEY WORDS : Tsunaml: Dlsacter rellef

BACKGROUND

I t 06:30 am on December 26th, 20O4, a powerful
./learthquake with its epicenter at Sumatra hit the
South East Asia followed by Tsunami.The Union
territory of Andaman & Nicobar islands, closest por-
tion of India to the epicenter, faced the burnt of the
natural calamity, which killed and injuring hundreds
of people. This article describes the medical need of
service personnel and their families and the civilian
personnel around the Air Force scation, in the initial
period from 6 to 72 hrs, after the disaster had struck.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, several humanitarian
emergencies have occuned, with an increasing
number of humanitarian organization taking part in
providing assistance Ul. All natural disasters are
unigue in that each affected region of the world has
different and varied social, economic, and health
backgrounds [2]. However, some similarities do ex-
ist, among the health issues of different natural
disasters, which ifrecognized early, can ensure that
health and emergency medical relief and limited re-
sources are well managed [3].

METHODS

During a two-day mission in disaster area, the
medical aid provided to the disaster affected popu-
lation ofAirForce Station, Carnicobarby the medical
team from INHS Dhanvantari was evaluated. The
initial priorities were to minimize mortality and mor-
bidity, while avoiding further mortality.

RESULTS

Immediate and initial evaluation of the affected
area revealed a complex situation, in which the build-
ings of the station had collapsed [Fig. 1,2,3]. The
majority of the population.was camping near the
runway in the open ground tFig. al. The medical
team from INHS Dhanvantari had reached the Air
Force Station by the first aircraft about 6 rnhours

after the disaster had struck Car Nicobar islands.
The team provided medical care to the patients un-
der primitive conditions using tents for 2 days. The
t€am consisting of one medical officer and two medi-
cal assistants.

When the RapidAction Medical Team (RAMT)
from Bangalore arrived two days after the disaster,
all casualties requiring surgical intervention already

Graded Specialist (Obstctrics & Gynaecology), INHS Dhanvantari, Port Blair 744103
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Fig.4: The majority of the population was camping near
the runway in the open ground

TABLE I
Details of cases treatcd by the team

S. No Dlagnosis Number of cases

I Aspiration pneumonitis 03
2 Fracture & dislocations 02

Upper limb 0l
Lower'limb 02
Othcr site 02

3 Head injury 02
4 Acute gastritis 33
5 Sprain 07
6 Laceration 68
7 Crush injury 03
8 Preterm labor 02
9 Threatened abortion 01
l0 Emotional / Psychological symptoms 52
I I Dehydration 17

TABLE 2
Case transferred to INHS Dhanvantarl

S. No Diagnosis Number of cases
affected area revealed a complex situation. in
which the buildings of the station had collapsed.

had been operated on. Additionally, those requiring
intensive care were transferred to INHS Dhanvantari
after providing necessary first aid and triage.

In all, our Medical team tneated 128 patiens. The
team also helped in the cremation of the 25 dead
bodies, which had been recovered until then.

Table I shows the distribution of the different
cases ffeated by the team. Table 2, further shows

/U

I Aspiration pneumonitis
2 Fractures
3 Head injury
4 Acute gastritis
5 Sprain
6 Laceration
7 Crush injury
8 Preterm labor
9 Threatened abortion
l0 Dehydration

03
02
0 l
05
o2
05
03
02
0 t
0 l

a
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Figs. l, 2 and 3: lmmediate and initial evaluation of the



the details of the 24 cases referred to the nearest
service hospital for advanced care.

CONCLUSION

To optimize the effectiveness of limited resources,
disaster preparedness and the provision of feasible
and necessary aid is of utmost importance [4].
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THE TSUNAMI EXPERIENCE AT A FORWARD MEDICAL AID CAMP
IN PORT BLAIR - A REPORT

SUTgLtCdTSAMIRKAPOOR

ABSTRACT

The tsunaml ol 26 Dec 04 ls now consldered globally as one of the worst natural dlsasters faced by manklnd. As
per the \{HO, the death toll due to the earthquake followed by the Tsunaml ls 300,000 and the Indlan flgures
are 10,749 dead, 5640 mlsslng of whlch 5554 are from the Andaman and Nlcobar (A & N) Islands snd are feared
to be dead.

The only posslble means of evrcuatlon of casualtles from the remote lslands was by alrcraft, due to destruction
of all clvll and Naval Jettles by the Tsunaml. Conscquentlally, a medlcal ald camp was set up 8t tbe Naval Alr
Statlon, INS Utkrosh by 1200 hrs on 26 Dec 04. It commenced recelpt of casualtles from 1700 hrs on 26 Dec 04
ti l l  06 Jan 04.

The present study ls a dcscrlptlve report of the lssues faced In settlng up of the INS Utkrosh medlcal camp,
tr iage and trestment ofcasualt les and'preventlon ofoutbreak of lnfect lous dlseases. I t  also brief ly descrlbes
the types of cases encountered durlng the rellef operations. A few recommendstions, based on the experience,
are made at the end of the report.

KEY WORDS : Tsunaml Dlsaster, Dlsaster Geography, Medlcal aid camp

INTRODUCTION

I disaster maybe defined as a destructive event
/aresulting in an extensive loss of life and prop-
erty. There is an immediate requirement of a wide
range of emergency resources to assist and ensure
the survival of the stricken population []. As per
the WHO, the death toll due to the earthquake fol-
lowed by theTsunami is 300,000 [2] and the Indian
figures are 10,749 dead, 5640 missing of which 5554
are from the Andaman and Nicobar (A & N) Islands
and are feared to be dead [3]. The A & N Islands
have been the worst affected Indian region in terms
of morbidity and mortality.

The Indian Armed forces have often been em-
ployed to aid civil authorit ies in case of such
calamities. In this case, the Armed forces establish-
ments scattered on many of the remote islands were
as badly affected as the rest of the population and
the worst hit was the Air-force station at Carnicobar.
As a result of this, the services which could be ren-
dered by the Armed Forces locally, were severely
hindered.

Since the after shocks of the earthquake were
continuing and the situation was unpredictable with
periodic warnings of a fresh Tsunami, it was impera-
tive to evacuate the injured and survivors at the
earliest from the remote islands. All jetties were de-
stroyed as a result of the Tsunami; hence the only
possible means of evacuation was by aircraft, which
were exclusively employed for evacuation in the first
few days.

Geographically, a disaster region is broadly clas-
sif ied into an Impact area, a Filter area and a
CommunityAid area. PortBlairin the aftermath of 26
Dec 2004, was a filter and a community aid area. As
a result of the air evacuation, the Naval Air Station
INS Utkrosh at Port Blair became the filter area,
through which all evacuees from the affected is-
lands were evacuated to Port Blair [Fig. l]. It also
became an important part of the community aid area.
In the first few days of the relief operations, most
casualties were air evacuated to INS Utkrosh by
AN-32, DornierLL-76,IL-78 and Chetak aircrafts of
the Indian Navy, Indian Air-Force and the Coast

Graded Specialist - Aerospace Medicine, PMO INS Utkrosh, Port Blair, Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
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A medical aid camp was set up at INS Utkrosh to
receive casualties. It was the nodal point for recep-
tion ofall casualties in the firstfew days ofthe relief
operation. It played an important role in triaging and
filtering the casualties so that only those in need of
urgent surgery / hospitalization were referred to the
hospitals. SOVo of the casualties were treated at the
medical camp itself.

MATERIALAI\TDMETHODS

This study is a descriptive report of the issues
faced in setting up of the INS Utkrosh medical camp,
triage and treatment of casualties and prevention of
outbreak of infectious diseases. It briefly describes
the types of cases encountered during the relief
operations. The report describes the morbidity pat-
tern in  the tsunami d isaster .  I t  out l ines the
requirements in setting up medical aid camps in the
aftermath of marine disasters. A few recommenda-
tions, based'on the experience, are made at the end
of the report.

Preparation

The MI Room was informed of theTsunami and
the catastrophic events at 1000 hrs on 26 Dec 04.
Expectedly, all evacuated casualties in the next few
days would be received at INS Utkrosh. It was also
evident that the exact number of casualties and
evacuees expected could not be gauged immedi-
ately since assessment of the situation was only by
aerial surveys as all communication lines were dis-
rupted. Hence a reasonably large area had to be

Jour. Maine Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

utilized to set up a medical camp and casualty relief
center along with adequate equipment and stock of
medical supplies.

Selection of Site for Medical Camp
The fairly large specialist vehicle hangar located

close to the runway was identified as the site for
Medical Camp and was prepared for the same [Fig
21. Communication lines were set up, augmented by
walkie-talkie sets.

Following considerations were taken into ac-
count for identifying the camp. The camp was :
a) located on aroad head along line ofevacuation

to the referral hospitals and was not be too far
from the point of deplaning.

b) large enough to receive the maximum number
of casualties and was protected from weather.

c) had all the undermentioned features :
i) adequate lighting and ventilation

ii) toilet facilities with adequate water supply.

iii) communication facilities.
iv) adequate parking space for ambulances.
v) a spill-over hard area in the event of having

to evacuate the building in the event of a
fresh quake.

The medical camp was set up by 1200 hrs on 26
Dec 04. It received casualties from 1700 hrs on 26
Dec 04 till 06 Jan 04. It was disbanded thereafter and
the medical set up shifted back to the MI Room.

Furtheq the camp was set up so as to ensure a

Fig 2 : Medical aid camp.
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one-way flow of casualties and was divided into:

a) Evacuee Receptiori : all evacuees deplaning were
first brought here, stretcher patients were taken
directly to the triage area. Walking patients were
asked to move to the medical reception area. All
other evacuees were immediately asked to board
vehicles to be transported to relief camps.

b) Medical Reception and Information: Walking
patients were registered and records were
maintained for the information of relatives of
the casualties.

c) Tliage area : Stretcher patients were registered
and speedy triage was done allotting category
I, II, III or IV based on mechanism of injury,
anatomic criteria, available physiological criteria
and co-morbidity factors. Triage tallies were
attached and in case ofreferred patients (Cat I
and II), abridged case sheets were attached in
addition.

O Resusci tat ion area :  casual t ies requi r ing
resuscitation were immediately shifted here from
the triage area and resuscitated.

e) Tleatment and dressing area / Dispensary :
d ress ing  o f  wounds ,  admin i s t ra t i on  o f
injectibles and vaccines was done here.

0 Holding area : stabilized patients who were to
be evacuated to the hospi ta ls  and pat ients
detained for observation wero kept here and
monitored.

C) Ambulance parking

Equipment and Medical supplies at Medical Camp

a) Overview : The MI Room is prepared for the
event of an air disaster at all times, being an air sta-
tion where civil airbus flights land. Besides above
medical supplies and resuscitation equipment, lo-
cally designed disaster kits, manufactured at the unit
level is available since Jun 04. These kits that con-
tain plastic triage tallies and abridged case sheets,
were successfully used in the recent tsunami disas-
ter relief. Camp cots were used for detained patients.
Since stretchers were not adequate and spinal
boards were not available, hardback stretchers were
improvised with bamboo and wooden boards.

b) The Team : One MO (author) and 08 medical
assistants manned the medical camo24 hours a dav

48

from26 Dec 04 to 06 Jan. On 29 and 30 Dec 04, one
more medical officer and one civilian medical officer
also attended the camp. A stretcher-bearer party of
08 personnel was employed to unload casualties.

c) Medical comforts : Medical comforts in the
form of drinking water and a hot meal were available
for all patients at all times. A fresh set of clothes was
also made available.

The Task

The primary task was to resusciiate/stabilize and
treat as many casualties as possible, referring only
those who required urgent life/limb sa.ving surgery/
specialized care to INHS Dhanvantari / GB Pant hos-
pital. Treated patients could not be detained for
longerthan the arrival ofthe next planeload ofevacu-
ees since space and trained manpower was at a
premium.

Patients requiring surgery/hospitalization were
resuscitated/stabilized and administeres injectable
analgesics/ tetanus toxoid./ injectable anribiotics thar
the hospitals had in adequate stock. Suturing of
lacerations, thorough cleaning, debridement and
dressing of wounds and splinting of fractures and
crush injuries was done. They were then evacuated
to the referral hospitals. All other cases were treated.
given packets of prescribed medicines and moved
out to the relief camps before the arrival of the next
plane load ofevacuees.

The other tasks were to:

a. ensure the health ofunit personnel and prevent
outbreak of any infectious disease.

b. vaccination of all personnel and their families
against enteric fever.

c. monitor quality of drinking water and food.

d.  mainta in the h ighest  possib le s tandards of
sanitation in the medical camp, unit and aircraft
used in the evacuation process.

e .  ensu re  hea l t h  o f  a i r c rew  and  adv i se  on
prevention of aircrew fatigue who were flying
prolonged stressful sorties.

f .  mainta in the morale of  the personnel  and
motivate them to put in their best effort in the
relief operations despite danger to themselves
and their families.

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005. VoL7. No. I
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Water pipelines were broken and fresh water was
made available to the unit and the medical camp by
means of water bowsers. Being on road head, all
bowsers bringing water to the unit were inspected
and tested for free chlorine. Superchlorination was
done and only after a holding period of one hour
was the water allowed to be used [Fig 3]. Regular
rounds of the unit galley and unit premises were
taken to maintain a strict vigil on standards of hy-
giene and sanitation. Malaria chemoprophylaxis was
started since the troops were sleeping. out in the
open and malaria was a distinct threat. All personnel
of the unit and health personnel proceeding to the
affected areas were vaccinated against enteric fe-
ver. The medical camp was disinfected twice a day

-with the help of knapsack sprayers.

RESULTS

A total of 500 cases were treated of which 224
(44.87o) were males, 196 (39.2) were females. 80(16%o)
were children as shown in Table l. 50 cases (107o)

were service personnel, 70 (l4%o) were dependants
of service personnel and the rest 380 (76Vo) were
civilian persons including locaVtribal population.

Fig 3 : Superchlorinationofwater.
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TABLE I
Age and sex - wise distributlon of cases

Serv ice  C lv i l ian Total

Male 50
Female 4' l
Chi ldren(< 12 yrs) 20

174
r49
60

1 a  A

1 9 6
8 0

Total 383

TABLE 2
Daily breakdown of number cases

Dsv Date Serv ice  C iv i l ian

I 26 Dec 04
2 27 Dec 04
3 28 Dec 04
4 29 Dec 04
5 30 Dec 04
6 3l Dec 04
7 0l Jan 05
E 02 Jan 05
9 03 Jan 05
10 04 Jan 05
11 05 Jan 05
12 06 Jan 05
13 0? Jan 05
14 08 Jan 05
15 09 Jan 05

74
22
26
l 6
Nil

02
Nil

Nil

Ni l

Nil

Nil

Nit

Nil

Nil

Nii.

Nil

8 0
1 0 6
94
) ,
2 0
Nil
0 2
0 8
0 8
Nit
l 2
Nil
o2
06

7 4
t02
132
l  l 0
2 2
2 2
Nil
0 2
0 8
0 8
Nit
t 2
Nil
o2
06

Total

The daily distibution of cases is displayed in
Table 2. A maximumnumber of 132(26.4Vo) casual-
ties were treated on 28 Dec M. No civilian casualties
were received on 26 Dec 04, whereas 74 service per-
sonnel were treated. All service casualties were
evacuated and treated by 31 Dec 04.

The distribution of the types of cases is as shown
in Table 3. Trauma cases accounted for79.6Vo of the
cases. Febrile illnesses and gastroenteritis formed
the next major groups of illnesses. 06 women were in
various stages of pregnancy. One case of tetanus
was also received. Only one case of snakebite and
two cases of near drowning were treated. Of the
cases ofdehydration, one was a boy who had stayed
atop a coconut tree for l0 days and survived on a
bottle ofan aerated drink [Fig 4].

Table 4 shows the injuries sustained to various
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TABLE 3
Distribution of cases treated

TABLE 4
InJurles sustslned to various body reglons

Diagnosls No. of Peicentage
Cases of Total

Reglon Ttpco? htury No of Ceses
Melc Femsle Children

Da:

un(
wel
me
furt
mei

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

4 5124Total

Trauma
Gastroenterl t ls
Dehydratlon
Fever undlagnosed
Arthralgia
Near Drowning
Burns
Hypertenslvc emergency
Bronchial rsthme
Prehepatlc coma
Me n i  ngoe n  cepha l  i t l s
IHD with pulmonary oedema
Tetanus
Low back ache
Pregnancy
Snake blte
Pain abdomen

Blunt injury 27
Blunt injury 12
Blunt injury 02
Fracture 06
Closed head injufoi 03
Open head injury 0l
Blunt Injury 20
Fracture 28
Others 72
Blunt Injury I 3
Fracture 20
Others 25

Total

Fig4: Young boy stayed atop a coconut tree for 10
days !

body regions including the type of injury. The maxi-
mum injuries were to the limbs followed by chest
and abdominal injuries. Upperlimbs were more com-
monly involved than lowerlimbs. The miscellaneous
gfoup ofinjuries comprised contusions, sprains, lac-
erations etc. Adult males formed the largest group
of traumatic injuries (57 .5% of all trauma cases).

There were no deaths in the medical camp; how-
ever there was one death on board an aircraft during

50

l l  0 2
05  03

03
0 2  0 l

1 3  0 7
09 06
3 5  l 0
07  03
07 03
3 2  l 0

the evacuation and the body was received at the
medical camp.

Of the 500 cpsualties treated, l0 were Category I,
90 were Category II and the rest were Category III
and IV. Of the 100 Cat I and II patients, 20 service
personnel were referred.to INHS Dhanvantari and
80 patients to GB Pant Hospital which included all
orthopaedic cases and all civilians.

DISCUSSION
Tsunamis are giant seawaves which can be clas-

sified under telluric or teutonic natural disasters.
They are formed as- a result of submarine earth-
quakes. The death and destruction in the Indian
sub-continenton26 Dec 04 was almost solely due
to the Tsunami than to the earthquake. The high
number of casualties that were seen in this disaster
could be attributed to poor disaster preparedness,
absence of any warning, feeble assessment of the
gravity of the situation, deficientcommunication and
most of all a lack of knowledge and ineffectual an-
ticipation due to absence of a past experience. The
first to react were the Armed Forces, firstly due to
betler preparedness and resources to deal with dis-
aster situations and'secondly, due to better
comrnunication facilities.

On the day of the Tsunami, the first casualty was
received at the camp at around I 700 hrs. Only Armed
Forces casualties were received that evening most

Jout Marine Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I
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of who were dependants or serious cases, Defense
personnel themselves staying back to man and pro-
tect the defense assets. From the next day, civilians
also started being received. The maximum number
of civilian casualties received was on 28 Dec 04. The
reason for this trend could be due to the fact that it
took some time for the civilians to realize that evacu-
ation by aircraft was being resorted to and thereafter
they had to,leach the airstrip wherever accessible.

Almost 80% of the cases were due to injuries.
This is in contrast to the cases seen in disaster due
to a flood where injuries constituted only l3.l07o of
the total number of cases [4]. This is an indicator of
the force with which the Tsunami had hit. Cases of
febrile illnesses (7 .6Vo) and gastro-enteritis (4.8%)
only increased after 72 hours but were not as many
as expected. This could be due to the fact that cases
such as gastroenteritis were not being evacuated,
priority being given to more serious cases. This
could be also be attributable to the efforts of the
local population in maintaining adequately hygienic
conditions and to the use of bottled water which
was supplied in adequate quantities.

Most injuries seen were to the limbs, more to the
upper than lorver limbs followed by injuries to the
torso. Injuries were mostly due to the force of the
waves along with the impact of the debris floating in
the water. Spinal fractures were mostly due to fall
from heights and trees. Minor injuries were also secn
mostly to the torso and limbs when people tried to
cling onto trees and various floating objects to stay
afloat. Wounds in the first 24 hours did not show
signs of gross infection. Thereafter, all wounds with-
out exception were infected. Some wounds even had
maggots. One case of tetanus was also received.

Minor injuries to the lower limbs such as abra-
sions and lacerations were mostly seen in the local/
tribal population who had to trek through flooded
ground and forests to reach the airfield. Most of
these wounds were severely infected. Without ex-
ception, all casualties, of all age groups and both
sexes showed remarkable tolerance to paip and ex-
haustion. In the tsunami of 26 Dec 2004, very few
cases ofARDS due to neardrowning (02) were treated
as was also reported from other medical camps [5].
Also, astoundingly, in view of the fact that the Is-
lands are infested with reptiles, there was just one
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reported case of snakebite.

One of the most challenging tasks, during the
entire relief operation was triaging of the casualties.
The task was difficult because of a) the periodic
influx of a large number of casualties at short notice
and in one go ; b) varied patterns of diseases en-
countered apart from those due to injuries ; c) a
limited appreciation of the triage process in such
situations by the paramedical staff and d) a longer
time than would otherwise be necessary.was taken
since triage had to be thorough to assist referral
hospitals that could not be overloaded.

Patients with apparently minor trauma to the ab-
domen and chest had to be thoroughly examined to
rule out intemal injury. Similarly, patients with minor
head trauma had to be examined in detail since they
did not need hospitalisation, yet needed to be ob-
served. Also, a number of patients who had been in
saline water for prolonged periods had to be thor-
oughly examined for signs of dehydration and ARDS.

All the casualties with the exception of the tribal
population, showed anxiety, apprehension and ex-
haustion. Anxiety was most marked in pregnant
women and civilian population not belonging to the
islands. Most casualties and attendants. exhibited
"Disaster Syndrome" comprising of disorientation
and apparent loss of purpose or direction. Pregnant
women were mainly concerned about foetal well-
being. A proper psychiatric evaluation including an
assessment of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
could not be performed. Apart from reassurance and
confidence building, no form of psychotherapy
could be administered.

LESSONS LEARNT

A few observations are appended here which may
help in planning for future disasters.

a) There was an overwhelming and disorganized
convergence of medical materials and trained
medical manpower at the airfield in addition to
Non-Government Organisations and the Press.
These extraneous medlcal teams and material
had many shortcomings like :

i. reaching Port Blair almost 72 hours after the
., incident, and another l2-24 hours to reach

the affected areas, by which time, most of
the severely injured. and those requiring
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urgent medical attention had already been
evacuated to Port Blair

ii. being transported to accessible areas ofthe
disaster, whereas the most of the casualties
requiring their assistance had already been
evacuated or were in areas which were not
easily accessible. What was required was

' the presence of an optimal number of
surgical teams in the right places and public
health officials in. both accessible and
inaccessible. affected areas.

iii. teams not self-sufficient and logistically
dependent on the local reliefsupplies meant
for the affected population, adding to the
burden of the logistics teams.

iv. public health officials did reach, but were
' 

working under severe constraints due to
insufficient manpower, equipment and
hygiene chemicals.

v. inappropriate medical supplies sent by
various agencies; much needed dressing
materials, injectible antibiotics and hygiene
chemicals were scarce [6].

(b) Most of the evacuees showed extreme mental
exhaust ion and s igns suggest ive of  the
"disaster syndrome". There was a complete
absence oftrained psychiatric personnel to help
in performing psychiatric triage and providing
psychotherapy. Psychiatric triage can identify
those victims most in need of early preventive
and therapeutic psychiatric intervention [7]. In
Thailand, following the Tsunami, six teams
providing mental health support were deployed
by the Ministry of Public Health, one each in
each of the affected provinces and community
mental health needs were rapidly assessed and
addressed [8].

RECOMMENDATIONS

It would be optimistic to expect that health care
delivery would go according to plans in a disaster.
There is bound to be some amount of pairic [9].
However, to reduce the panic to a minimum, a plan
should be in place where the role of each agency
should be specific and clearly laid down, thereby
avoiding confusion and ambiguity.
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Based on the experience ofthis disaster it is sug-
gested that  Regional  Disaster  Management
Committees with Medibal group should be consti-
tuted region wise. Together, they should be
responsible for providing emergency health care in
case of natural / man made disasters. They should
work towards this end and should formulate a dis-
aster management plan based on threat perception,
geographical location of the area, terrain and cli-
mate of the region and the health care delivery system
in place. Mathogratical models can be run with vary-
ing inputs to simulate alternative disaster response
strategies. One such approach has been presented
by Fawcett W and Oliviera CS [ 10]. The plan should
be rehearsed on a regular basis.

Each regional committee should have a medical
command center to co-ordinate the activities of the
health services. The experience of the medical teams
during the Tsunami in Thailand has proved the value
ofwritten and rehearsed disaster plans, capacity for
rapid mobilization, local coordination of relief ac-
tivities, and active public health surveillance [8]. It
is essential that the medical services work as closely-
knit and co-coordinated mobile teams. Teams could
be formed for emergency and trauma care, public
health, mental health support and technical support.

In a pre-hospital setup, triage is the most impor-
tant tool in ensuring optimal care to all categories of
patients. Triage rules should be well defined and
based on a combination of mechanism of injury,
anatomic, physiologic criteria and co-morbidity fac-
tors I l]. In disasters such as the one described
here, triage is different from conventional triage since
the local health setup is disrupted, sources are lim-
ited. time to definitive care is uncertain and outside
assistance cannot be expected for at least 48-72
hours. In such scenarios, a dynamic triage method-
ology should be employed [12]. Since triage is
'experience dependant [3], training will go a long
way in speedy management of cases and ensuring
minimal morbidity and mortality due to enoneous
triaging. Psychiatric triaging should also be done
alongside.

CONCLUSION

This study is a descriptive report of the issues
faced in setting up of the INS Utkrosh medical camp
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for providing medical relief to the tsunami affected,
during the relief operations. The report describes
practical issues in disaster management such as set-
ting up medical aid camps, triaging and analysis of
morbidity patterns. The recent tsunami of De*2ffi4,
has focused the attention of many agencies in af-
fected countries to "disastei medicine". This is
indeed, the need ofthe hour, especially in a country
like India, to train personnel at'all levels in the effec-
tive planning and successful execution of disaster
management plans.
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ABSTRACT

Consequent to the esrthquake on 26 Dec 04 and the tsunsmi that fol lowed, orders were received from IHQ,
MOD (Navy) to undertake mass scale medical relief operations. Various ships and establishments were alerted
and directed towards their mlsslons from 26 Dec 04 onwards. The medicsl events during the preparatory phase,
In the initial week and the period thereafter were a coordinated and inlensive team effort of all Naval commands.
This article reviews the medical rellef operations conducted at ENC and provides proposals and recommendations
for modification of the existlng medical preperedness plais.

KEY WORDS : Medical Relief ;  Tsunami ; Dlsaster management

INTRODUCTION

/-lonsequent to the earthquake on 26 Dec 04 and
\-,the tsunami that followed, orders were received
from IHQ, MOD (Navy) to undertake mass scale
medical relief operations. Various ships and estab-
lishments were alerted and directed towards their
missions from 26 Dec 04 onwards. These medical
missions were able to contribute significantly to-
wards the relief of affected populations wherever
delegated. Notwithstanding the enorrnous efforts
and achievements of the medical teams there were
numerous lessons leamt from their experiences. This
article reviews the medical relief operations and pro-
v ides proposals and recommendat ions for
modification of the existing medical preparedness
plans.

PREPARATION

The scale of disaster was known to be massive
and deaths were placed at approximately 30,000 ini-
tially at most of the destinations (Fig. l). As no direct
briefing/ assessment could be made about the
numberornature of casualties in the area, the number
to be catered for by the teams or the mechanisms for

provision of replenishment of medical and other
supplies due to lack of information. Considering
available resources the teams were geared up for
the management of about 1000 casualties each, com-
prising of 100 P I (Fig. 2) ,200 P II and 700 P III
casualties.

The teams were to be prepared to operate by air/
boat. INS Nirupak would probably have to function
fully as a hospitlrl ship, but from an anchorage. This

*Classified Specialist (Marine Medicine), Base Medical Officer, INS Virbahu, Visakhapatnam **Asst Command Medical
Officcr, Eastern Naval Command, Visakhapatnam, ***Graded Specialist (Dermatology), Visakhapatnam, INHS Kalyani,
+Graded Specialist (Marine Medicine), Squadron Medical Officer, INS Virbahu, Visakhapatnam
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Fig I : Birdseyeview of the damage Nagapatnam Coast



Fig 2 : Intravenous fluid being given to a tsunami to dev-
astated lady in shock

would entail that the ship would probably have set-
up an ashore medical camp after unloading relief
supplies entirely by boat/ helo effort. This would
also entail that all cases requiring in-patient care/
surgery would have to be air-evacuated.

All medical personnel atMsakhapatnam were re-
called. All available personnel were kept standby
for immediate deployment as and when called for.
The first deployment, consisting of 5 ships (INS
Rajput, INS Ranvijay, INS Ranjit, INS Khanjar and
INS Kirch) with one MO each and additional MAs
could be effected the same evening of the earth-
quake, i.e.26DecM.

The medical store of INHS Kalyani was activated
immediately after the earthquake struck in anticipa-
tion of orders for deployment for medical relief

[Table l]. To this end the categories of emergency
medical stores as under were mustered and loaded
onto all available vehicles ready to be transported
to ships/ establishments on receipt of orders.
TABLE I
Act ivat ion of  the Medical  Store at  INHS Kalvanl .
V i sakhapa tnam

S. No Storc (Box) Boxes Rcadied

Cas Evac Medical Stores

Casualty Clearing Station Stores (CCS)

MTSP Stores

Outstation Medical Stores

In addition to the above, additional packages
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containing replenishment medical supplies were pre-
pared from all available medical stores keeping in
view the scale of disaster. Emergent indents for medi-
cal stores were raised for supply to the deployed
teams in anticipation to their needs for further re-
plenishments. These were transported to INHS
Kalyani/ INS Adyar from AFMSD Kandivali,
Mumbai, by airl road. Large demands of medical
stores from ships and INHS Dhanvantari were ca-
tered for through urgent local purchase frorn Vizag,
Hyderabad and Chennai. The local purchases, com-
pleted in record time, were particularly important for
the conversion of INS Nirupak to hospital role in the
light of the scale of disaster.

Medical relief work on ground: Initial week

All medical teams were able to reach and com-
mence medical services rapidly, within few days of
the earthquake and the following tsunami (Fig. 3). A
Diary of events, date-wise, is displayed in Table 2.

Medical relief issues during initial days

. The main issues facing the teams during the ini-
tial days were

a) day-to-day planning of medical operations and
accounting of stores was constrained due to
lack of information on estimated number of
casualties and the l ikely duration of their
deployment

b) growing concerns about the possibil i ty of
communicable diseases, the local hygiene and

Fig 3 : Dispensing medicines to the tsunami devastated
people
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TABLE 2
Diary of events : ENC role in Tsunami dlsaster relief

Dste Key events

26 Dec 04 Following the massive earthquake on 26th Dec 04, messages received that darnage to life and property are
expected and massive relief operations may required to be undertaken ,

Medical team from INHS Kalyani mobilized immediately

All the Medical Officers and Medical Assts of the station mustcred and specific job assigned so as to be able to

. respond to any requirement that surfaced.

Casevac Medical Stores and Outstation Medical Stores, already packed at INHS Kalyani, checked and kept ready
to embark.

Orders received to embark Medical Stores and additional medical staff on board 5 ships (INS Rajput, INS
Ranvijiy, INS Ranjit, INS Khanjar & INS Kirch).

INS Satavahana & INS Virbahu asked to establish Casualty Clearing Station.

One team of Mobile Technical Support Platoon geared up to embark and establish Surgical unit on board a ship
at short notice.

27 Dec O4 INS Jyoti & INS Magar deployed for relief operations. Medical Stores embarked for the same.

. INS Ghorpad initiated for long duration deployment at Trincomalle. 03 Medical Officers and 07 Medical Assts
along with l0 boxes of Casevac Medical Stores embarked on board. In addition a large amount of hygiene

. 
chgTicals (approximate weight of 3800 Kgs) embarked.

Medical team embarks INS Khukri, to sail from Chennai

Signal received to procure and dispatch listed Medical Stores to INHS Dhanvantari by FAM. After HQENC
approval l5 boxes of Medical Stores procured immediately through Local sources. packed by INHS Kalyani and
sent to INS Dega for airlift to Chennai for onward despatch.

Medical Officer of INS Sandhayak at Sri Lanka, deputed to Civil Hospital with Srilankan Medical Staff to render
assistance in relief camps.

Requirement to form medical relief teams considered essential. Medical Assts from Fleet and shore establishments
asked to report INHS Kalyani and be stand by for deployment at short notice.

28 Dec 04 To meet the requirement of INHS Dhanvantari, One Dornier and One Islander leaves Chennai loaded with
Medical Stores for onward dispatch. r

One Hygiene qualified Medical Asst sent to Port Blair as per NHQ directives.

29 Dec 04 Medical Officers and Medical Assts of shore establishment of ENC deputed to INHS Kalyani for the composition
of medical teams.

INS Nirupak converted as hospital ship by EDC PM 30 Dec. Embarkation of Mobile Technical $upport Platoon
medical stores commenced.

Demand for Medical Stores received for units at Chennai despatched to NAS Ramnad by Air.

30 Dec 04 Mobile Technical Support Platoon (MTSP) consisting of 0l Surgeon, 0l Anaesthetist, 0l Medical Officer and
16 Medical Sailors along with MTSP stores embark INS Nirupak.

The ship sails off in record time at 2355 hrs on 30 Dec after being converted into a 50 bedded hospital with
facilities for major surgeries, X-Ray, Laboratory and blood bank.

This entails embarkation of Naval and medical stores including OT,X-Ray, Oxygen cylinders, refrigerators erc

A team of 04 Medical Officers, 0l SDM Officer, l8 Medical Assts and 03 Logistics/Domestic sailors sent to
Chennai for setting up of Relief Camp under Administrative control of NOIC (TN).

3l Dec 04 Medical Stores air lifted by Dornier from AFMSD Mumbai to INS Rajali and sent to Chennai to be utilised by
Medical teams. More medical stores including TAB vaccine air lifted from AFMSD Mumbai to Chennai.
Balance of Medical Stores being dcspatched by Road.

24 Boxes of Medical Stores from Kalvani air lifted to Chennai to embark on board INS Khukhri for Oos
Gambhir.

Medical Officers from all units recalled from leave. 
o

l-3 Jan 05 INS Kattabomman requested assistance to set up relief camp. One additional Medical Officer and three Medical
Assistants from INS Rajali deputed. Apart from 198 packages of relief material 48 packages of medicine and
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4-5 Jan 05

6-7 Jan 05

8- l l  Jan  05

15 Jan 05
19 Jan 05

Hygiene chemicals despatched to INS Kattabomman.

AFMSD stores received directly at Chennai by AN-32 utilised for INS Khukri and for use by medical teams sent
from INHS Kalyani.

INHS Kalyani medical team establish its camps under direct administrative control of NOIC.(TN).
INS Jyoti with paramilitary personnel deployed from Port Blair to Campbell bay to assist in Mass burial at
Trinket, Kamorta, Katchall and Nancowrie.

INHS Kalyani medical team apart from establishing medical camps also traveled from place to place in the
ambulance provided to provide medical care.

75 Boxes of Medical stores received at INS Adyar from AFMSD despatched to INHS Dhanvantari by INS
Sharabh.

Request received to provide maximum relief medical stores and hygiene chemicals for INS Nirdeshak at
Chennai. 297 packages of medical stores despatched to Chennai on board INS Khanjar for the same.
Hygiene chemicals locally procured and embarked onboard INS Nirdeshak by LPO(CH)
Received list of medical stores for INS Jamuna. Stores procured by Kalyani and sent to Dega on l0 Jan for
airlift. 40 packages of medical stores despatched to Chennai. Stores handed over by IR 140 to Reps of Jamuna
at Trincomalee.

INHS Kalyani Medical team returned back on deinduction of Medical camps at Tamil Nadu.
CINCAN directs INS Nirupak to deinduct Medical team of Hospital ship and return Medical Officers and Sailors.

sanitation conditions, and the methods of waste
disposal [1]

c) apprehensions about safety and security of
medical personnel deployed abroad

d) apprehensions about depletion/ shortage/ lack
of medicines especially for pediatric, skin and
psychiatric use

e) attention on procurement and distribution of
about food and shelter of personnel

0 communication with affected patients due to
non-avai labil ity of interpreters

g) guidelines for chain ofpatient evacuation

The teams were able to contribute emergency
medical services, especially trauma care, in the first
few days ofdeployment. They were adequately pre-
pared for this role and faced no difficulties during
this period.

Medical relief work on ground: Subsequent weeks

All the teams could establish, quickly, effective
liaison with the local health and administrative au-
thorities. By the second week of operation the
situation was vastly improved. Numerous NGOs
had anived with men and material creating at times
surpluses of relief. A strong need was felt for coor-
dination of the relief processes.

By the third week, based on the consensus opin-
ions ofall representatives ofvarious areas present,
the following general conclusions were derived:

Jour Maine Medical Society, 2a05, Vol.7, No. I

the post  quake/  tsunami phase requi r ing
emergency medical aid was essentially over;
there was a significant decline in trauma and
emergency care workload (to about l07o of the
initial figures at the casualty), the present figures
being comparable with those prior to the
disaster in most places.

the needs of the hour were for provision of
shelters, rehabilitation, sanitation, safe drinkin g
wa te r ,  pub l i c  hea l t h  se rv i ces  i nc lud ing
vacc ina t i ons  (espec ia l l y  f o r  Te tanus ) ,
containment/ isolation facilities for patients with
communicable diseases (especially in case
diseases like measles, cholera, typhoid, dengue,
meningitis and tuberculosis are encountered)
l2l and timely replenishment of medical stores
(under the systemat ic  superv is ion/
coordination).

there was adequate medical aid at hand and no
scope for additional trauma related services,
especially for surgical teams in the area (perhaps
this was the time to start scaling down the
surgical facilities in the area to make way for
other agencies to begin operations).

the roles of NGOs towards return of normal
livelihood of the affected population in the region
was paramount ,  requi r ing long term
commitments of service, perhaps for the next 6
months, from the various organizations who
would eventually have to take over from the

a)

b)

c)

d)
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medical aid agencies.

e) the issue of cost of services provided would
have to be considered, at some stage in the
progress of rehabilitation and control of health
related matters, perhaps with concessions/
subsidies initially followed by appropriate
charges for specific services till the complete
return to self sufficiency of the state run health
services.

D the main aim of the relief organizations at this
point of time would have to be changed from
emergency health care provision to
establishment of safe and habitable conditions
that would encourage the earliest possible return
of displaced people to their homes and work.

In view of the aforementioned and the rapid re-
turn to normalcy of medical facilities in the affected
areas a decision was made to scale down the Indian
Naval missions at the deployed locations by the third
week post tsunami.

Final orders forde-induction all the medical relief
operations were issued between l0 to 20 Jan 05. A
total of approximately L4,27?patients were seen by
the various medical teams from the Eastern Naval
Command during the tsunami relief operations.

Detailed Analysis
The entire relief operation following the earth-

quake on 26Dec 04 and tsunami disasters thereafter
was conducted with exceptional alabrity and preci-
sion. The disaster was the largest ever known in
living memory in terms of devastation to man and
property. The enormous scale of the disaster was
matched by the extraordinary initiatives and hard
work put in by those involved with the task of pro-
viding timely medical relief. The efforts were often
at the cost ofpersonal needs and rest, and at times
beyond their training or call ofduty.

Following the massive earthquake and the tsu-
nami, despite a knowledge of extensive damage, the
actual extent of the devastation was not known. The
teams were mobilized in anticipation of expected
damage. Even in the future, in sudden impact disas-
ters. the details of the scale of devastation will not
be available with the relief providers at tle onset of
relief efforts. Inescapably, the teams in future disas-
ters too, will probably be dispatched with minimal
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information.

The contingency plans of the command were
available and well rehearsed which lead to fast rno-
bilization of the teams and the medical stores. The

' exhaustive SOPs of INHS Kalyani forhandling mass
casualties were available as a guide for ready refer-
ence. Though the casualties did not come to
Kalyani, the same could be used as a guideline.

The motivation of the personnel was high. Thus
recall was effected and no problems were encoun-
tered in deployment of the teams. The personnel
could work tirelessly, often going without rest and
food, facing hardships like sweeping on the ground/
on spread newspapers and without shelter.

Achlevements and shortcomings in Medical Relief
The specific positives/ achievements that sur-

faced from the operation were

a) the largely successful validation of existing
SOPs on disaster management

b) the timely large scale mobilization of men and
material to the affected areas in the available
time under overwhelming circumstances

c) effective provision of appropriate and
comprehensive medical services to the affected
populations (Fig. 4), including emergency/
trauma related services, containment of public
health, immunizations, limited psychiatric care,
school health etc.

Fig 4 : A queue of local population seeking medical re-
lief and medical care in the aftermath of the
tsunami
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d) successful conversion of INS Nirupak to
hospital ship in record time and thereafter, for
the first time in Indian naval history, successful
deployment in a hospital role for a prestigious
overseas mission

e) the promptness, devotion to duty, team-work
and motivational aspect of all involved with the
medical relief missions

D The conduct of the camps, in general, saw no
untoward inc ident ,  secur i ty  threat  or
misunderstanding. The affected populations
appeared genial, cordial and hospitable. The
patients as well as authorities expressed their
sincere gratitude to the medical teams for all
their efforts at the time of their de-induction.

The specific negatives/ shortcomings that were
exposed during the operation are listed herein:-

a) shortages of pediatric, skin and psychiatric
medicines in the casevac / out station medical
stores

b) shortages of hygiene chemicals, anti malarials,
mosquito nets/ repellants

c) much needed services of a stress management
team./ counsellors in the devastated areas was
absent

d) all teams worked in an information void that
constrained their planning of strategy and
resources

e) inadequate knowledge oflocal languages was
an impediment towards patient communication

D in-patient care of female patients on board
hospital ships was not catered for during
planning

g) acute shortage of professional nurses in the
devastated areas was projected by most local
authorities, no relief was planned

h) public health issues of hygiene, sanitation,
waste d isposal ,  vaccinat ions etc were
inadequately catered for

i) provision of self contained facility for running
medical camp in field areas was needed,
including accommodation and ration for staff,
to enable round the clock services

) immense difficulties were faced in acquisition
of medical stores in the given time due to non-
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availability ofsupplies in the scale needed from
AFMSDs, necessitating urgent local purchases,
a process fraught with protracted procedural
requirements and uncertainty

k)  lack of  coordinat ion between var ious
Government  and Non Governmental
organisations for relief operations, perhaps
symbolizing the scale and magnitude of the
disaster.

Recommendations

The largest known tsunami disaster in recent
times, has left in its trail, a variety of expEriences,
and important lessons in disaster management that
need to be placed on record, In consideration of the
valuable inputs from the various medical teams de-
ployed,  the fo l lowing recommendat ions are
suggested for implementation in future SOPs of dis-
aster management.

a) The present scales of casevac medical stores
cater only for war casualties. These scales do
not cater for family and child health. As
observed during these reliefoperations, a good
percentage of the people affected belonged to
these groups. Keeping in view the demands for
medical stores received from operating teams
in relief camps, a revised scale of medical stores
for disaster relief has been prepared. These
stores will be required to be packed and kept
ready at all times at INHS Kalyani. The same is
to be changed and repacked every three months.

b) In a natural calamity, it is not feasible for the
medical camps to carry all hygiene chemicals
and instruments required for their application
in such vast areas as were recently affected by
the Tsunami. However. it is recommended that
prepared packets of the following should be
readily available with MO(V) for supply to the
relief teams at short notice.

i. Baytex granules for antilarval measures. It
does not require spraying machines or
diluents. The granules are to be sprinkled
over non-potable water collections.

ii. Bleaching powder used as a disinfectant and
for  pur i fy ing potable water  (4gms of
bleaching powder in 500liters of water will
give lppm offree chlorine)
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c)

iii. Mosquito repellant like DMP oil/ Odomos/
Autin liquid for personal protection against
mosqitoes/ bed bugs.

Mental health assistance to the populations
affected by the Tsunami: Basic social and mental
health interventions - on which there is broad
consensus - should be implemented before more
specialized interventions are considered. In the
acute relief phase, it is advisable to conduct
few social/medical actions so that there will be
little interference with responses to vital needs
such as food,  shel ter  and contro l  o f
communicable diseases [3] . The following
guidelines are to be followed for determining
appropriate responses:

i. to provide uncomplicated and accessible
information on location of corpses;

ii. to discourage unceremonious disposal of
corpses;

iii. to provide family tracing for unaccompanied
minors, the elderly and other vulnerable
people ; to encourage members of held teams
to actively participate in grieving;

iv. to encourage recreational activit ies for
children;

v.  to  widely d isseminate uncompl icated,
reassuring, empathic information on normal
stress/trauma reaction to the community at
large (religious leaders, teachers and other
social leaders should be involved actively);

vi. during any medical assessment to enquire
about n'eed for maintenance of
anticonvulsant treatment for people with
epi'lepsy or antipsychotic medication for
those who were previously receiving such
medication.

In sudden impact disasters, it is proposed to
send advance teams, with I MO + 2 MAs and I
Cas Evac store each, to gather information
about the extent of devastation and provide
initial medical relief.

If and when the teams are to be deployed for
inpatient care (eg. Hospital Ship) unlike war
situations where there are only male patients, a
good percentage offemale patients and children
will have to be catered for. The administrative

authorities leading the relief operations are
required to prepare themselves for the same.

The problem of language barrier will persist,
especially when teams are deployed abroad. In
most places, volunteer interpreters will be
available. However, the glossary of some words
translating into local language will be made
available to the team whenever.possible.

Nurses will have to form an important part of a
medical relief operation [4] . It was observed in
the recent relief operations that the Armed
Forces of some developed countries had
included voluntary NGOs as pa4 of the team
for nursing. Thus they could cater for an
adequate nursing staff. Similarly, the possibility
of including MNS officers/ NGOs to work with
our medical teams should be explored.

As per WHO guidelines on environmental
health, following natural disasters, particular
attention should be paid to :

i. Structural or functional damage to water
supplies.

ii. Size and location of populations with an
adequate water supply to identify groups at

' increased risk of communicable disease; and

iii. Actual or potentially contaminated water
sources, and populations exposed to such
sources.

In determining the state of sanitation the
following should be examined:

i. Structural integrity of sewage treatment

. systems;

u.  Signs of  funct ional  damage (such as
overflowing of septic pits); and

iii. Presence of vectors.

A 'hand-book on prevention of an outbreak of
diseases' is being prepared. Copies of this
booklet, will be given to each team proceeding
for disaster relief operations.

Revised scales of 'disaster relief medical stores',
has been prepared based on the recent
experience, and should cater for medical relief
operations whenever required in the future.
Thus local purchase requiring urgent approvals
and sanctions will have to be resorted to onlv
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c)

h)

d)

e)
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in exceptional circumstances.

k) The state and regional level disaster
. management bodies are required to meet every
altemate year to discuss the rggional disaster
management policy and redefine the roles of
defense vis-a-vis other bodies. Each body can
presenf their capabilities and role. The NOi/Cs
of the respective regions may constitute a
'disaster management cell'which may work in
unison with the regional disaster management
policy.

STJMMARY & CONCLUSION
Reacting to the tsunami disaster, the Indian Na-

val missions were able to successfully contribute
men, material, expertise and energy towards provid-
ing relief and succour to the affected people,
simultaneouslv alone coastal India and south east
Asian countries. The provision of medical and lo-
gistic relief was based on the existing health care
and logistics organization at the affected locations.
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From the lessons learnt in the conduct of the recent
tsunami operations, few changes have been incor-
porated into the existing SOPs for disaster relief,
particularly towards revision of medical store scales
and sequences of mobilization of men and material
as part of relief camps. It is undoubtedly clear, that
with induction of these valuable inputs, the Indian
Naval disaster relief teams will be able to perform
their roles better in any future disaster.
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TSUNAMT}OO4: ROLE OF SOUTHERN NAVAL COMMAND IN NAVAL
MEDICAL RELIEF MEASURES

Surg Cmde VK SAXENA vsu*, Surg Capt A BANERJEE sc**

INTRODUCTION
-l-h" Indian coastl ine experienced the most
I devastating tsunami in recorded history on 26th

December 2004. Triggered by an earthquake of ,
magnitude 9.0 on the Richter scale, off the coast of
Sumatra in the Indonesian Archepelago at 06:29 hrs
IST (00:59 hrs GMT), thetsunami struckmany coastal
countries of south east Asia, characterized by a
sequence of "timed" destructive waves.

Overview

The Dec 2004 Tsunami was a disaster of unprec-
edented proportions. The tsunami waves, originating
at a single point in the Indian Ocean bed, sequentially
struck coastal regions of many countries, causing
destruction and devastation along its wake. Playing
a responsible and regional role, the Indian Navy
launched multiple simultaneous relief operations
locally as well as in the neighboring countries, in
the vicinity of the littoral waters.

The Indian Nayy put all its resources in its three
Naval Commands for undertaking extensive disas-
ter relief operations, deploying ships, aircrafts and
personnel. The relief missions were deployed under
Operation Madad (along east coast of India), Op-
eration Seawave (Andamans), Operation Rainbow
(Sri Lanka), Operation Castor (Maldives) and Op-
eration Gambhir (Indonesia).

Medical Relief from Southern Naval Command

As a part of this mammoth peace time disaster
reliefefforts, the reliefand rescue operations were
launched by the Southern Naval Command, to the
tsunami-hit regions. The following "diary of events"
recounts the extensive disaster medical reliefopera-
tions carried out from Southern Naval Command.

Day I (26 Dec 20M)

The events that were immediately initiated after
the tsunami struck included the following : -

a) dispatchofonemedicalteamcomprising0l MO
and 02 MA with a brick of Medical Stores
(600kgs) by Dornier to Sri Lanka

b) embarking of two medical teams of similar
composition in INS Sharda for Sri Lanka

c) embarking of three medical teams in INS Sutlej

d) deploymentof one medical team ofOl MO and
04 MA at Kayamkulam / Chertala at the request
of Kerala State Government, to support rescued
marooned  peop le  and  ongo ing  d i v i ng
operat ions and underwater  search in  the
channel.

e) Mustering and dispatch of seven medical teams
and seven bricks of meCical stores

Day 3 (28 Dec 2004)

With the launch of the initial series of relief meas-
ures, the next set of medical preparations comprised
of the following :-

a) Two medical teams with necessary medical
stores kept standby at INHS Sanjivani.

b)  Medical  suppl ies to deal  wi th in fect ious
diseases kept  ready,  in  v iew of  growing
concerns of spread of infectious diseases in
the affected areas.

c) Medical supplies to deal with pediatrics patients
kept ready.

d) Water sterilization tablets procurement initiated.

e) Each medical teams issued with four kilograms
of bleaching powder for water sterilization as

*Executive Officerl Senior Advisor (Medicine and Neurology), INHS Asvini, Colaba, Mumbai 400 005.
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Day 4 (29 Dec 2004)

By the fourth day, the relief measures, were well
under way, on ground, at Indian coastal areas as
well as in neighboring countries. A series offurther
measures was inducted swiftly, to consolidate and
further augment the effective delivery of the relief
measures. These comprised the undermentioned :-

a) Deputation of Oi/c Station Health Organization,
to Port Blair for SHO cover at A &N Islands

b) Embarkement of two medical teams on board
INS Sarveshak.

c) Conversion of INS Jamuna to Hospital Ship with
an EDC of two days

d) Large requirement for bleaching powder and
water sterilization tablets for personnel on relief
ops and local population.

e) Augmentation of manpoweratINHS Sanjivani,
with support from NHQ and CABS

D Embarkment of Mobile Surgical Unit with
' 

personnel equipment and stores aboard INS
Jamuna (Hospital Ship) by 30 Dec 2004

g) Demanding and getting emergent material form
AFMSD Mumbai forINHS Sanjivani

Day 6 (31 Dec 2004)

Well into the sixth day, there was a growing reali-
zation ofthe unprecedented scale and magnitude of
the disaster, across the globe. This prompted fur-
ther actions to consolidate and sustain the initial
relief measures that were launched earlier. The set of
fresh measures included :-

a) Medical teams with stores aboard INS Jamuna
and Sharveshak sailed for Sri Lanka. INS
Jamuna was capable of admitting 45 patients,
with an exclusive ICU facility of 4 beds

b) Two Medical teams (Ex-Army), each comprising
one MO and six NA embarked each of the two
ships.

c) TAB andTT vaccine requirements procured and
dispatched

d) Cholera vaccine could not send due to non
ava i l ab i l i t y ,  i n  v i ew  o f  t he i r  no t  be ing
manufactured in India
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Day l0 (04 Jan 2004)

At this period in time, the focus of relief was
shi f t ing gradual ly  f rom local  shores to the
neighboring countries.

a) Two medical teams returned with INS Sharda

b) One medical team returned from Chertala

Day 13 (07 Jan 2005)

A steady "supply" chain ofessential medical and
logistics items was created to sustain the relief meas-
ures actively by the following :-

a) Medical Stores requirement for three weeks kept
ready at INHS Sanjivani for embarking INS
Sutlej, Sarveshak, Sharda and Jamuna

b) Two Bricks were airlifted to Sri Lanka for Sutlej
and Sarveshak

Day 19 (13 Jan 2005)

Relief measures were now focused towards the
aftermath of the destructive tsunami at Sri Lanka.

a) Medical Stores for Baticaloa, Sri Lanka as per
indent were dispatched by Dornier aircraft

b) Medical relief was progressing on ground at Sri
Lanka(Fig. I and2)

c)  Medical  Stores requested through High
Commission was embarked aboard CGS Samar
for Sri Lanka

Day 23 (17 Jan 2005)

a) O i/C SHO (K) returned Ex-SHO (PB), away for
about three weeks.

b) Medical stores for Tarangini (two bricks)
embarked.

Day 29 (23 Jan 2005)

Nearly a month later, the measures launched by
Indian Navy, in providing medical and logistic relief
were completed successfully.

a) All medical teams and personnel returned by
dav 29

A total of one surgical team for the hospital
sh ip and another  ten medical  teams were
deployed Ex- Sanjivani

Approximately 18350 Kg of Medical stores
supplied Ex- Sanjivani for the disaster relief

c)

d)
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Figs. I and 2 : Medical relief at Sri Lanka.

operations (Operation Rainbow West)

e) A seminar was held on 16 Jan 05 to discuss
preparedness for Medical Ops in Peace and War.

Lessons Learnt

The Indian Navy undertook its biggest peace-
time military operation to take relief to the
tsunami-affected in the coastal areas locally as well
as at neighboring countries. During the preparation
and induction of relief measures from the Southern
Naval Command, the following significant issues
emerged important.

64

Medical  Appreciat ion:  The Ops order /
appreciation needs to be communicated to
enable a medical appreciation and tasking of
medical units and assets/ resources. The
logistics of medical manpower and material can
be planned more effectively.

Coordinat ion:  A Medical  person should
constitute a part ofthe coordinating team at the
apex, middle and field/ ground level.

Communication : Communication must be made
available as: -

i Administrative : For administrative purposes

through local command and control

ii. Technical: For guidance of field medical
personnel ,  specia l is t  consul tat ion,
telemedicine and such like uses.

Logistics for medical teams

i Accommodation, food, transport, water and
other administrative support was adequate
as the teams were operating as extension of
the base support unit. However, where the
teams are to operate independently, they
need to be instructed /prepared suitably to
face any eventuality. They need to be briefed
on the resources available to them for the
task. They also need to have ration for
survival, t inned food, water steri l izing
chemicals, filters, booklet of instructions to
enable resources, protective clothing /
equipment and immunization, and insect
repellant and such like items.

ii. The medical team should not be left
independently with out support. The non -

medical component should cater for items
like torches, stationary, generators, pumps,
pick axe, drums, communication, earth work
equipment / material, bicycle /mechanical
transport, stores, tentage and such like items
depending on the role for which deployed.

iii. Some permanent items to enable examination
/ care of patient should constitute a separate
pack for individual teams when deployed.

iv. Water steri l izing tablets / chemicals /
bleaching powder should constitute a part
of the brick of consumables.
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v. Vaccines-TT, TAB, ARV etc should form part
of the brick.

vi. Add on bricks need to be created for drugs
keeping in mind peculiarities that may obtain,
e.g.  chronic d iseases l ike d iabetes.
psychiatric drugs, tranquilisors, sedatives,
pediatrics, and obstetric drugs.

e) PreventiveMedicines

i. Groups of medical teams should have at least
one person with a preventive medicine
background for: -

I. Advising on hygiene and sanitation
requirements.

II. Construction of DTL/STL/water and
sewage disposal.

Jour Marine Medical Society, 2a05, Vot.7, No. I

III. Advising on disposal of dead, and
prevention of diseaseg.

IV. Nutrition and water requirements.

V. Medical intelligence if available should
be communicated to the relief teams.

CONCLUSION

The Indian coastline experienced the most dev_
astating tsunami in recorded history, on 26th
December 2004. The Indian Navy undertook its big_
gest peacetime military operation to take relief to
the tsunami-affected in the coastal areas locallv as
well as at neighboring countries. This article ad_
dressed the key issues during the preparation and
induction of relief measures from the Southern Na_
val Command, recounted from the .diary of events".
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MEDICAL RELIEF OPERATIONS OF RAINBOW WEST - (Southern
Naval Command)

Surg Lt Cdr G PARTHASARATHY., Surg Cdr N CHAWLA", Surg Cdr R RAY.'., Surg Cdr R KOSHI.,
Surg Cdr KK MISHRA*, Surg Lt Cdr R SMSANKAR'**, Surg Cdr R PANICKER',
Surg Lt CdrS CHATTERII#, SurgLt STAI\EIA##$

ABSTRACT

INHS Sanj ivani ,  the nodal  hospi ta l  at  Kochi ,  was an integr: t l  part  of  the Medical  Rel ief  conducted by Southern
Nava l  Command ,  i n  t he  a f t e rma th  o f  t sunam i  o f  26  Dec  2004 ,  As  a  pa r t  o f  t he  d i sas te r  r e l i e f  t eam o f  t he
command, th is ar t ic le descr ibes the medical  events and issues that  dominated the disaster  re l ief ,  on ground at
Sr i  Lanka.  Thc ro le of  re l ief  teams at  three dist r ic t  areas wi th in Sr i  Lanka,  namely Hambanthota,  Gal le and
Tr incomal lee is  h ighl ighted,  In a l l ,  near ly 20 Medical  Off icers and 25 MAs were di rect ly  involved in the rc l ief
operat ions as a part  of  Operat ion Rainbow (West)  f rom SNC.

KEY WORDS :  Tsunami.  Disaster .Rel ief

INTRODUCTION

/ln 26 Dec 2004, the earth shook and changed
lr.-,/forever the lives of many millions on the south
east Asia. It was a day, when coastlines of south
east Asia was hit severely by nature, making it go
down in history as the single largest natural catas-
trophe since the eruption of Krakatoa. By noon on
26Dec 2004, lndia stepped in to provide relief and
succour to the coastal areas within local shores. as
well as neighbouring countries.

PREPARATIONS

At about 1230 hours, INHS Sanjivani, as the clos-
est and the largest Service hospital, was tasked with
the formation and dispatch of Medical relief teams
at the earliest. At 1430 hours, the first of many such
teams, comprised of one MO and 02 MAs proceeded
to Colombo by IN Dornier carrying 600 kg of medi-
cines. Shortly after, at 1530 hours. two more teams,
with two MOs and 04 MAs embarked INS Sharda
with 1200 kg of medicines for the first ship borne
mission to Colombo. At 1630 hours, a Mobile Surgi-
caiTeam, along with 06 MAs embarked INS Sutlej
with 1800 kg of medicines to proceed to Colombo.

On 28 Dec 2004, a team comprised of one MO
and 02 MAs embarked INS Sarvekshak with 600 kg
of medicines and set sail to Colombo. INS Jamuna
was designated as a hospital ship on 29 Dec 04 and
tasked to sail for Srilanka on 30 Dec 04 to provide
immediate Surgical/ Medical relief to the tsunami
affected areas.

A Mobile Technical Support Platoon (MTSP) pre-
viously called the MSU (Mobile Surgical Unit) from
INHS Sanjivani was embarked on 29 Dec 2004. In
addition a psychiatrist, with two MAs had already
embarked on the previous day. This was in addition
to the Ships MO and MA. The MTSP comprised of
one surgeon and anesthetist, three ORTs, one radi-
ographer, laboratory technician, BTA each. They
carried with them 6000 kg of medicines and equip-
ment.

The district wise details of the operations are as
below. Table I provides an overview of the disaster
reliefcarried out.

Hambanthota District

At 1730 hrs on 26 Dec 2004. the first IN Dornier
arrived at Ratmalana airbase (SLAD at 1940 hrs. On

-Graded 
Special is t  (Pathology);  "Classi f ied Special is t  (Pathology):  " 'Graded Special is t  (Dermatology);  -Classi f ied Specral is t

(Surgery) t  Classi f ied Special is t  (Psychiatry) :  ' * 'Graded Special is t  (Radiology);  rClassi f ied Special is t  (Obs & Gyn) l  * 'Gradcd

Specialist (Surgery); "'Medical Officer: INHS Sanjivani, Kochi 682 004
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TABLE I
Distr ibution of rel ief teams

Dis t r i c t Tearn Date from Date to Approx no.  of  pat ients

lI*,
Hamban tho ta

G a l l e

G a l l e

Ampara /  Bat t icaloa

Tr incomal le

I M O + 0 3 M A s
I MO+ 04 MOs + l0 MAs
I M O + 0 2 M O s + 1 5 M A s
I MO + 02 MOs and l0 MAs
I Surgeon + MTSP

27 Dec 2005
28 Dec 2004
04 Jan 2005
07 Jan 2005
08 Jan 2005

04 Jan 2005
04 Jan 2005
12 Jan 2005
16 Jan 2005
25 Jan 2005

5 0 0
I  1 0 0
r  8 0 0
3 7 5 0
45 00

ihern
f  t he
nd  a t .
)  and
rel ief

27 Dec 2004, the team received orders to proceed to
Hambanthota district to provide medical aid. The
team was airl i fted by a SLAF Y-12 aircraft to
Weerawila airbase in the district along with the medi-
cal supplies. The team arrived at Hambanthota Base
Hospital and liaised with the Srilankan School of
Military Engineering (SLSME), who requested the
team to provide guidance regarding the safe and
hygienic disposal of the dead bodies being recov-
ered in large numbers.

The SL Army extricated and mass buried more
than 2500 bodies over the next 03 days. The medical
team then started visiting various displaced persons
camps (DP camps) for medical aid activities. There
were 37 DP camps established in the district. The
Indian Naval Relief Team was the sole foreign aid
team in the entire district till 30 Dec 2004.

The team visited Kandamahara elementary
school camp, (near Tangalle), approx. 30 km from
Hambanthota. The team liaised with the SL Red
Cross and obtained pediatric syiups and medicines
for disbursement to patients. The team also visited
Tissemaharama, Beliath and Kirinde areas. All camps
had adequate medical  fac i l i t ies.  On return to
Hambanthota, the team was reinforced-with sup-
plies including medicines, masks, rubber gloves,
goggles,  aprons,  water  pur i f icat ion tablets,
chlorinometer, a portable fogging apparatus and
spraying eqpt for hygiene chemicals. The team pro-
ceeded to the Sooriyawewa camp. Two cases of
chicken pox and one case of mun"ps were detected
and isolated.

The team then joined up with 4021 Fd Amb from
the Indian Army on 3l Dec 2004, which had by then
arrived at Hambanthota. It caried out mobile vacci-
nation camps where more than 600 volunteers and
service personnel were ino:ulated. The team treated
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the army personnel and volunteer workers at the
Hambanthota army campsite. Provision of safe drink-
ing water was ensured.

The type of of cases encountered during the re-
lief effort at this district comprised of : a) Effects of
blunt & penetrating trauma like head injuries. CLWs
etc ;b) Drowning and post-drowning pneumonitis :
c) Upper and Lower Respiratory tract infections.
Acute Gastritis and Gastroenteritis due to poor qual-
ity of the water available ; d) Chronic Diseases
including Bronchial Asthma, Hypertension, IHD.
These patients had lost access to their medicines
since all the pharmacies were closed and the district
hospital was quite distant from the camps and e)
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, manifesting as hys-
teric spells, catatonia and extreme depression (Fig.
s).
Galle District

On arrival of INS Sharda and INS Sutlej, an aerial
sortie for videography and damage assessment
launched at about 1630 hrs from INS Sharda. Dam-
age was mainly limited to about 500 mts from the
coast. Liaison was established with SL Naval au-
thorities and key affected areas were identified on
27 Dec2004. Medical stores were disembarked in SL
Naval Camp, Boossa.

Both medical teams started visits to various medi-
cal centers in areas of requirement of medical relief.
Medical camps were conducted in the Hikkaduwa
and Balapetiya. A l iaison was established with the
District health authorit ies at the Balapetiya district
hospital and inputs received regarding requirements
and locations of refugee camps in various areas in
order to plan further movement.

Communications were severely hindered due to
breakdown of telephone lines. Hence most of the
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locations had to be visited in person, until personal
liaison with civil doctors was obtained later for vari-
ous inputs. The teams visited the Batapola Rural
Hospital and Batapola college relief camp, which
was the largest relief camp in the region with almost
3000 refugees. About 400 patients were treated here
Liaison was established with local pharmaceuticals
and hospitals which were wil l ing to donate medical
supplies and add to IN medical supplies.

On 30 Dec 04,  a base camp was set  up at
Glosenberg Hotel, Galle. About 100 - I l0 patients
were treated here daily. Help of an NGO (Sewa Lanka)
was taken to conduct a camp at the Old Dutch colony,
Galle. Teams were sent out to Unuthwana and Matara
where about 250 - 300 more patients were treated.
On 3l Dec 2004, a mobile medical team comprised of
2 Mos and 04 MAs visited a series of relief camps at
the Kogal la  temple,  Veeduwa monastery and
Bodregama temple rendering treatment to about 100
pat ients.

On 0l Jan 2005, I MO and anArmy team consist-
ing of 02 MOs and l5 MAs joined the remainder of
the team. From 0l Jan 2005 to 05 Jan 2005, the team
provided medical relief Lo the abovementioned
camps as well as other nearby relief camps and
treated around 1800 patients in all, in addition to
providing hygiene and sanitation related assistance
to the camps.

The team from INS Sutlej was then de-inducted
from Galle district and relocated toAmpara district,
another high casualty area to the east of Galle dis-
trict. The team carried out relief operations atAmpara
district and Kalmunai sector of Batticaloa district
from 07 Jan to l6 Jan 2005 and treated around 3800
patients in this sector.

In all, around l6 different medical camps were
organized in this sector in various displaced per-
sons camps and public institutions l ike temples and
schools. The team from INS Sarvekshak continued
at Galle till 12 Jan 2005. The profile of the cases
treated was essentially the same as in Hambanthota
and cther districts.

Trincomalle District

The Mobile Technical Support Platoon on board
INS Jamuna augmented the efforts of the teams on
INS Sharda and INS Sutlej till04 Jan 2005. The ship

68

then set sail for Trincomalle port and arrived there
on 05 Jan 2005. The medical team was divided into
two groups. The surgeon and anesthetist visited
Trincomalle General Hospital and met the medical
superintendent to assess the situation and to offer
the services of the team. The Medical Superintend-
ent requested the services of a psychiatrist.

The second team comprising of the psychiatrist
and ship 's  MO vis i ted an inaccessib le area at
Kuchchiveli by ship's helicopter. They visited the
affected area along with naval authorities of SLNS
Wellagamba and studied the suitabil ity of estab-
lishing a medical camp in an isolated remote area
which had been cut off from Trincomalle following
damage to the road and bridge. They located the
Kuchchivell i hospital which was located 100 mts
from the sea shore and had borne the burnt of the
tsunami. The medical and para-medical staff had
abandoned the hospital following the tsunami and
no medical help had reached the area even 10 days
after the calamity. Assessing the situation, it was
decided to set up an Indian Naval Relief Camp in the
hospital and make it functional.

The Kuchchiveli hospital staff comprising of one
medical officer, one RMO, one midwife, dresser, am-
bulance driver and watchman had abandoned it
following the tsunami. The hospital was without elec-
tricity, water supply, medicines or communication
links.

On 07 Jan the Indian Naval Relief Team of INS
Jamunacomprising of medical and para-medical staff,
engineering and electrical personnel with logistics
support established a full fledged relief camp at the
rural hospital Kuchchiveli. OPD services re-com-
menced on 08 Jan 05 after having informed the local
Gramsevaks of the surrounding villages. In addition
mobile medical teams were also despatched daily in
rotation to the peripheral villages and refugee camp.
The hospital services were provided around the
clock and acute cases were admitted/ detained at
the hospital for expert management. The hospital
functioned for l8 days from 08 Jan to 25 Jan 05 and
finally officially handed over to the director of pro-
vincial health Trincomalle district. The assistance
rendered to the distraught community was well ap-
preciated by the local public, the health authorit ies
and Srilarikan Naval authorities.
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26 Dec 20O4
26 Dec 2004
26 Dec 2004
27 Dec 2004
21 Dec 2004
28 Dec 2004
28 Dec 2004
29 Dec 2O04
30 Dec 2004
0l Jan 2005
02 Jan 2005
03 Jan 2005
03 Jan 2005
06 Jan 2005
07 Jan 2005
l2 Jan 2005
14 Jan 2005

600 kg
1200 kg
1800 kg
600 kg
600 kg
600 kg
600 kg
6000 kg
750 kg
600 kg
600 kg
605 kg
600 kg
650 kg
450 kg
300 kg
1200 kg

Final Tally

In the final tally, nearly 20 Medical Officers and
25 MAs were directly involved in the relief opera_
tions as a part of Operation Rainbow (West) from
SNC. 18,350 kg of medical supplies were carried by
ships or airlifted towards this massive relief effort
(Table 2).

Lessons learnt on Disaster relief : 26 Tsunami
2004

A few salient points regarding disaster relief
emerged, as a result of this operation. These were,
briefly: -

(a) The composition of relief medical teams should
take into account the nature of disaster as in
the present  case.  Most  of  the deaths were
immediate and very few cases requiring surgical
intervention were encountered after the first 4g
hours. Most of the patients were wornen and
children with the common ailments listed earlicr.

Fig 1.2.  - l  and 4:  Medical  Rel ief  in the afrermath of  thc Tsunami
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TABLE 2
Distr ibution of medical rel ief supplies

D a t e Quan t i t y  Conveyed  by

Dorn ie r

INS Sharda
INS Surlej
Do rn ie r

INS Kr ishna
INS Jamuna
INS Sarvekshak

INS Jamuna (MTSP)

Dorn  i e r
Do rn  i e r
Do rn ie r

INS Sut le j

INS Sarvekshak

4027 Fd Amb
4027 Fd Amb
4027 Fd Amb
INS Taragiri

t

!
at d ist r ids of  Sr i  Lanka
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Fig .  5  :  Cases  encountered
Harnbantlrota Dist.

The need for a surgical team is in the immediate
24 to 48 hours of the disaster and the team
should be dispatched at the earliest as after
this period most of the acute cases would have
been already dealt with by the available medical
resources or succumbed due to lack of it.

The rnedicines carried by the teams were mainly
fo r  emergenc ies  and  no t  f o r  ped ia t r i c ,
gynecological and chronic disease requirements
which form the majority of the patients after the
first 48 - 72 hours.

If possible the apex medical authority of the
affected country should be contacted as early
as possible to determine which areas require
immediate medical/ surgical assistance in order
to avoid duplication of efforts in places which
already have good rnedical coverage.

Suitable kits for cleaning & testing of wells and
other water sources is a must before the water
can be declared portable. Guidelines should be
given by PSM specialist, during time of relief
initiation, to guide the field MOs to treat, test &
declare the water sources fit for consumption.

Communications failure, which is inevitable.
during such catastrophes, should be taken into
consideration and all medical teams going into
a disaster area should be adequately provided
for with mobile phones or other equipment to
keep in touch with higher authorit ies.

Generator set should be provided, in event of a
need for Operation Theater to be setup. in areas
without electricity.

(h) Provision of digital cameras, portable notebook
or laptop computers with even intermittent
internet connectivity could be included for ease
of data compilation and transmission.

0) Prefabricated body bags for disposal of large
number of  casual t ies could be considered
towards a more aesthet ic  d isposal  of  the
deceased.

(k) The teams may be made more self reliant and
self contained by provision of logistic support
in the form of rations. tentage and additional
support personnel, similar to the model of Army
Medical Corps Field Ambulances.

CONCLUSIONS

INHS Sanjivani, the nodal hospital at Kochi, was
an integral part of the Medical Relief conducted by
Southern Naval Command, in the aftermath of tsu-
nami of 26 Dec 2004. As a part of the disaster relief
team of the command, this article describes the medi-
cal events and issues that dominated the disaster
relief, on ground at Sri Lanka. specifically at three
areas within Sri Lanka, namely Hambanthota, Galle
and Trincomallee. In all, nearly 20 Medical Officers
and 25 MAs were directly involved in the reliet op-
erations as a part of Operation Rainbow (West) fronr
SNC. A successful operation of this scale would
surely not have been possible without excellent co-
ordination and support from the nodal hospital, INHS
Sanjivani, Kochi, particularly Medical Stores which
provided prompt logistic support and timely dis-
patch of medical stores to distant shores.

Jour Marine Medical Socien. 2005. Vil.7. No. I
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MEDICAL RELIEF FROM WESTERN NAVAL COMMAND IN AID OF
TSUNAMI VICTIMS AT EASTERN PROVINCE. SRI LANKAZT Dec 04
-23 Jan05

Surg LCdr SK SAHU*, Sqn Ldr YK KIRAN**, Maj ANIJRAG SHAIUVA'r**

ABSTRACT

A massive earthquake in the oceanic coast of Indonesia off Sumatra, on 26 Dec 04, resulted in massive land
displacement under sea leading to giant tsunamis devastat ing the various costal areas of South.East Asia. A
mult idiscipl inary team comprising of six medical off icers and twelve medical assistants, assembled at short
notice on 26 Dec 2004, proceeded to Male and Sri Lanka. This article reviews the salient features of the disaster
and medical rel ief act ivi t ies carr ied out during the period after the tsunami.

KEY WORDS : Tsunami: Disaster and Medical Relief:  Preventive Health

INTRODUCTION

1/ln 26 Dec 04, a massive earthquake in the oce
lr.,rfanic coast of Indonesia off Sumatra, resulted in
massive land displacement under sea leading to gi-
ant tsunami's devastating the various costal areas
of South-East Asia within a short period of time.

Preparation

A multidisciplinary team comprising of six medi-
cal officers and twelve medical assistants were
assembled at short notice on 26Dec2W. After brief-
ing, the team embarked INS Aditya, and proceeded
to Maldives on27 Dec at 0800hrs, along with a large
quantity of relief items and medicines.

On arrival Male at l800hrs on 29 Dec 04, situa-
tion was reassessed and after replenishing the other
ships in the region, the ship set course for Colombo
in view of extensive damage to Sri Lanka, requiring
additional support. The ship entered Colombo har-
bour at l800hrs on 3 I Dec 2004. The medical teams
along with their supplies were disembarked on 0l
Jan 2005. The medical team was briefed about the
general topography, demographic profile, present
situation, the task ahead and also the security con-
cems due to the ethnic war in Sri Lanka.

After obtaining the requisite clearance from the
Ministry of Health, Sri Lanka, the team proceeded to
Batticaloa, joining the relief activities as per the re-
quirement projected by the ministry. The teams

checked their stores once again and prepared them-
selves for the task ahead. The team was airlifted to
Batticaloa Air force base on 02 Jan 2005 and further
to the 233 Bde HQ by road around 1230 Hrs. The
Brigade HQ would provide the team with accommo-
dation, logistics and administrative support during
the period.Immediately on arrival the Bde HQ briefed
the team regarding the extent of damage, the ex-
pected reliefrequirements and the security concerns
in the area.

Planning and Execution

As per the briefing the area to be covered was
approximately 250 Sq Km with a death tol'l of 2,254
and around 1000 persons still reported missing.
Roughly 95,000 families were displaced with over
2,00,000 people housed in difficult living conditions
in 94 camps altogether (lnternally Displaced Person
or IDP Camps). An estimated 40,000 houses were
completely damaged. The local authorit ies had
started the relief camps in the available schools,
churches & mosques, however there was acute
shortage of medical & paramedical staff, with two
district hospitals completely damaged and the road
network only partly operational.

The team co-ordinated with the District Medical
Officer, the Medical Officer Health - Batticaloa dis-
trict, the Special Task Force and the Bde HQ. An
elaborate assessment of the situation was done with
respect to available resources in the form of medi-

xMedical Officer, INS Viraat, **Dept of Pediatrics. !t**Dept of Surgery, INHS Asvini, Mumbai 400 005
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cines, vehicles & manpower.

The team started its work from Kattankudy where
al l  ex is t ing medical  fac i l i t ies were complete ly
paralyzed due to the disaster. The town which is
one of the most densely populated areas of South
EastAsia with approximately 50,000 people living in
total area of one square mile. At the time of arrival of
the team the local health authorit ies with l8 IDP
camps needed augmentation, as the local district
hospital was completely awash, with no support from
any outside medical resources.

The team. in coordination with Medical Officer
health, District Medical Officer, HQ 233 Bde & civil
administration adopted the complete IDP camps of
Batticaloa district by undertaking varied tasks l ike

l. Health camps
2. Health Education
3. Hygiene and sanitation activit ies
4. Setting up District Hospital to near normalcy in

coordination with District Medical Officer
5. Liaison with:

a. UNHCR, IRC, Medicine Sans Frontiers,
Handicapped International, ROHUT and
various other Sri Lankan and International
Agencies.

b. Other medical teams - America. Greece. UK.
France, Fiji and others.

c. Local doctors
d. Camp supervisors
e. Local leaders & Religious heads

In addition the team conducted various otner
camps in the area extending over 256 sq km i.e. from
Kodaikallar to Kallady, some parts of which were in-
accessible by road, hence forcing the team to carry
the medical supplies by, cycle, and at times by lift-
ing on man-pack basis. In addition the movement of
the team was restricted to certain areas in view of
security concerns.

During the Health camps the team attended to all
medical needs of the people including providing
medicines, dressings, minor field surgical procedures
(Fig. l), and referrals to the general hospital for ma-
jor illnesses (Fig. 2). Medical documents for chronic
patients like hypertensive and Diabetics who had
lost all their previous documents during the disas-
ter, were also prepared.

The team also carried out hygiene and sanitation
activit ies l ike chlorination of water. sanitarv landfi l l

72

and also conducted lectures (Fig. 3), that were pre-
pared in local  d ia lect  (Tami l )  wi th the help of
interpreters.

Achievements

The main achievement of team was to help the
local authorit ies in setting up of District hospital by
helping them to identify the suitable location, ple-
paring of the area, suggesting the lay-out of hospital
and in providing professional advice as asked. We
were also managing the entire burden of IDP camps
as well as the OPD at temporary District hospital
being run at a school so the local authorit ies could
devote themselves in working up towards the set-
ting up of District Hospital that was completely
destroyed in Tsunami disaster. The team also do-
nated a part of their medical stores to the hospital
which was being built from scratch.

The team had aimed to practice holistic medicine
and worked hard on preventive aspects to prevent
breakdown of any epidemic. The work put in by the
team was fruitful as on retrospective analysis ol 'ac-
tivities conducted, the effective health management

Fig. 2 : Total Attendance at Various Camps at Eastern
province, Sri  Lanka
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provided by the team is clearly brought out, as there
were no epidemics of Notifiable / communicable ill-
nesses and also there was progressive decline in
the number of persons seeking medical help.

The comprehensive efforts put in by the Indian
Medical team, as highlighted in Table l, were highly
appreciated by local health authorities and people.
As a matter of fact, it was appreciated by the district
health authorities that. the Indian team was not only
the first foreign medical team to arrive in the district,
but was also the largest foreign medical contingent
working in the district. Further, the team was able to
achieve a high level of satisfaction as well as ac-
ceptance from local communities.

TABLE I
Disaster  re l ief  f rom Western Naval  Command in a id
of  Tsunami v ict ims at  Eastern province,  Sr i  Lanka

Medical  Rel ief  Act iv i ty  Post  Tsunami Numbers
D i sas te  r

undergoing treatment under the team and chronrc
patients were advised to report to the District hos-
pital for further follow-up.

The team embarked on INS Sutlej at Colonrbo
port on l9 Jan 2005 and reached Cochin on 20 Jan
2m5.

Advantageous strengths of the Disaster Relief
team

l. Composition - Multidisciplinary team, different
from the routine with mix of various specialt ies
(Surgery, Medicine, Pediatrics) as part of the
team thus helping to ensure promising results.

2.  Mobi l i ty  -  Hi red vehic les prov ided at  the
disposal of team enabled coverage of large
areas with comparative ease with independent
mobilitv
Communication - Provision of telephones with
all facil i t ies helped th,: team to be continuously
in touch with Indian High Cornmission, local
health authorit ies and Bde HQ.
Liaison with undermentioned agencies was very
he lp fu l  as  p rob lems  encoun te red  were
addressed immediately by them.
a. Indian High Commission
b. Local health authorit ies
c. District health Officer
d. 233 Brigade
e. District Medical Officer
f .  Vol  untary Heal th organizat ions &

International Health asencies
5. High level of motivation and commitment of the

team.
6. Desire to practice holistic medicine, hence not

only to cure the disease, but also to prevent
any  ma jo r  ep idemics  by  educa t i ng  t he
community.

Limitations of the team

L Absence of any experienced member in the team
who has at tended to any natura l  d isaster
before. However in retrospect it was overcome
with motivation and hard work.

Z Language was the most important handicap
initially as there was no member who could
speak Tamil or Sinhalese. However under
direction of Team leader it was decided to learn
workable Tamil. The team learned Tamil with
the help of local people and interpreters. The

3.

Team conducted total number of camps

Total number of patients seen

Paediatr ic  pat ients

Total number of minor surgeries/dressings

Preparat ion of  lost  documents of  chronic
pa t  i en t s

Ident i fy ing and star t ing t reatment for  f resh
chronic cases

Emergencies

Field surgeries

Referrals ( to zonal  hospi ta l )

Admissions

3 3
over 10,000 4.

5  6 8 4
4300
I 000

440

2 l
5  t )

8 l

During the stay the logistic support was well
taken care by the Bde HQ. The heavy workload re-
sulted in rapid reduction of medicines by the end of
first week. Medicines were replenished by second
shipment with effective and timely intervention by
the Indian High Commission enabling the team to
work unhindered.

Closing Up of Operations and moving back

At the end of two weeks the Indian Medical con-
tingents carrying out their operations in Sri Lanka
were instructed to be ready to move back as the
acute phase following the tsunami was over and Sri
Lankan health system was geared up to take up the
work load. On receiving the intimation of de-induc-
tion. the team visited all the IDP camps with the
District medical officer for follow up of the patients

Joun Marine Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I 73
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success of the team could be assessed with the
fact that by the end of first week team was
conducting lectures in Thmil.

3. Security concerns due to ongoing ethnic conflict
had restricted the mobility of the team. The work
done by the team spread by mouth and people
from adjoining districts who were in need of
medical help had approached the team for
conducting camp in their areas.

4. Restricted mobil ity as most of roads were
damaged due to tsunami and some of the camps
were totally cutoff from the rest of the world.
The team didn't let this to work as l imitation
and team carried out medical camps at all
locations following a fixed schedule, by carrying
medical supplies by cycle or by lifting on man-
pack basis as warranted by situation.

Special Achievements of Medical Team

l. Focus on Hygiene and Sanitation activities: A
range of Hygiene and Sanitation activities like
Digging Pits, water chlorination, spraying of
bleaching powder, Waste disposal management,
maintenance of clean latrines was carried out at
many places, in the aftermath of the tsunami
(F ie .3 ) .

2. . Health education conducted at local areas to
p reven t  gas t ro in tes t i na l  a i lmen ts ,  sk in
infections, respiratory infections and various
other communicable diseases (Fig. 4).

3. Achieved nil breakthroushs of communicable
diseases.

4. Meticulous documentation of all cases.
5. Over a period of time the medical team had built

Fig. 3 : Cleaning the camp site and disposal of waste
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up  h igh  l eve l  o f  t r us t  among  va r i ous
communities (Sinhalese, Muslims, Tamils &
Christians). It helped in building up of solidarity
among population affected (Fig. 5).

6. High standards of medical care provided with
minimal resources, by effective coordination.
p lann ing ,  execu t i on  and  a  h igh  l eve l  o f
motivation and commitment (Fig. 6).

7 . The team helped in setting up of district hospital
that was destroyed during Tsunami at makeshift
place by the end of second week thus helped in
re-establishing the health care to near normalcy.

Recommendations

l .  Team should have at  least  one member
experienced in disaster management as the
requirements in managing an area ravaged with
disaster are different from normal requirements.
An experienced team member will be an asset to
the team and team can be better prepared to
deal with eventualit ies.

Z Team should have at least02 members fluent in
the  l oca l  d i a l ec t  f ac i l i t a t i ng  be t te r
communication.

3. Pediatrician to be part of the team. as large
quantum attended were ofpediatric age group.

4. In case of point epidemic as Tsunami disaster
and earthquakes preventive medicine plays a
significant role in preventing outbreaks of
epidemics which arise due to people living in
temporary camps which have problems like
unsa fe  d r i nk ing  wa te r  and  hyg iene  a r rd
sanitation problems due to inappropriate waste

Fig. 4 : A lecture at a mission school , Batticaloa to teach
proper disposal of rvaste

Jour. Maine Medical Sociery. 2005, VoL7. No. I
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Fig. 5 : Explaining of dosages of medicines to tsunami
affected population. Over a period of time the
nredicrl tearn had built up a high level of tLu.t.
facilitating spread of goodwill

disposal. A PSM / public health specialist in the
team will be an added asset in such conditions.

5. Medical teams should be sent by the fastest
means to the site of the disaster as the team
could have averted the delav if were air lifted to
the disaster site.

6.  Laptop and d ig i ta l  cameras can assis t .
in tegrat ing the a l l  round act iv i t ies l ike in
documentat ion,  mainta in ing stat is t ics and
forwarding accurate feedbacks to various
headquarters.

7. Medical stores to be carried should depend on
the type of disaster and as per analysis of
previous missions who have worked in such
conditions before.

8. Augmentation of the stores / manpower should
be by the fastest means so as to continue the
work unhindered, (Fig. 7) as the team was able
to work without waiting for supplies at any time
unlike some other foreign teams who were not
able to work continuously for want of supplies.

9. The practice of preventive medicine in form of
effective hygiene and sanitation measures and
provision for adequate safe drinking water was
instrumental  in  prevent ion of  any major
communicable diseases.

CONCLUSIONS

The recent Tsunami in Dec 20M was of unsur-
passed  magn i tude  and  sca le .  The  sweep  o f
destruction caused by it, made it one of the most

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005, VoL7, No. I

Fig. 6 :  Distr ibution of medicines during conduct of ntedi
c a l  c a n r p  a t  I D P  c u r n p .  U n i v e r s e  S c h o o l
Batticaloa Railway Station

Fig. 7 : Loading of medicines in vehicles - Beginning of
another day

severe natural disasters ti l l  date, in l iving memory.
The disaster relief provided by Indian Naval Mis-
s ion was swi f t ,  comprehensive.  inc luding both
curative and preventive components, and facilitated
the spread of goodwill in local coastal areas. as well
as distant shores of neighboring countries. On
ground, the objectives of Disaster relief, were truly
realized, in the trail of the tsunami devastation with
relief efforts provided by the Indian Medical teams
appreciated and accepted by one and all.
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PECULIARITIES OF MEDICAL CARE DURING LIQUIDATION BY
NATURAL DISASTERS AND CATASTROPHIES _ THE INDIAN NAVAL
TSUNAMI RELIEF EXPERIENCE AT ACEH PROVINCE. INDONESIA

Surg Cdr A DUTTA', Surg Cdr G VISHWANATTI*,
Surg Capt YPMONGA#' Surg CdrA BIIARDWAJ*,
SuTgLtCdTSHALOOGARG*

ABSTRACT

The  recen t  ea r t hquake  and  t sunam i  d i sas te r  ca l l ed  f o r  unp receden ted  and  unusua l  e f f o r t s  by  t he  m i l i t a r y
med i ca l  f r a t e rn i t y .  An  I nd ian  Nava l  hosp i t a l  sh i p  had  t he  oppo r tun i t y  t o  wo rk  w i t h  numerous  i n t e rna t i ona l
mi l i tary missions/  non-government organizat ions at  Aceh, Indonesia.  Their  ef for ts were f ru i t fu l  and yet  many
lessons could be learnt .  The importance of  cooperat ion and coordinat ion between internat ional  mi l i tar ies in
opt imiz ing heal th care del ivery came to l ight .  This ar t ic le reviews the ef for ts made dur ing preparat ion,  the
planning of  the mission against  a background of  informat ion void,  that  was f i l led up by a steep r ise in numbers.
The  a r t i c l e  f u r t he rmore .  s t ud ies  t he  s i t ua t i on  on  g round .  t he  med i ca l  needs  i n  i n i t i a l  days  as  we l l  as  weeks .
ana l yses  t he  d i sas te r  r e l i e f  expe r i ence  a t  Aceh  p rov i nce ,  I ndones ia ,  and  exam ines  t he  ach ievemen ts  and  t he
lessons  l ea rn t .

KEY WORDS: Mi l i tary Medic ine,  Disaster  Rel ief ,  Hospi ta l  Ship

INTRODUCTION

fi n 26'h December. 2004, S outh-East Asi a suffered
\-,/one of the largest earthquakes in recent his-
t o r y ,  wh i ch  was  fo l l owed  by  an  even  more
devastating tsunami. An Indian Naval Hospital Ship
was deployed at the west coast ofAceh, Indonesia,
where the natural disaster had destroyed virtually
every village and town in the affected coastal zones
lying below l0 m elevation and extending 3-5 km
inland. Following the disaster, damaged roads, dev-
astated physical and human infrastructures and
limited air assets posed huge challenges to early aid
efforts.

OVER\TEW

The recent earthquake and tsunami disaster at
Aceh. Indonesia, was so devastating that unfore-
seen scales of international medical relief had to be
init iated. During the init ial 2-3 weeks this was ac-

complished largely by the militaries of Indonesia
and neighboring countries. The scales of mobil iza-
tion. of both men and material, were large and needed
urgent supplementation much beyond the planned
contingencies. The timely actions of military medi-
cal missions helped mitigate the init ial impact of the
health disaster. The militaries could successfully play
leading roles in casualty access and evacuation, re-
suscitation, trauma care and related emergency
medical services, as well as responsible for reaching
much needed medical and other relief supplies to
the area, and for setting up temporary shelters for
displaced populations.

PREPARATION

An Information Void

The devastating tsunami that slammed South
East Asia happened with l itt le warning. The Indian

' C l ass i f i ed  Spec ia l i s t  (Anaes thes io l ogy ) ,  INHS Ka l yan i ,  V i sakhapa tnam -  530005 ,  *  C lass i f i ed  Spec ia l i s t  (Su rge ry  &
Reconstruct ive Surgery) ,  INHS Asvin i ,  Colaba,  Mumbai  -  400005, '  Commanding Off icer  & Senior  Advisor (Surgery &
Reconstruct ive Surgery) ,  INHS Kalyani ,  Visakhapatnam -  -530005, "  Assistant  Command Medical  Off icer ,  Headquarters.
Eastern Naval Command. Visakhapatnam - 530014. ** Graded Specialist (Anaesthesiology). INHS Kalyani, Visakhapatnam -

5  3  00 { )5  "
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Naval medical mission had to rely on minimal inputs
from local and international governments, press re-
leases for planning their operation Il]. No reliable
information was available on the number or type of
casualties. the specific health needs or the status of
their health care infrastructure. The exact number of
dead till even a month later remained unknown. Of-
ficialestimates ri l l  l9 Jan 05 indicated that 166,000
people, or l7.3Vo of an original population of 961,000,
had perished []. Internally displaced populations
(IDPs) within the district were estimated at 125.000.
and these continued to be mobile [2]. This made it
difficult for the authorities or agencies to accurately
count and target the population. The province of
Aceh thus received medical aid in a chaotic manner.

Planning the Mission

The mission planning was based on the follow-
ing key assessments [3,4,5]: a) confirmation of the
emergency; (b) details of the type, impact and pos-
sible evolution of the disaster; (c) measures of it 's
present and potential health impact; (d) adequacy
of existing response capacity and immediate addi-
tional needs and (e) recommended priority actions
for immediate response.

The mission relied essentially on standard oper-
ating procedures for disaster relief. The resources
mobilized were from pre-packed reserve medical
stores for disaster relief. However, the scale of the
present disaster was above and beyond any known
in living memory. There was a need, therefore to
urgently supplement the medical supplies. without
delaying dispatch of the medical relief teams. These
additional medical stores were procured based on
only assumptions on their need. A system for re-
plenishment of supplies after 2 weeks was worked
out .

Perceived Roles

The aims of the medical mission were ascertained
to be: a) to provide emergency medical services to
the affected population ; b) by setting up temporary
comprehensive health clinics; c) to provide exper-
tise and medical relief supplies to the government
authorities/ NGOs. The ultimate objective of the mis-
s ion  was  pe rce i ved  to  be  to  ass i s t  i n  t ime l y
rehabilitation of local community health centers, with
a demand-based logistics system fordrugs and medi-

Jour. Morine Medical Socierv.2005. Vol.7. No. I

cal equipment within those centers. Equally irnpor-
tant was the mobilization or training of new staff to
replace the many health workers who had died. Even-
tually the temporary health clinics, which were being
staffed by international and local volunteers at in-
termittent hours, needed to cede this role to others:
either large NGOs who could provide services on a
longer-term basis, consistent with the expressed
needs of the population: or a gradual transfer of
these responsibil i t ies back to local health authori-
ties. This effort was expected to take about 3-4 weeks.

THE SITUATION ON GROUND

No master l ist existed that detailed the overall
medical supplies available for provision to interim
health posts. This has resulted in shortages of ma-
terials l ike wound dressing kits, plaster-of paris.
stethoscopes, BP recorders, oxygen, delivery kits
for safe birth and other common supplies. Oral rehy-
dration fluids, amoxycil l in and paracetamol were
available in large quantit ies. One common complaint
was that NGO groups brought only enough sup-
plies to treat clients but did not leave behind any
supplies or medical tools when they left, rendering
the community health care centers unable to treat
patients. Other than medical equipment, non-food
items such as hygiene products, disinfectants and
even body soaps have were not delivered in suffi-
cient quantity.

Sanitation was a significant concern, particularly
because the impending rainy season would con-
tinue for two months and virtually no viable waste
disposal systems existed throughout the region. This
had become one of the most pressing health con-
cerns. The Indian Naval Medical mission created
and demonstrated the method of waste disposal
through sanitary landfi l ls in the Meulaboh general
hospital (Figs I &2). Clean water was available. but
not in the quantit ies needed by the population. How-
ever, since there were multiple water systems being
used, such as wells, rivers, bottle water, trucked warer
and tanks, there existed the possibil i ty of increasing
water supplies to within acceptable timits in a short
period of t ime. Much of the drinking water being
collected from wells and other sources were con-
taminated. and did not meet accepted standards for
drinking water quality. Very l itt le of this warer was
being disinfected, although most people reportedly
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Fig l: Sanitary landfill, 6 feet deep, readied f ;.. biomedi-
cal waste disposal at the Meulaboh general
hospital by Indian Naval volunteers.

boiled their drinking water prior to consumption,
which may help explain the lack of dianheal disease
outbreaks [2].

. More troubling was the devastated road network
and bridges, which would require both consider-
able time and manpower for reconstruction. These
roads were necessary alternatives to the current
medical aid airlifts and crucial to an unobstructed
flow of supplies to the devastated areas.

Due to the timely, significant response by the
militaries of a number of countries (both on and off
shore), basic food staples, particularly rice and noo-
dles, had been delivered by helicopter to most
locations along Aceh's West Coast. In most loca-
tions, however, food supplies did not include protein,
oil, sugar or vegetables. Micronutrient supplements
were also lacking. For obvious reasons, no nutri-
tional assessment of the affected population had
been conducted. No serious targeting offood relief
had occurred, nor any special effort done to get
food to the most vulnerable populations (primarily
children under 5, elderly, and pregnant or lactating
women). No acute cases of rnalnutrition were ob-
served. Nevertheless, the riutritional status of IDPs
could not be sustained on the rations that were cur-
rently being distributed. Distribution of food was
largely coordinated by the TNI ('Tentara Nasional
Indonesia' or the Indonesian Armed Forces), or in
collaboration with civil administrators rvhere they
survived. Quantities received by IDPs varied ac-
cording to available stocks, and the agency
responsible for distribution [,2]. Survival of the fit-
test was the reality.

Displaced persons were being housed in various
types of shelters. Significant portions of the IDPs
are living with host families in communities that were
not affected by the tsunami. Others were living in
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Fig.2 : Demonstrating the use of a sanitary landfill to'  
Indonesian Medical  Coordinators,  at  the
Meulaboh general hospital

community shelters such as schools, mosques and
other public buildings. Another significant portion
were living in makeshift shelter fashioned out of
scavenged materials. Amuch smaller numberare liv-
ing in tents. Conditions were crowded in many of
the shelters, with some school compounds hosting
over 2000 persons.

Persons affected by the earthquakes and tsuna-
mis following 26'h December 2004 were exposed to
exfeme stressors (personal danger, loss ofkin, etc.).
These stressors did represent risks for mental health
problems. Also, most people impacted by this dis-
aster lived in resource-poor conditions and this fact
made the task of providing assistance more diffi-
cult.

In particular, while mostgeneral health needs were
being addressed, there remained a significant dearth
of providers for maternal and child health care.
Throughout the assessment area, women who had
delivered babies within two weeks after the tsunami
had to depend on either untrained family members
or traditional birth attendants. This was an unac-
ceptable increased risk to the reproductive health of
women [,2].

TIIE INDIAN NAVAL DPERIENCE

The hospital ship was able to reach and com-
mence medical services rapidly, within few days of
the earthquake and following tsunami. The mission
was able to contribute emergency medical services,
especially trauma care, in the first few days of de-
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ployrrent. They were adequately prepared for this
role and faced no major difficulties during this pe-
riod.

Medical Needs in Initial days

The main issues facing the medical relief team
during the initial days were

a) day to day planning ofmedical operations and'accounting 
of stores constrained due to lack of

access to information on estimated number of
casualties and the Iikely durations of their
deployment

b)  concerns about  communicable d iseases.
hygiene, sanitation, waste disposal

c)  safety and secur i ty  of  medical  personnel
deployed

d) a deplet ion/shor tage/ lack of  medic ines
especially for pediatric, maternal health, skin
and psychiatric use

e) food and shelter needs of personnel involved
in relief

f) communication with affected patients due to
non-availabi l i ty of interpreters

g) guidelines for access to and chain of patient
evacuation

The team could establish, quickly, effective liai-
son wi th the local  heal th and adminis t rat ive
authorities. By the second week of operation the
situation was vastly improved. Numerous NGOs
had arrived with men and material creating at times
surpluses of relief. A strong need was felt for coor-
dination of the relief processes and resources.

Medical Needs in third week

By the third week it was generally concluded in
most areas that

a)  the post  quake/  tsunami phase requi r ing
emergency medical aid was essentially over;
there was a significant decline in trauma and
emergency care workload (to about l0%o of the
initial figures at the casualty), the present figures
being comparable wi th those pr ior  to  the
disaster

b) in most places [, 2] the needs of the hour were
for  prov is ion of  shel ters,  rehabi l i ta t ion,
sanitation, safe drinking water, public health

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005, VoI.7, No. I

services including vaccinations (especially for
Tetanus), containment/ isolation facilities for
pa t i en t s  w i t h  commun icab le  d i seases
(especially measles, cholera, typhoid, dengue,
rneningi t is  and tuberculos is)  and t imely
replenishment of medical stores (under the
systematic supervision/ coordination)

c) there was adequate medical aid at hand and no
scope for additional trauma related services.
especially for surgical teams in the area (perhaps
this was the time to start scaling down the
surgical facilities in the area to make way for
other agencies to begin operations)

d) the roles of NGOs towards return of normal
livelihood in the region was paramount, requiring
long term commitments of service, perhaps for
the  nex t  6  mon ths ,  f r om the  va r i ous
organizations who would eventually have to
take over from the medical aid agencies

e) at some stage in the progress of rehabilitation
and control of health related matters the issue
of cost of services provided would have to be
cons ide red ,  pe rhaps  w i th  concess ions /
subsidies init ially followed by appropriate
charges for specific services till the complete
return to self sufficiency of the state run health
services

D the main aim of the relief organizations at this
point of time would have to be changed from
emergency  hea l t h  ca re  p rov i s i on  to
establishment of safe and habitable conditions
that would encourage the earliest possible rerum
of displaced people to their homes and work.

ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL DISASTER RELIEF
EXPERIENCEATACEH PROVINCE. INDONESIA

Achievements

The key intervention that helped these devas-
tated populations escape a secondary disaster was
the timely deployment of military assers. These as-
se ts  we re  made  ava i l ab le  t o  t he  I ndones ian
govemment and international aid agencies early on
in the crisis. They provided medical care and casu-
alty evacuation, airlifted water, rice and other food
stocks to isolated populations, initiated aerial re-
connaissance of roads and facilitated operational
agencies in getting to remote sites. These assets



TABLE I

Pat ient  categor ies seen by the Indian Naval  medical
r e l i e f  camp  t i l l  l 7  Jan  05
(Ma jo r  t r auma  re l a ted  su rge ry  showed  a  s i gn i f i can t
d e c l  i  n e  )

P A I I € i T S  S E E N  A f  M E U L A B O H

Fig. 3: Indian Naval medical relief camp ran from dawn
to dusk post  tsunami t i l l  17 Jan 2005.  5 km
inland at Meuluboh. lndonesia.

were vital in conveying to the international aid com-
munity information on prevail ing conditions. and in
bringing supplies to those who needed them most
desperately [,21.

ln response to the acute nature of the disaster,
many nations deployed teams with tertiary health
skills to address the severe wounds of the injured.
This had resulted in an oversupply of temporary
tertiary care facil i t ies and medical staff (including,
at one point in time, twenty surgeons in Meulaboh).
Most temporary field hospitals had noted a signifi-
cant decrease in average patient load between week- I
post-tsunami. from 120 patients a day to a week-4
daily caseload of 30-45 patients [2]. Acute-care hos-
p i ta l  bed capaci ty  in  western Aceh Province
appeared to be adequate for the immediate referrals.

The Indian Naval medical camp (Fig. 3) contin-
ued to see an average of 160 patients a day, but
trauma related cases decreased significantly by the
end of the first week, with a rise in infections, nutri-
t ional deficiencies and psychiatric cases (Table l).
The Indian mission also contributed by setting up
the first blood bank, post tsunami. within the exist-
ing facil i ty at the general hospital at Meulaboh. The
mission init iated biomedical waste disposal by sani-
tary landfill at the hospital (Fig. I & 2). Expertise of
the plastic surgeon and anesthesiologist on board
were often solicited by the hospital, as were requests
for medical stores such as injectable antibiotics, life
saving drugs, plaster-of-paris, X-ray fi lms, etc. The
ship 's  workshop was being used to refabr icate
splints for trauma patients from available material.

The temporary field hospitals had met many of
the acute needs of the population but did not suf-
tlce in the medium- or long-term. Most medical needs
of the affected population related to the restoration
of primary health care and preventive services. The
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comnrunity h.rl,h.";;^ ( 'puskesrnas') - the back-
bone of the public health system - were severelv
impacted by the tsunami: the Government estimated
that 4l of the province's health centers were de-
stroyed [2]. At least half of these were on the West
Coast. In addition, many sub-health centers ('pustu')
were destroyed. Exact numbers were not known.

Despite the continued absence of a systematic
response to the multiple needs of this population.
there were some good achievements. Instances of
malaria. measles, and watery diarrhea were signifi-
cantly lower then expected. Food stocks. though
limited in protein and calorie density. were reaching
most large population groups via civil authoritres
and the Indonesian military. Schools were ready to
re-open in a few areas and local foods had begun to
re-appear in local markets.

Lessons Learnt

With most common citizens carrying cell phones,
in countries where many people were individually
accessible via affordable technology, perhaps a sin-
gle emergency message might have been broadcast
to every person carrying a phone, tell ing them to
get to higher ground. and fast. [4-7].

Despite their best intentions, local and interna-
tional NGOs, largely operating on an ad hoc basis.
needed to better coordinate so that their eftbrts
could bolster the primary health care system and
other essential sectors. IVIore sustainable civil ian
logistics and transport systems needed to be estab-
lished as soon as possible. The Indian Naval mission
ashore was dependent on road transport as well as
reliable landing crafts from local resources due to
devastation of berthing facil i t ies and jetties. Tlre
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Fig. 4a : A patient with sepsis & gas gangrene ofthe right
foot. was evacuated by helicopter on board to
the Indian Naval Hospital Ship Nirupak.

sea had, in fact, moved in-land. Being primarily a
hospital ship, the facility was constrained towards
optimal utilization. Only helicopter evacuation of
casualties was possible. Nevertheless, this facility
was used whenever required for emergency major
surgeries, being the only sterile operating room avail-
able during the first few days at Meulaboh (Fig.4 a
&b) .

The roles and responsibilities of the health agen-
cies on the ground needed to be clearly defined by
the sector coordination groups. In some areas, as
many as 22 NGOs were working in the health sector
along with the military and Ministry of Health
(MOH). Coordination was also needed between
agencies that worked on issues that closely affected
population health in order to optimize the health
impact. These issues included better food distribu-
tion, proper resettlement of IDPs, access to suitable
shelter, the restoration of livelihoods, and ensuring
access to non-food items.

In order to guarantee a safe supply of drinking
water to IDPs and affected populations a greater
emphasis needed to be placed on disinfecting drink-
ing water supplies as well as the safe storage of
drinking water in the homes. Further as most fami-
lies lacked adequate water storage containers these
could have been distributed as soon as possible.
Maternal, child and mental health concerns should
have complemented humanitarian work in the first
days of the aftermath without unduly burdening re-
liefoperations.

Joun Marine Medical Societv, 2N5, Vol.7, No. l

Fig.4b: At Indian Naval Hospital Ship Nirupak a patient
underwent a l ife saving amputation on 08 Jan
2005

The converging military medical relief carried out
by all international countries would have been bet-
ter served through cooperation and coordination of
efforts and pooling of resources. This would have
optimized the collective effort so as to benefit maxi-
mum patient populations and facilitated an early
recovery of the local health infrastructures and
smooth transition of health administration to gov-
ernment agencies/ NGOs.

Recommendations

a) Impmvecnordinationandleadershipwithinthe
health sector : Immediate improvements are
necessa ry  i n  p lann ing  reg iona l  hea l t h
coordination within the affected regions to
ensure the most productive use of resources
and to ensure that the health needs of the
population are being adequately addressed.
Many military units, NGOs, and other local
organizations are invariably available for healtlr
services throughout affected areas. A detailed
review of sector wide needs (field and desk
s tud ies  pu l l i ng  t oge the r  t he  numerous
assessments reports) should be completed
within one month, analyzing gaps and looking
at longer term recovery plans [2].

b) Addressing logistical needs : The response
thus far had faced significant obstacles related
to the effects of the tsunami. This was due to
the great distances that needed to be covered
in the disaster area: the extended lines of
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c)

supply; broken lines of communication and the
severe destruct ion of  roads,  br idges,  and
telecommunications. UN agencies are well
equipped with addressing these issues [2,3].
Agencies should look i'o support these efforts.
Prompt and simultaneous efforts towards these
issues will help medical relief organizations
immensely in their activities.

Tlansition : There is a need to increase the role
cf local/ provincial civil ian authorit ies in
planning and implementing every health aspects
of the medical relief and recovery efforts. Long-
term strategies to rebuild public health, clinical,
and preventive services should be initiated with
more coordination and consultation. Local staff
should man this process along with additional
staff seconded from other provinces/ districts.
Upgrading and development of capacity (skills
and management) at all levels in the health
sector should be implemented using a dual
mode method. Firstly, on-the-job training should
be provided by 'accredited' international aid
agencies/ NGOs in the workplace. Secondly,
short-term training for multi-skilled village
midwives, health center staff and district public
health staffis needed [2].

Health information systems : A regular
epidemiological report and operational report
including interpretation ofthe data and general
situation should be published and shared with
all relevant agencies, decision-makers on a
regular basis. Health agencies should bring
appropriate information technology, personnel,
and training to the field to support these
activities 12,4,51.

Proper targeting of health delivery programs :
Expanded clinical services, including trauma
care, initially given higher priority during the
first month (after the tsunami), should then give
way to an emphasis on primary care, maternal-
chi ld  heal th and prevent ive serv ices,  ( i .e .
immunization, health promotion). It will be more
effective to provide resources to community
health centers, (i.e. 'puskesmas'), so they can
start working again or cope with the extra load
rather than deploy advanced temporary field
hospitals [2]. Services should be made available

to IDP settlements, people who remained at
home in damaged communities, as well as to
host communities. It wil l also be necessary to
initially operate mobile clinics to meet the needs
of isolated communities that have limited access
to care.

D Health Sector Development : A strategy and
policy for the health sector development needs
to be accomplished. It is critical that health
agencies responding to the disaster rebuild and
s t reng then  l oca l  hea l t h  sys tems  i n  a
coordinated and complementary way. These are
opportuni t ies to rev i ta l ize and improve
organizat ion st ructures and management
systems to deliver services to standards better
than before the disaster (tsunami). There is good
capacity within Indonesia, and neighboring
countr ies in  South Asia,  to  support  such
capaci ty  bui ld ing wi th in the heal th sector
through technical inputs and for scholarship-
funded training.

g) Sector specific assessments and Action Plan
for Health : All health related sectors should
have  a  f ocused  assessmen t  t o  f u r t he r
character ize the needs of  thei r  serv ice
populations. This information and all data from
previous assessments by agencies should be
evaluated and incorporated into a "Health
Action Plan" within 7 days [2].

h) Mental health assistance : Basic social and
mental health interventions - on which there is
broad consensus - should be implemented
before more specialized interventions are
considered. In the acute relief phase, it is
advisable to conduct few social/medical actions
so that there will be little interference with
responses to vital needs such as food, shelter
and control of communicable diseases.

The following guidelines should be useful in de-
termining appropriate responses [2] :

o  to prov ide uncompl icated and accessib le
information on location of corpses;

r  to  d iscourage unceremonious d isposal  of
corpses;

o to provide family tracing for minors, the elderly
and other vulnerable people;
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o to encourage members of field teams to actively
participate in grieving;

o to encourage recreational activities for children;

.  to  widely d isseminate uncompl icated,
reassuring, empathic information on normal
stress/trauma reaction to the community at large

o during any medical assessment to enquire about
need for  maintenance of  ant iconvulsant
t reatment  for  people wi th epi lepsy or
antipsychotic medication for those who were
previously receiving such medication.

CONCLUSION

The tsunami disaster relief carried out by Indian
Navy, recently has validated the role of military lo-
gistic support and military medicine in global
disaster management. The role of military in con-
certed International medical relief, particularly in a
global disaster setting, is significantly beneficial by
provision of much needed emergency medical serv-
ices, reviving locally destroyed public health
systems and replenishment of medical stores. Com-
mitments for long term health care delivery would

Jour. Maine Medical Sociery,2005, Vol.7, No. I

be better served by local government agencies/
NGOs.
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RE-ORGANIZING OURSELVES FOR DISASTER RELIEF : LESSONS
FROM INDONESIA

SuTgCdTGVISHWANATH*

ABSTRACT

The Indian Navy responded spontaneously to the devastat ing tsunami that  occurred on 26 December 2004, by
provid ing logist ics and medical  re l ief .  The aims of  the mission included a) to hand over re l ief  suppl ies to the
loca l  I ndones ian  gove rnmen t  au tho r i t i e s ;  b )  t o  p rov i de  se rv i ces  o f  t he  sh ip  i n  hosp i t a l  r o l e  and  c )  t o  ac t  as
ambassadors of goodwill, in the course of providing medical relief. The swift response which was multidirectional
and  mu l t i d imens iona l ,  gave  an  oppo r tun i t y  a t  a l l  l e ve l s  w i t h i n ,  t o  assess  t he  e f f i cacy  o f  de l i ve r y  o f  such
services af ter  a large scale natural  d isaster .  At  the end.  the Indian team won much appreciat ion both f rom the
Indonesians and f rom other agencies in the region for  i ts  part ic ipat ive,  posi t ive and problem solv ing approach.
i ts  empathy and alacr i ty  to act ion.

KEY WORDS :  Medical  Rel ief :  Disaster :  Tsunami of  26th December 2004

INTRODUCTION

1-tonsequent to the earthquake and tsunami that
lr,.-,occuned on 26 Dec 04, one MTSP (Mobile Tech-
nical Support Platoon) was embarked on a survey
ship converted to hospital role for disaster relief at
Indonesia. The deployment of this hospital ship in
Indonesia for medical and relief aid after the Tsu-
nami provided an opportunity to assess the efficacy
ofdelivery ofsuch services after a large scale natu-
ral disaster. This paper attempts to make a critical
appraisal of the same.

An overview of mission

The aims of the mission included a) to hand over
relief supplies to the local Indonesian government
authorities ; b) to provide services of the ship in
hospital role and c) to act as ambassadors ofgood-
will, in the course of providing medical relief

Preparations

INS Nirupak, redesignated as a Hospital Ship, for
the Medical Relief mission was ordered to the task
and one MTSP embarked from INHS Kalyani. The
ship in the hospital role contained an operation thea-
tre, two wards, an isolation ward, a blood bank, a
laboratory, an x-ray and dark room, a mortuary and

several storage spaces. The composition of the
MTSP was one surgeon,  one anesthet is t ,  one
GDMO, l4 Medical assistants of various trades and
3 domestic branch sailors.

Considering available resources, the MTSP car-
ried equipment and stores for the management of
100 Pl casualties. 200 P2 casualties and 700 walking
wounded. Urgent local purchase of supplies and
equipment were resorted to.

The Hospital ship sailed from Visakhapatnam on
30 December 04, reached Indonesian waters on 02
January 05, was assigned an area of operation on 05
January 05. and provided medical relief aid at
Meulaboh in the Aceh province from 06 Jan 05 to l7
Jan 05.

Meulaboh,  a town on the western coast  of
Sumatra was badly affected by the Tsunami. Large
scale devastation had resulted (Figs. l. 2, 3) and
though no official figures were available at the time,
deaths plus missing persons were placed at l/3 of
the population. The healthcare delivery system was
also devastated.

The salient achievements are given herein:

a)  The handing over  of  re l ie f  s tores (gra in,
noodles, biscuits, blankets, packaged drinking

*Classi f ied Special is t  (Surgery & Reconstruct ive Surgery) ,  INHS Asvin i ,  Mumbai  400 005.
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Fig 1,2 and 3: Large scale devastation by the Tsunami at
Meulahoh. Indonesia a town on the western coast
of Sumatra

water, fresh vegetables, etc) to Indonesian
authorities.

b) The setting up of a dispensary ashore with a
minor OT where a total of 1.712 patients were
attended to.

Jour. Marine Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

Participation at daily briefing and planning
sessions held for all medical teams at the local
Govemment Hospital at Meulaboh. This led to
better situational awareness and communication
among all concerned. The pooling ofresources
resulted in a high level of synergy and optimal
enhanced health care delivery.

Provision of critically required medical supplies
to the hospital such as IV fluids. antibiotics,
life-saving drugs, Plaster of Paris, anaesthetic
drugs, surgical cotton, X-ray film, etc.

hovision of surgical, plastic surgical, anesthetic
opinions and advice as required at the hospital.

Cases requir ing surgery (sourced at the
dispensary or refened by the hospital staff to
us during morning rounds at the hospital) were
operated on board the hospital ship.

The setting up and operation of the much
needed blood bank at the hospital.

h) The setting up and operation of a sanitary
landfill for biomedical waste at the hospital.

During the course of this operation, the team
observed certain shortcomings and deficiencies in
its structure, composition and functioning. Based
on this some observations are made and a few rec-
ommendations hazarded.

A natural disaster such as the Tsunami poses a
large scale emergency where speed is of
essence to the rel ief  team. Under these
circumstances it is imperative forthe relief team
to move quickly into posit ion and begin
operation to be able to salvage maximum life.
This team sailed on 30 December 04, reached
Indonesian waters on 2 January 05 but could
commence operations only on 6 January 05, i.e.
ten days after the disaster. The delay was owing
to problems of communicat ion and
coordination. In such deployments in the future
it would be important to guard against such
delays.

It is important to realize that ten days after the
disaster the nature of relief required would
change from providing rescue, resuscitation
and emergency services to providing
rehabilitation, public health, care of displaced
persons etc. The composition of the team

c)

d)

e)

c)

a)

b)
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required should change accordingly.

Disaster management is much more than a large
scale surgical exercise. Indeed, surgical cases
were in minority in the work load faced by the
MTSP (this experience is also shared by other
teams deployed elsewhere in Tsunami reliefl.
The case load composed largely of gastro-
intestinal and water borne diseases, respiratory
illnesses and other illnesses related to exposure,
skin infections relating to over crowding in relief
camps and post traumatic stress disorder and
other psychiatric disorders. I I ] All in all, illnesses
seen were those of  the d ispossessed,  the
displaced and the bereaved. It is strongly felt
that the services of the psychiatrist and of the
specialist in Preventive Medicine are invaluable
in such a scenario and that these specialists
must be on the strength of the tearr in all such
deployments in the future.

When the hospital ship set out on its mission,
it was envisaged that a berth alongside would
be available. It was planned that a shore MI
room would be set up to serve primary healthcare
needs and only those casualties requiring in-
patient observation, investigation or surgery
would be brought on board. On arrival at
Meulaboh it was seen that no jetty had been
spared by the Tsunami. The medical team
therefore had to operate from the ship at
anchorage. All personnel, material and casualty
movement had to be by helo (Chetak: I lying/3
sitting casualties) or by Gemini boats. Further,
the relief material carried to the area was
obviously  of  no use wi thout  the means of
delivering it. The mission had to depend on the
host nation and other agencies for motor
transport and boats. It is suggested that in
future all such relief missions be provided with
all weather day/night capable helicopters, air
cargo net, motor transport, landing craft and
boats (even amphibious craft if necessary) and
not proceed with the assumption of receiving a
berthing facility. It is felt that the relief team
must have 'stand alone' capabil ity and not
requi re to borrow f rom the beleaguered
resources of the host nation to be able to deliver
aid.

e) The MTSP considered setting up a field hospital
ashore. Owing to the security situation existing
in the Aceh province, the TNI (lndonesian army)
author i t ies advised that  a l l  mater ia l  and
personnel be recovered on board every day by
dusk. This precluded setting up of the field
hospital. The relief team must be self sufficient
for its security needs.

D All in-patient management had to be performed
on board at anchorage. The environment on
board was not very woman/ child friendly as
the medical team had no female members. Over
half the cases seen were women and children.
Female relatives / volunteers had to be carried
by helo to the ship and messed on board to
serve as lady attendants. Future relief teams
must carry female members.

g) The Indian team had the opportunity to work
closely with and observe the structure and
functioning of other relief agencies in the region
such as the Singapore Armed Forces, Medecin
Sans Frontieres, ESCRIM ('Element Securite
Civile Rapide d'Intervention Medicale'), etc.
Concepts from the organizational structure of
these teams may meritconsideration if we decide
to  ove rhau l  ou r  s t ruc tu re  [ 2 ]  .One  such
structure is laid out schematically in Fig 4.

h) The ME scale of equipment for the MTSP
requires to be upgraded to include therapeutic
and diagnostic equipment sufficient for the
setting up of a modern field hospital ashore
where required. The ESCRIM model of fietd
hospital appears best. The key components of

Fig 4 : Suggested organization of a disaster rel ief team
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this model are:

i. the hospital is entirely set up within synthetic
tents

i i .  the water  supply c in be f rom the sea
through own desalination plant

i i i . the staff consists of doctors. nurses and
paramedics.

iv. the staff resides within separate tents
adjacent to the hospital

v. the 30 beds are rigged up as male and female
wards, with scope for expansion as required

vi. the hospital is equipped with all modern
medical eqpt for the conduct of emergency
health care in the situation including a
casualty, a sterile operation theater, CSSD,
radiology with a C-arm and ultrasonography,
laboratory,  in tensive care uni t  and
gynecology department

vii. the hospital can mn a dedicated section
for a vaccination campaign.

viii. all documentation is electronic right from
the recept ion/  regis t rat ion,  inc luding
electronic photography

ir the hospital is fully air conditioned

x the sewage disposal is by chemical closets

xi the hospital is capable of being set-up or
dismantled in 24h as required and can be air
lifted

xii. the hospital is provided with medical and
other supplies to run non-stop for l0 days
till replenished

In all disaster situations, early communication
and l ia ison must  be establ ished wi th a l l
agencies similarly deployed in the region and
regular briefing sessions (more frequently than
daily if required) should be held. Wreless or
other communication may be used if physlcal

Jour. Marine Medical Socieu, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

attendance is not possible. The result is better
situational awareness and communication
among all concerned. At these sessions, the
situation and resources available are reviewed,
action plans formulated and tasks shared by
var ious agencies.  This forum can be
instrumental  in  producing the l ia ison and
synergy between various agencies in the region
and lead to optimal functioning [3].

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

The devastating tsunami that occurred on 26 Dec
04, necessitated a global convergence of humani-
tarian efforts ofan unprecedented kind. The Indian
Naval mission responded by providing spontane-
ous logistics and medical relief. The swift response,
which was multidirectional and multidimensional,
gave an opportunity at all levels within, to assess
the efficacy of delivery of such services after a large
scale natural disaster. At the end. the Indian team
won much appreciation both from the Indonesians
and from other agencies in the region for its
participative, positive and problem solving ap-
proach, its empathy and alacrity to action.
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PATHOLOGY QUTZ

Surg Lt Cdr RAMESH RAO*, Lt Col A MALIK**,
Surg Capt RN MISRA*. Surg Cdr IK INDRA"IIT '

Surg CdrAS NAIDU*** and Surg CaptJDSOUZA*'&*'*

A 38 years old lady presented with pain in abdo
-{a.men and mass right flank of 0l year duration.
CT and MRI Scan shown below was suggestive of
chronic granulomatous pyelonephritis. The nephrec-

tomy specimen was sent for histopathological
examination.A cut surface is displayed.

What is your diagnosis?
! a  .  .  , O : ,  2 2  . . .  . . . ,  i .

eho U,'oL. l)tp|ttridra ol Prd$lot!- t\f,S.t$iri

*Graded Special is t  (Pathology),  **Classi f ied Special is t  (Pathology) & Oncopl thologist ,  'Senior  Advisor (Pathology &
Microbio logy),  Classi f ied Special is t  (Radiology and CT/MRI) ,  ***Classi f ied Special is t  (Radiology),  *+*Senior  Advisor
(Radiology and Intervent ion Radiology),  INHS Asvin i
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Fig. I : CT and MRI scan of patient

Fig. 2 : Cut surface of right kidney



ANSWER TO QUIZ: MALAKOPLAKIA KIDNEY

DISCUSSION

Histopathological examination of kidney showed
distortion of renal parenchyma with features of
xanthogranulomatous inf'lammation and presence of
the Michaelis-Gutmann body in histiocytes.

Malakoplakia is an inflarnmatory condition pre-
senting as a plaque or a nodule that usually affects
the genitourinary tract but may rarely involve the
skin [2,3]. Malakoplakia was first described in the
early 1900s as yellow soft plaques that were seen on
the mucosa of the urinary bladder [].

Malakoplakia is believed to result from the inad-
equate k i l l ing of  bacter ia by macrophages or
monocytes that exhibit defective phagolysosomal
activity. Partially digested bacteria accumulate in
monocytes or macrophages and lead to the deposi-
t ion of  ca lc ium and i ron on res idual  bacter ia l
glycolipid. The presence of the resulting basophil ic
inclusion structure, the Michaelis-Gutmann body,
is considered pathognomonic for malakoplakia [4,5].

Studies have suggested that a decreased intrac-
ellular cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)
level may interfere with adequate microtubular func-
tion and lysosomal activity, leading to an incomplete
el iminat ion of  bacter ia f rom macrophages and
monocytes [5,6].

Although E coli is the most common gram-nega-
tive bacteria isolated, other enteric bacteria may be
found on culture. Staphylococcus oureus and Pseu-
dontonas aeruginosa may be cultured [4].

Sheets of ovoid histiocytes with fine eosinophilic
cytoplasmic granules (von Hansemann cells) are
seen on routine staining. Histiocytes with 5- to l5-
m m  b a s o p h i l i c  i n c l u s i o n s  w i t h  c o n c e n t r i c
laminations (Michaelis-Gutmann bodies) are diag-
nost ic .  Michael is-Gutmann bodies demonstrate
positive results using periodic acid-Schiff stain and
are diastase resistant. They stain with von Kossa
stain for calcium and Perl 's Prussian blue stain for
iron [7].

Electron microscopy results show that Michae-
lis-Gutmann bodies consist of lysosomes fi l led with
partially digested bacteria. Gram stain may demon-
s t ra te  g ram-nega t i ve  bac te r i a  [ 6 ] .  Immuno-
histochemical studies demonstrate positive results

Jour. Marirrc Medical Socierv. 2N5, Vol.7, No. I

Fig. 3 :  Photomicrograph showing
( Michaelis Gutnrann ) bodies
E 400x)

presence uriac
i n h i s t i o c l ' t e s i H &

f o r  CD68  .  l y sosomes ,  and  a -chymot ryps in .
Immunostaining with polyclonal anti-Mycobacte-
riunr bovis antibody may demonstrate organisrns in
patients with malakoplakia [81.
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RADIOLOGICAL QUTZ

Surg CaptJ D'SOUZA*, Surg Cdr IK INDRAJIT**,
Surg Lt CdrSN SINGH.

A 32 years female presented to MI room with
.{- lsudden onset chest pain, dysphagia, and
odynophagia following a meal. A plain radiograph

of chest is shown at Fig l

What is your diagnosis?

Fig. l :  Plain radiograph of patient presenting with
odynophagia

*Senior Advisor & HOD (Radiodiagnosis), " Classified Specialist (Radiodiagnosis), *PG Trainee (Radiodiagnosis), INHS Asvini,
Mumbai .
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Answer: Pneumomediastinum

The plain radiographs of this patient [Fig. l]
reveal evidence of left sided pneumomediastinum.
In this case, free gas was observed tracking vertically
on the left side of the heart, the arch of aorta & the
descending aorta. Besides, radiographic evidence
of pneumothorax & continuous diaphragm sign were
present. However there was no hydropneumothorax,
hydrothorax,  consol idat ion.  The eponymously
described 'V' sign of Naclerio was not appreciated
in this case.

DISCUSSION

Chest radiograph in typical cases of pneumome-
diastinum often demonstrates the undermentioned
set of f indings in various combinations:

a) Linear radiolucent areas vertically tracking the
left side ofthe heart, retrosternally, precardiac,
or surrounding the trachea []. Besides this
hydropneumothorax or hydrothorax may also
be present.

Fig. 2 : Barium swallow shows filling defect due to an
impacted foreign study

Jour Maitte Medical Society, 2005, Vol.7, No. I

Continuous diaphragm sign denoting presence
of gas between the pericardium and diaphragm,
resulting in clear delineation of central parts of
diaphragm.

Lucent ring around the right pulmonary artery
on a lateral chest radiograph.

In infants with pneumomediastinum, the thymic
lobes are shifted upwards resembling a full
spinnaker [2].

e) 'V' sign of Naclerio which describes air in the
left cardio vertebral angle of the diaphragm.

D Delayed mediastinal widening representing
presence of mediastinit is [][3].

Clinical examination of a case of pneumornedi-
as t i num may  revea l  any  o f  t he  f o l l ow ing :  a )
subcutaneous air; b) Hamman sign denoting pre-
co rd ia l  sys to l i c  c rep i t a t i ons  assoc ia ted  w i th
diminution of heart sounds and c) pneumothorax.

tlil4t. 
----- ,

A Barium swallow performed subst{iciirl c.r
her are shown as Fig2 & 3 respectively. The barium

Fig. 3 :  Barium swallow shows epidence of perforat ion.
with contrast spi l l  into mediastinum
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swallow reveals an impacted foreign body in the
mid esophagus, which perforated the esophagus.

Thoracotomy & immediate repair of esophagus
was performed. Patient has recovered completely
and is currently asymptomatic at follow up.

FINALDIAGNOSIS

Pneumomediastinum due to oesophageal perfo-
ration by a foreign body.

a-.dtF-''
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